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CHILD ABUSE VICTIMS' RIGHTS ACT

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to -1 atice, at 2:45 p.m., in room
SD-226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles Grass ley pre-
siding.

Also present: Senators Specter and McConnell.
Staff present: Neal Manne, chief counsel; Tracy McGee, chief

clerk; Tracy Pastrick, staff assistant; and Kolan Davis, counsel for
Senator Grass ley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF IOWA

Senator GRASSLEY I would like to thank all of you for your pa-
tience while we are still in the process of voting. But I have al-
ready voted, and Senator Specter has sent the signal for me to go
ahead and start because he is voting.

I would, first of all, thank Senator Specter for holding this hear-
ing on S. 985, the Child Abuse Victims' Rights Act, and for the
chairman's continuing efforts in combating crimes against chil-
dren.

Congress has already concluded that child pornography and pros-
titution are highly organized, multi-million-dollar industries that
operate on a nationwide scale. It has been estimated that 50,000
children disappear and more than 1.5 million children are sexually
molested, fumed, or photographed each year fur the use of pornog-
raphy. In the past Congress has had some success in attacking the
problem of child exploitation. Because of the Child Protection Act
of 1984 which removed obscenity an i the words "engaged for
profit" requirements, there has been an increase in child pornogra-
phy prosecutions and convictions.

Nevertheless, most exploiters escape prosecution. So there re-
mains much to be done by the Congress. Consequently, in an effort
to continue the attack on these crimes, I have introduced S. 985
which is before us today. Under current law a child pornographer
can only be sentenced up to 10 years. Repeat offenders are sen-
tenced for a mere mandatory 2 years, and in order to prevent inter-
state distribution of pornographic literature involving the victim,
the victim must seek injunctive relief from every State that may be
involved, and of course this is a very impossible task to accomplish.

(1)
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Now, under S. 985, child pornography would become a predicate
offense under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations
Act, commonly called RICO. Accordingly, penalties of up to 20
years imprisonment for child pornography would be available then,
and forfeiture provisions would be enhanced. Perpetrators who
invade youth organizations to gain access to potential victims may
also be reached this way.

In addition, under the civil provisions of RICO, treble damages as
well as Federal injunctive relief would be avaiiAble to child victims.
RICO would also be expanded to include injuries to the person, but
only for the violations under the two child pornography statutes,
sections 2251 and 2252. This is significantly different than previous
measures that applied personal injuries to other predicate offenses
under RICO.

Two additional provisions would protect children through the im-
position of mandatory sentences in the following areas: Section 5 of
the bill provides for a mandatory life sentence for the kidnaping of
a child. In its present version, section 5 includes noncustodial pa-
rental kidnaping as an offense. This was not my intent, and
through the amendment process I plan to modify section 5 so that
it will involve only nonperental kidnaping.

Nevertheless, parental kidnaping is a very important concern
that needs to be addressed, and I plan to look into that as a sepa-
rate issue.

Section 6 of the bill rrovides for mandatory 5-year sentences for
repeat child pornographers. There should be no room in imposing
minimum sentences on those that commit these disreputable
crimes for the second time and who will probably commit them
again. That is bound to happen; we know that there is a pattern
there.

S. 985 also calls for an Attorney General's report to issue recom-
mendations on courtroom procedures that would serve as a model
for measures designed to facilitate the testimony of child witnesses
across the country. There has been a good deal of State legislation
passed in this area, but there are some questions as to whether
some of it is constitutional. Consequently, this report should pro-
vide needed guidance in developing some effective Federal and
State legislation that will survive constitutional scrutiny.

In addition, section 8 is an attempt to update Federal crime files
to facilitate background checks on individuals working in child
care facilities. Now, I understand that the FBI has some reserva-
tions regarding this section. I look forward to working with the
Justice Department in order to fmd a solution to that problem.

Last, I would like to say I have introduced this package knowing
that it does not include the entire range of possible solutions to the
problem, but I hope that it will help us build on our past successes
in the continuing battle against child exploitation, and I very much
look forward to hearing the opinions of our distinguished witnesses
today.

[The text of S. 985 and Senator Denton's prepared statement
follow:]
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S. 985
To protect the rights of victims of child abuse

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

APRIL 24 (legislative day. APRIL 15), 1985

Mr GRASSLEY Introduced the following bill; which was read twice andreferred to
the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To protect the rights of victims of child abuse.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assemble(,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Child Abuse Victims

4 Rights Act of 1985".

5 FM DINGS

6 SEC. 2. The Congress finds that-

7 (1) child otploitation has become a multi-million

8 dollar industry, infiltrated and operated by elements of

9 organized crime, and by a nationwide network of

10 individuals openly advertising their desire to exploit

11 children;
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1 (2) Congress has recognized the physiological,

2 psychological, and emotional harm caused by the pro-

3 duction, distribution, and display of child pornography

4 by strengthening laws proscribing such activity;

5 (3) the Federal Government lacks sufficient en-

6 forcement tools to combat concerted efforts to exploit

7 children proscribed by Federal law, and exploitation

8 victims lack effective remedies under Federal law;

9 (4) child molesters and others who prey on chil-

10 dren frequently seek employment in or volunteer for

11 positions that give them ready exposure to children;

12 (5) Congress Las encouraged background checks

13 to prevent individuals with a record of child abuse from

14 attaining such positions; however, current Federal files

15 contain insufficient information to identify crimes in-

16 volving abuse of children;

17 (6) abductions of children under the age of 18,

18 frequently involving noncustodial parents, cause consid-

19 erable emotional and physical trauma, yet individuals

20 convicted of such offenses are rarely sentenced and

21 noncustodial parents are rarely prosecuted;

22 (7) mandatory sentences for kidnaping of children

23 would provide an effective deterrent for such offenses

24 and reduce recidivism; and

8
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1 (8) current rules of evidence, criminal procedure,

2 and civil procedure and other courtroom and investiga-

3 Live procedures inhibit the participation of child victims

4 as witnesses and damage their credibility when they do

5 testify, impairing the prosecution of child exploitation

6 offenses.

7 INCLUSION OF SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN

8 UNDER RICO

9 SEC. 3. Section 1961(1)(B) of title 18, United States

10 Code, is amended by inserting after "section 1955 (relating

11 to the prohibition of illegal gambling businesses)," the follow-

12 ing: "sections 2251 and 2252 (relating to sexual exploitation

13 of children),".

14 AUTHORIZATION OF CIVIL SUITS UNDER RICO FOR

15 PERSONAL INJURY

16 SEC. 4. Stbsection (c) of section 1964 of title 18,

17 United States Code, is amended to read as follows-

18 "(c) Any person injured-

19 "(1) personally by reason of a violation of section

20 1962 of this chapter if such injury results from an act

21 indictable under sections 2251 and 2252 of this title

22 (relating to sexual exploitation of children'; or

23 "(2) in his business or property by reason of any

24 violation of section 1962 of this chapter,

9
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1 may sue therefor in any appropriate United States district

2 court and shall recover threefold the damages he sustains and

3 the cost of the suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee.".

4 DEATH SENTENCE OR MANDATORY LIFE IN KIDNAPTNG

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 (2) If during the course of an offense for which the pun-

22 ishment is provided by this subse-tion, the offender kills such

23 victim, the judge may, in lieu of the punishment provided in

24 paragraph (1), sentence such offender to the penalty of death.

25 The procedures made applicable to the penalty of death in

26 aircraft piracy cases by section 903(c) of the Federal Aviation

OFFENSES INVOLVING THE MURDER OF A MINOR

SEC. 5. Section 1201 of title 18, United States Code, is

amended

(1) in subsection (a) by striking out "except in the

case of a minor by the parent thereof,";

(2) in subsection (a) by inserting ", except as pro-

vided in subsection (g) of this section," before "be pun-

ished"; and

(3) by adding at the end thereof the following:

"(g)(1) If the victim of an offense under subsection (a) is

a person who has not attained the age of 18 years, the pun-

iennent shall be imprisonment for life. Notwithstanding any

tither provision of law, the court, in imposing a life sentence

under this subsection, shall not sentence the defendant to

probation, nor suspend such sentence, and the defendant shall

not be eligible for release on parole.

10
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1 Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. App. 1473(c)) shall also be applicable

2 to the penalty of death under this subsection, except that,

3 notwithstanding paragraph (7) of such subsection, the court

4 may decline to impose the sentence of death.".

5 MANDATORY MINIMUM SENTENCE

6 SEC. 6. Section 2251(c) of title 18, United States Code,

7 is amended by-

8 (1) striking out all that follows the fifth comma

9 and that precedes the first period, and inserting in lieu

10 thereof "such person shall be imprisoned not less than

11 five years nor more than 15 years, and may also be

12 fined not more than $200,000".

13 (2) adding at the end thereof the following: "Not-

14 withstanding any ether provision of law, the court, in

15 imposing sentence for a pram with a prior conviction

16 under this section, shall not sentence the defendant to

17 probation, nor suspend such sentence, and the defend-

18 ant shall not be eligible fei release on parole until he

19 has served not less than five years.".

20 (b) Section 2252(c) of title 18, United States Code, is

21 amended by-

22 (1) striking out all that follows the fifth comma

23 and that precedes the first period, and inserting in lieu

24 thereof "such person shall be imprisoned not less than

25 five years nor more than 15 years, and may also be

26 fined not more than $200,000".

11
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1 (2) by adding at the end thereof the following:

2 "Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

3 cow-, in imposing sentence for a person with a prior

4 conviction under this section, shall not sentence the de-

5 fendant to probation, nor suspend such sentence, and

6 the defendant shall not be eligible for release on parole

7 until he has served not less than five years.".

8 ATTORNEY GENERAL REPORT

9 SEC. 7. (a) Within one year after the date of enactment

10 of this Act, the Attorney General shall submit a report to

11 Congress detailing possible changes in the Federal Rules of

12 Evidence, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the Fed-

13 eral Rules of Civil Procedure, and other Federal courtroom,

14 prosecutorial, and investigative procedures which would fa-

15 cilitate the participation of child witnesses in cases involving

16 child abuse and sexual exploitation.

17 (b) In preparing the report, the Attorney General shall

18 consider such changes as-

19 (1) use of closed circuit cameras, two-way mir-

20 rors, and other out-of-court statements;

21 (2) judicial discretion to circumscribe use of har-

r2 assing, overly complex, and confusing questions against

23 child witnesses;

24 (3) use of videotape in investigations to reduce

25 repetitions of interviews;

26 (4) streamlining investigative procedures; and

12
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1 (5) imuroved training of nrogeelitorial and invocti_

2 gative staff in special problems of child witnesses.
3 REQUIREMENT OF DETAILED FBI OFFENSE

4 CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

5 SEC. 8. The Attorney General shall modify the classifi-

6 cation system used by the National Crime Ldormation

7 Center in its Interstate Identification Index, and by Identifi-

8 cation Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in its

5 Criminal File, with respect to offenses involving sexual ex-

10 ploitation of children by-

11 (1) including in the description of such offenses

12 the age of the victim and the relation-hip of the victim

13 to the offenders; and

14 (2) classifying such offenses by using a uniform

15 definition of a child.

16 MEMBERSHIP OF ADVISORY BOARD ON MISSING CHILDREN

17 SEC. 9. Subsection (a) of section 405 of the Missing

18 Children's Assistance Act (Title IV of Public Law 93-415),

19 as added by section 660 of the Comprehensive Crime Control

20 Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-473) is amendedby-
21 (1) striking out "9 members" and inserting in lieu

22 thereof "10 members";

23 (2) striking out "and" after the semicolon in

24 clause (5);

25 (3) striking out the period at the end of clause (6)

26 and inserting in lieu thereof "; and"; and

13
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1 (4) inserting at the end thereof the following:

2 "(71 One member position to be filled by the par-

3 ents of A missing child to be selected from the State of

4 Iowa based on their knowledge of child abuse preven-

5 Lion and their contributions in the area of missing

6 children.".
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PREPARED STATEMENT GF HON JEREMIAH DENTON, A U S SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF ALABAMA

Mr Chairman, I would like to commend you again on your leadership in address-
ing the major issues affecting our Nation's children I believe that the subcommittee
has been instrumental in providing for the protection of young Americans.

T would also like to commend our distinguished colleague from Iowa, Mr Grass-
ley, for his contributions to the ratety and protection of our children. Senator Grass-
ley was a key player in obtaining the e of the Child Protection Act of 1984.
The act amended chapter 110 of title lga

passage
U.S. Code as It relates to the sexual

exploitation of children The act stands as a formal recognition that the need to pro-
tect our children from sexual exploitation far outweighs the alleged First Amend-
ment rights of pornographers.

I believe that the Child Protection Act represents an important first step in pro-
tecting our young people Some elements of the bill under discussion today, S 985,
could represent that important second step.

One element would amend the racketeering and influence of corrupt organiza-
tions [RICO] statutes to include sexual exploitation of children. Incorporating sexual
exploitation of children in RICO would not only eve prosecutors an additional
weapon to fight organizations. It would also provide the victims with civil remedies
that are currently lacking under Federal law, including injunctive relief to halt the
dissemination or pornog-raphy across state linesout of the reach of state reme-
diesand treble damages for personal injuries. I understand that the provision has
the support of the FBI and the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children.

A second element of S. 985 would direct the Attorney Generel to examine possible
changes in the Federal rules of evidence, criminal procedure, and other Federal
courtroom, prosecutorial, and inveatigative procedures to facilitate the use of child
witnesses in cases involving child abuse. The examination would focus on such
things as the use of closed-circuit cameras, two-way mirrors, videotaping and other
courtroom procedures.

Mr Chairman, children who have been abused or sexually molested have suffered
extreme trauma Often, however, they suffer additional trauma from the justice
system and other community agencies because of insensitive and intimidating inves-
tigative and adjudicative procedures.

A most disturbing example of an insensitive procedure is the practice, in some
jurisdictions, or repeated interrogation of the child victim. In many cases, the
abused child is subjected to countless grueling and detailed investigative interviews.
Not only do duplicative, insensitive and intimidating interview procedures cause
greater trauma to the child victims and their families, but they frequently result in
less effective intervention and prosecution. Rather than providing child victims with
necessary respect, understanding and compassion, the procedures reduce the chil-
dren to automations, caught in the adul1 drama of thc courtroom. The provision in
S. 985 could change the current situation for the better.

Mr Chairman, other elements of S. 985 require more review and study. For exam-
ple, the provisions calling for the elimination of the parental exemption from the
Federal kidnapping statute, a mandatory sentence, and a potential death penalty
for criminals who kidnap children may actually adversely affect a prosecutor abili-
ty to bring a kidnapper to justice. I know that the provision is currently op by
the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children. The opposition is = on
a belief that the provision would make the penalties so harsh that a prosecutor
would simply choose not to prosecute under the federal kidnapping statute.

Additionally, the provision requiring modification of the classification system used
by the National Crime Information Center in its Interstate Identification Index, and
by the Identification Division of the FBI in its criminal file, needs more review. At
presen these systems are not designed to list the additional information required by
S. 985. Additionally, since the information for these reports are voluntarily submit-
ted to the FBI, the Bureau would lack the mechanism to mandate submission of the
additional information. I also question, from a states' rights standpoint, the proprie-
ty in requiring a uniform Federal definition of a child.

Mr Chairman, in light of our mutual commitment to continue to fight for the
protection of our children, I will follow the progress of S. 985 with great interest.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator GRASSLEY. Of course, we start with Senator Paula Haw-
kins from Florida. She is a person that on other committees in this
Congress, has worked very diligently in this effort and has been
very cooperative in the past and has been pioneering in this area of

15
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legislation with something similar to what I have introduced in
other legislation. We want to compliment you for that, and look
forward to working with you, Senator Hawkins, on reaching a
mutual understanding.

Would you proceed?

STATEMENT OF HON. PAULA HAWKINS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to
be here today to join once again my distinguished colleagues in our
continuing efforts to protect our Nation's children. The Members of
the class of 1980 have really played a major role in instituting
some marvelous changes in the manner in which our children are
protected. We have had some successes: the Missing Children Act,
the Missing Children Assistance Act, the reauthorization of the Ju-
venile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, redefining the
term "sexual abuse" in the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act, and our success in convincing the Department of Justice to lib-
eralize their policies regarding parental kidnaping, as was also
noted by the Senator.

We fought together to ensure that day care and juvenile welfare
mothers who are entrusted with the care of our children are prop-
erly screened. We have fought for adequate funding for child abuse,
runaway, and juvenile justice programs, and last session we suc-
ceeded in enacting very important legislation, the Child Protection
Act. But we cannot afford to rest on our laurels. The abused, the
exploited, and the neglected children of the United States need
help. They need protection, and they deserve justice. Last session
this subcommittee developed, considered, and enacted the Child
Protection Act, which is landmark legislation recognizing that
sexual exploitation of minor children is a form of child abuse, and
this form of obscenity is not protected by the first amendment.

When I joined as an original cosponsor of S. 57, the bill contained
a provision that would include child pornography under the cover-
age of RICO, the Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations Act.
I was disappointed that this provision was deleted in the House
before its final enactment. I believe that the provision was dropped
not on its merits, but because of the controversy and confusion over
the scope of thJ coverage of RICO, an issue which was at that time
pending before the Supreme Court.

Perhaps it is fortunate that enactment of this provision was de-
layed for one session because I believe that the RICO legislation
before your subcommittee this session is a major improvement. Be-
sides your legislation, you have made note of my legislation, S. 625,
dealing exclusively with RICO, that is pending before this subcom-
mittee, and I urge the subcommittee to look into that legislation
that would expand RICO's coverage.

S. 625, as well as section 4 of Senator Grass ley's bill S. 985,
doesn't just include child pornography under the coverage of RICO,
it also expands the civil action portion of RICO to include recovery
for damages to the person, as well as property for the two catego-
ries dealing with sexual exploitation of children, child prostitution
or child pornography.

13
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The expansion for these two categories is justified. The intent of
the PICO civil suit provision was to encourage private enforcement
of this critically important statute while recompensing the victims
of illegal conduct. Given the nature of the crimes of sexual exploi-
tation of children, civil recovery for property damages is virtually
useless, but civil suits for damages to the person for the emotional
and long lasting psychological harm caused by this kiddie porn
would be consistent with the purposes of the RICO Act and give
these children a fair chance to receive restitution. I would also sup-
port the provision in your bill S. 985, that would make parental
kidnaping a Federal as well as State crime.

I realize that concerns have been expressed regarding the paren-
tal kidnaping provisions in S. 985. I share some of those concerns,
especially over the sections which require mandatory minimum life
sentences with no possibility of probation, suspended sentence or
parole for all child kidnapings, including_ parental kidnapings. But
I hope that the subcommittee will carefully consider the feasibility
of removing the parental exemption from the Federal kidnaping
statute and thus making it a Federal crime. Here in the Nation's
capital, the District of Columbia, parental kidnaping is not a
crime, and thus custodial parents have little or no legal resource to
locate or ba united with the kidnaped child.

In many States kidnaping of a child by a noncustodial parent is a
misdemeanor, and the parer t cannot avail themselves of the Pa-
rental Kidnaping Act which requires a fugitive felon warrant.
Some States make parental kidnaping a felony crime only if it is
proven that the child has been taken out of State.

Many States restrict enforcement by limiting the children pro-
tected to those under a certain age. I believe that your legislation
would close this gap that we have here. And I am also pleased to
see John Walsh here, who has traveled from State to State. He is
on- if the best private partners we have ever had in the battle for
safe children.

And as I have talked with John and observed him at all these
meetings, and seen how he has been physically worn down by
much traveling while trying to patch up the State laws, I have
become increasingly touched by his devotion to the safety of our
children. He realizes importance of having some kind of national
guideline. If you talk with John and you talk with other parents
who have been involved in parental kidnapings, you learn first-
hand that this is not a battle between parents over a child loved
equally by both parents. That is a myth. The motive of the parent
that takes the child is usually revenge, and the child is usually the
pawn.

It is long past time that the Federal kidnaping statute was
amended to cover all kidnapings of minor children, and not exclude
parental kidnapings. It is a myth that these children are snatched
by loving parents. Often the parent's motive is revenge and the
children are merely pawns. Many law enforcement authorities cite
the fact that parents are specifically excluded from the Lindbergh
Act, which make kidnaping a crime as evidence and justification
for not getting tough with mom or dad.

I certainly would support the provision which increases the pen-
alty for repeat convictions for child pornography and child prosti-
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tion. If treatment programs are not successful in detering these in-
dividuals from continuing their exploitation and abuse of children,
then longer periods of incarceration may be the only method avail-
able to protect children from abuse and explotation.

Many of the provisions in S. 985 were incorporated into S. 140,
the Children's Justice Act which was favorably and unanimously
reported out of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee
on July 10 of this year. Senator Grass ley offered some excellent
amendments which I believe enhances the effectiveness of the bill
to provide justice to these abused children. One of Senator Grass-
ley'ri amendments requires the Attorney General to modify the
classification system for offenses involving sexual exploitation of
children by including a description of such offenses, the age of the
victim, the relationship of the victim to the offenders and use a
uniform definition of a child. His amendment to S. 14C would re-
quire the Attorney General to apply this new classification system
for the National Crime Information Center's interstate identifica-
tion index, the FBI's criminal file and its uniform crime reporting
system. The addition of the revision of the uniform crime reports of
the FBI makes the provision consistent with the recommendations
of the Attorney General's Task Force on Family Violence.

Another provision which was added to the Children's Justice Act
addresses another provision in Senator Grass ley's legislation. The
Children's Justice Act purpose is to encourage child protection re-
forms on the State rather than Federal level. It requires the Na-
tional Center on Child Abuse and Neglect and the Department of
Justice to collect, analyze, and disseminate information to the vari-
ous States within 180 days of enactment. These types of reforms
have been the subject of several Department of Justice grants.
During our hearing, the interim report of a National Institute of
Justice grant entitled "When the Victim is a Child, Issues for
Judges and Prosecutors" was present to our subcommittee.

The provision in S. 985 which requires the Attorney General
within 1 year of enactment to submit a report to Congress detailing
the possible changes in Federal rules and procedures is consistent
with the provisions in S. 140 which requires the Departments of
HHS and Justice to work together to compile, analyze and dissemi-
nate information about possible changes in State rules and proce-
dures designed to facilitate the use of children's testimony in cases
involving child abuse and sexual exploitation.

Again, I thank the subcommittee for the opportunity to testify
today and I also thank you for your lo ding and strong com-
mittment to protecting our Nation's chilntrti

Senator GRAMM. We wo,A also be pleased if you would stay
and participate, if your schedule permits.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
Senator GRAMM. And also let me suggest that for your benefit,

because I am sure you cannot remember everybody who is cospon-
soring your bill, I am also a cosponsor of your legislation. Obvious-
ly we do look forward to working with you and mutually agreeing
on some legislation that we can both work for. Hopefully, it will be
a very strong piece of legislation, and there will not be a compro-
mise of any principles that we have placed as the basis of this legis-
lation.
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I have no specific questions to ask you at this point.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you. I look forward t3 working with

you on the solution to the problem.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much.
This meeting today is rescheduled from a cancellation of last

week, and last week Congressman Jack Kemp, who has introduced
a companion bill to my bill on the House side, was going to come
last week, but because of a conflict cannot come today. But his tes-
timony is here, and I will place it in the record at this point as if
he were here to give his statement.

[Statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JACK KEMP, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE, FROM THE STATE
OF Nisei YORK

Mr Chairman, members of the committee, I want to thank my good friend and
distinguished colleague from Iowa, Senator Charles Grass ley, for giving me the op-
portunity to testify on the very important subject of child pornography. Senator
Grass ley has been a leader in the fight against those criminals who seek to exploit
and destroy our children through the vile practice of child pornography, and I know
I speak for many thousands of parents and children around the country in thanking
him for his efforts.

Last week I introduced H.R. '.:298, the Child Abuse Victims Rights Act of 1985.
This bill is a companion to Senator Grass ley's bill, S. 985, which is the subject of
today's hearing. bill contains a variety of powerful provisions to combat child
pornography. The first would place sections 2251 and 2252 of title 18 of the United
States Code under the racketeering and influence of corrupt organizations statutes
URIC% This will provide for the additional penalties and fines available under
RICO statutes to be brought to bear against child pornographers, as well as give
investigators and prosecutors of these crimes special tools such as wiretap authority,
spftial grand juries, and broad subpoena authority. Inclusion of these crimes under
RICO will also provide the personal civil remedies and injunctive relief that are
needed to stop the dissemination of child pornography across State lines.

Another important provision of the legislation is the establishment of a national
clearinghouse on cases involving child abuse. This provision will be very helpful in
allowing child care organizations to do background checks on prospective employees.

Two provisions will help protect children from repeat offenders through the impo-
sition of mandatory minimum sentences. The bill hnposes a mandatory life sentence
for the crime of kidnaping a child, and allows a judge to impose the death penalty
on an individual convicted of a kidnaping if it results in the death of the child
victim. The bill also imposes a minimum sentence of 5 to 25 years for repeat offend-
ers.

This legislation also addresses the issue of child victims as witnesses. Often the
most troubling roadblock to the prosecution of child pornographers is the proce-
dures tl at discourage the use of children as witnesses. This bill will direct the At-
torney general to study possible changes in the Federal rules of evidence, criminal
proceaure, and civil procedure and other courtroom prosecutorial and investigative
initiatives that could facilitate the use of children as witnesses. Such improvements
might include the use of two way mirrors and closed circuit television to observe
child witnesses; and use of judicial discretion to circumscribe the auestioning of
such witnesses to avoid harrassment and confusion; and better training of law en-
forcement officials to enable them to deal with these issues in a sensitive way.

This is a good bill, and one which will be strengthened and improved through the
committee process. I am greateful that Senator Grassley has agreed to accept
change in the legislation that I suggested. This provision would delay the statute of
limitations clock from ticking on offenses related to child pornography until the
victim reaches the age of 18. I think that this provision will make it easier for the
victims to bring their tormentors to justice without the fear of reprisals.

It is impossible to overstate the urgency with which this legislation is needed to
protect our children from this heinous crime. I commend Senator Grassley once
again for his work on this issue, and I look forward to the passage of this legislation
by both the House and the Senate in the year to come.

Senator GRASSLEY. It would be my pleasure now to invite the wit-
ness from the administration, from the Criminal Division of the
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Department of Justice, Deputy Assistant Attorney General; she is
Ms. Victoria Toensing. We welcome you here and woula ask you to
give your statement, as is the tradition of summarizing, and we
will print your entire statement in the record. And then I and
other committee members will probably have some questions for
you. Would you proceed, please. Welcome here and thank you for
coming. Thank you for being patient, too.

STATEMENT OF VICTORIA TOENSING, DEPUTY ASSISTANT AT-
TORNEY GENERAL, CRIMINAL DIVISION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
Ms. TOENSING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for

asking me to discuss the Department views on S. 985. This bill con-
tains numerous provisions on victims of child abuse. We welcome
your interest as we are all repulsed by those who would viclate our
children. I personally respond to this legislation in this area as a
mother of three children who shares your concern for this kind of
heinous crime.

I want to discuss our support for certain provisions and explain
why we do not support other provisions because, in our view, they
could be counterproductive to current law enforcement purposes
and programs. I have a complete statement for the record, Mr.
Chairman. This is a truncated version. So I will be very brief.

Senator GRAMMY. OK. Thank you.
Ms. Tonismia. I would like to address just a few of the sections,

though, and I would like to start with section 3. This section adds
offenses relating to the production and dissemination of child por-
nography as predicate offenses to the RICO statute. The Depart-
ment wholeheartedly supports this amendment. The sexual exploi-
tation of children is a heinous crime. Were such conduct a pattern
of racketeering activity, it would be even more dangerous and
odious, and the use of RICO's unique and powerful criminal provi-
sions are particularly appropriate in this situation.

Regarding section 4, where it would authorize a civil RICO suit
on behalf of the victim of such offenses, the Department is opposed
to this. Let me go into the details as to why. Presently, there is a
treble damages suit available under 18 U.S.C. 1934(c), which !s part
of the RICO statute. To any person injured in his business or prop-
erty, the proposed legislation would add a suit for those injured
personally by a RICO violation if the injury resulted from an act
indictable under the child pornography statutes.

We are concerned, Mr. Chairman, that worthy though this goal
is, it could result in confusion in judicial interpretations in this
area of damal,_.3 and thereby mess up the entire area of RICO dam-
ages. There have been recent Supreme Court decisions on issues in
this area, and there are more issues out there wending their way
up the court system. The proposed amendment would add yet an-
other aspect to the controversy.

It is crucially important for those who prosecute under the RICO
statute that it be used primarily as a criminal enforcement tool. I
might point out that there are similar predicate offenses for RICO.
such as murder, kidnaping, and prostitution which would equally
arouse our sympathy to create a personal injury kind of provision.
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We have taken victim compensation as an important issue with the
Department and have tried to set it aside and concentrate on it in
that arena and under statutes that provide for victim comrensa-
tion. We would like to keep it as a separate issue so we can just
look at those kinds of statutes and build on them.

We are very afraid that we could affect our RICO as a criminal
prosecution statute. There are appropriate statutory vehicles for
implementing victim protection. There is the restitution statute, 18
U.S.C. 3579, and the recent crime bill which the Senate overwhelm-
ingly passed list fall. It provided for victims of crime, and we
would like to be working in that area with you in this regard.

As you mentioned earlier, the committee is deleting section 5
regarding the parental kidnaping exceptionand we whole-
heartedly concur with the committee in this deletion.

Section 6 would provide mandatory sentences of 5 years for re-
cidivists and also prohibit suspended sentences or probation. His-
torically, the Department has opposed mandatory sentences, and
we do so now particularly in view of the new Sentencing Guideline
Commission, which is charged with establishing guidelines in this
whole area. That opposition has nothing to do with the merits of a
lengthy sentence, which we endorse for these crimes, but is really
grounded in a desire to have the sentencing Commission ry out
its task of proposing appropriate, narrow sentencing ranges based
on the offense and on the offender. If the committee decided to
retain this provision, we have some technical suggestions that I
have discussed in depth in my statement.

Section 7: This is the section which requiree the Attorney Gener-
al to report within a year detailing possible changes in the Federal
rules and other courtroom prosecutorial and investigative proce-
dures which would facilital the participation of child witnesses in
cases involving child abuse and sexual exploitation.

The Department is entirely in sympathy with the concerns re-
flected in section 7; the use of child witnesses involves many spe-
cial considerations, and that is just the point. The Department has
already become involved in this area. We have funded two task
forces which have submitted recommendations in this area, and I
brought them along. Perhaps the committee already has these re-
ports, but I brought them for the staff just in case you did not.

Senator GEM:KILEY. We do have those.
Ms. TOENSING. From these reports, now, Mr. Chairman, the Na-

tional Institute of Justice will issue a report in a couple of months
regarding the child abuse area. We will brief your staff and make
that available to you so that we could work together in this area.

The Department is also working actively with the National Dis-
trict Attorneys Association and the National Association of Attor-
neys General to provide resource material and training for local
prosecutors. And the Bureau of Just'o...e Statistics is currently fund-
ing demonstration projects in six local prosecutors' offices.

Handling child witnesses is a daily problem mostly for your State
and local prosecutors who deal with the statutes involving sexual
crimes like molestation and rape. There are few statutes in Federal
criminal law, and we are not aware of significant problems invoh-
ing the use of child witnesses in Federal cases. For instance, Mr.
Chairman, in the child pornography cases, the Government need
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not rely on child witnesses to establish the elements of the offense,
and we try not to use child witnesses if we do not have to put them
through that ordeal.

However, one exception to this characterization of Federal pros-
ecution is in the District of Columbia, and here the U.S. attorney
functions also as a local prosecutor, as I am sure you are aware.
Many cases involving the use of child witnesses arrive in the local
U.S. attorney's office in Superior Court. There we have a special
program for working with child witnesses, It has been developed by
that office in the last couple of years, and I would like to describe
that in some detail because I think it would be of interest to the
committee and you may want to talk with some of the members of
that office.

Firstand I might point out that it addresses many of the con-
cerns that the committee wanted answered in a report: The use of
closed circuit TV cameras, the judicial discretion in how questions
are answered, and the videotape. But let me just tell you some of
the things that they are doing there because I think it is an excit-
ing program.

Felony cases involving sexual offenses against minors are viewed
as the most serious cases, and the most experienced prosecutors are
assigned to these cases. They have a vertical processing system
whereby the same prosecutor is assigned to the case from the ini-
tial intake throughout the whole trial so that the child gets used to
that prosecutor and gets to know him or her.

Seemd, the felony child sexual offense cases are placed on a spe-
cial felony calendar along with first degree murder, rape, and mul-
tidefendant cases. Three judges are assigned to hear only this short
calendar, and this ensures an early trial date and rapid processing
of the cases.

Third, the Federal prosecutors who handle these cases work
closely with the child support cervices personnel at Children's Hos-
pital in order to learn the best techniques for dealing with child
witnesses. This includes lectures by psychologists and other profes-
sionals, instructions in interviewing techniques such as the use of
anatomically correct dolls and other kinds of devices helpful to the
children.

Finally, legislation is pending before the District of Columbia
City Council which would allow the videotaping of children's testi-
mony and the use of closed circuit television. So they are really ex-
perimenting with all of these areas that your bill outlines as far as
this report.

What all of these studies have revealed is that the issue of the
use of child witnesses is in a very dynamic state presently. Many
experiments are being conducted at the State and local levels.
Much rlsearch is being done. The States and the D.C. Federal pros-
ecutor's office are proving to be very useful laboratories for us in
the development of these techniques.

We believe that we shouid await the results of these diverse, on-
going efforts before moving ahead to study the question of what, if
anything, needs to be done at the Federal level.

We would be glad to work with you and tell you how things are
progressing and evaluate the techniques that are being used in our
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local prosecutor's office. I promise to use whatever influence I have
over there to get some of the staff to talk to you.

Mr. Chairman, I would just like to comment cn the NCIC. As I
understand it, the i BI and the Justice Department am working
with your staff to see how we can accommodate your concerns with
that part of the legislation. I have no further comments. I would be
glad to answer any questions the chairman has.

Senator GRASSLEY. First of all, i want to thank you for your testi-
mony and particuiErly for, I know, a good faith offer to work with
us on the evolution of this legislation. There is in that regard con-
siderable difference between what we have in our bill and some of
the positions of the Department of Justice.

But I know that you recognize the problem. There might be some
differences on how to tackle i'., and of course we would try to con-
vince you that we have to do something as sweeping as what we
feel we have to do in this legislation. But we should sit down and
visit in detail about the legislation.

In anticipation of some followup meetings, I would suggest to you
as far as the 1984 Crime Control Act that Congress passed, that we
did preface section 3551, which authorized sentencesit is the pro-
vision for authorizing sentenceswith a phrase, "except as other-
wise specifically provided." So therefore, I think it is very clear
that notwithstanding any new sentencing procedures, Congress in-
serted the provision that would allow it to mandate certain sen-
tences for special crimes, and it would be in that vein and working
within the intent of the Crime Control Act that we proposed
changes in this legislation that I think your testimony takes excep-
tion to.

Also, the Supreme Court case in New York v. Ferber recognized
the special status of children and the need for governments to take
speci..1 measures to protect children. Crimes against children, and
especially repeat offenders demand, in my view, the special penalty
provided in S. 985, an4 of course, according to the quote from 3551
this penalty is well within the intent of Congress under the 1984
Crime Control Act.

I would defer to the chairman of the committee. 1 have already
thanked you for your leadership in this area.

Senator SPECTER. You can do that again.
Senator GRASSLEY. Since you are the chairman, I will do that

again. Thank you very much for your leadership in this area, par-
ticularly for holding this meeting on this bil' of mine.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ARLEN SPECTER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOM-
MITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE

Senator SPECTER. Well, I regret my late arrival, but I have been
in the appropriations markup on the interior bill. I commend Sena-
tor Grassley for his initiative in introducing this legislation. Sena-
tor Grassley has been a valued and active member of the Judiciary
Committee, and he and I have worked together on a number of
matters involving juveniles and pornography.

We worked together on legislation which was enacted in 1984
toughening up the laws on pornography, and when this bill was
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called to my attention and a hearing was requested, I immediately
said that it was a very important matter which deserved a prompt
hearing, and I am pleased to work with Senator Grissley on the
matter.

I regret that I cannot stay because I am obligated to be on the
floor to offer an amendment to the Superfund bill, but I leave the
gavel in good hands, Senator Grass ley.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much. I also complim,nted
you for your work in the area on the bill that we did pass lr.st year
that was signed by the President in August of 1984. In fact, you
were the first one to introduce legislati,Jn in that area. Thank you
very much.

Senator SPECTER. Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. Now, if I could gc to the questioning, and it

depends on how long we take; I have several questions here, but we
may have to submit some in writing. But let us see how it goes.

At a Daring before the Permanent Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions in February, you submitted a statement that the Department
of Justice intends, and I quote, "to move far more aggressively,"
unquote, against child pornographers than in the past.

I would like to have you inform this subcommittee, as opposed to
the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigation, on what new, ag-
gressive stew the Department of Justice has taken in the 7 months
since the submittal of that statement.

Ms. TOENSING. First, I would like to thank the Congress for the
wonderful tool that we were provided, in May of 1984, the child
pornography statute, Mr Chairman. It enabled us to have the fol-
lowing statistics which I would like to share with you. In the last
16 months, since May 21, 1984, we have indicted 118 defendants
and we have convicted 94 persons.

Now, that is almost one and a half times the number of people
that we had indicted in the prior 6 years that we had the old stat-
ute. We had a child pornography statute, but we had to prove ob-
scenity under the old law. So in 16 months we are almost getting
double what we had done in 6 years. Those are rather tragic fig-
ures in that the cases had to be brought, but A is nice that we have
the tools.

Senator GRASSLEY. OK. So then the answer to the question of
what steps have been taken within the last 7 months since that
statement was made, is that the Department of Justice was going
to move far more aggressively in the area of indictments.

Ms. TOENSING. That is right. And we have convictions. We have
94 convictions out of 118 indictments. That is pretty good batting.

Senator GRASSLEY. In your testimony, I am asking you to explain
a reference to the interagency group. Would you explain to 'is how
it operates and what effect it has had on the child exploitation
problem.

Ms. TOENSING. Are you talking about the international group,
Mr. Chairman?

Senator GRASSLEY. No. The interagency group that is referred to
in your testimony, or your statement, as opposed to your oral testi-
mony.
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Ms. TOENSING. I think that ;,:iat is our international group. I will
have to go back and look at that. We had a group from various
agencies.

Senator GRASSLEY. I am sorry. Let me make it more clear. It was
your statement of February that I am referring to, not the state-
ment today, the interagemy group that was referred to in that
statement.

Ms. TOENSING. That would "ot have been my statement. So I
would have to look at that to see what you are referring to.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, MI staff says that you were the one wh 3
did testify before the

Ms. TOENSING. I submitted the statement; I hove just been re-
minded. I submitted the statement; I did not testly.

Senator GRASSLEY. OK.
Ms. TOENSING. That is the international group. Let me explain

that group. In fact, I have Mr. Reynolds here who is my deputy
from the general litigation section who is our representative on
that group. Perhaps you would like to hear from him.

Senator GRASSLEY. Either one of you; I would like to know more
about that group.

Ms. TOENSING. Mr. Reynolds went to the Netherlands with that
group.

Senator GRASSLEY. Please feel free to sit and respond to the ques-
tion.

Mr. REYNOLDS. The international effort on child pornography has
involved State Department, FBI, Customs, the Postal Inspection
Service, and the Criminal Division of the Ju3tice Department, and
delegates from each of those agencies, traveled to Denmark,
Sweden, and Holland in January.

The effort has focused on trying to gain the cooperation of those
three foreign nations in preventing the shipment out of their coun-
tries into the United States of child pornography. So, in other
words, it is really an interdiction effort, as opposed to an effort
leading to prosecutions in the United States.

I think it is too early to tell you whether that effort is going to
succeed in the long run, but I am very optimistic it will. We have
received good cooperation from the foreign governments. A Dutch
delegation visited the United States in mid-June of this year. They
have been very cooperative, and just a week ago we had represent-
atives of all three of the countries attend a seminar on child pro-
tection at the FBI Academy in Quantico.

Senator Gassfamt. Thank you very much for bringing us up oh
that and clarifying the poi& on interdiction.

Is it not true that outside of traditional organized crime, there
are such organized groups as the North American Man Boy Love
Association, the Child Sensuaiity Circle, and other groups that ad-
vocate the criminal exploitation of children?

Ms. TOENSING. I have heart., of some of these groups, and I know
that there are groups such as these that do advocate that, yes.

Senator GRASSLEY. Would not these groups fit into what the Su-
preme Court in its Sedima decisio'i determined to be organized
crime?

Ms. TOENSING. I would be glad no take any of those groups and
have us look at them, along with the FBI, and give you an analysis.
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Senator GRASSLEY. OK. Well, then submit that in writing.
Do some of these organizations operate for profit?
Ms. TOENSING. We have not found a lot of that. What we have

found, Mr. Chairman, is in the child pornography area many of
these people are motivated by their own personal feelings about
this subject, and really it is a personal kind of sharing. However,
we still support the RICO provision because this could be an area
very ripe for organized crime and one could make a lot of money
on it. But we are not finding that as far as the prosecutions. We
are finding it much more of a personal kind of sharing of this ma-
terial.

Senator GRASSLEY. On the other hand, c ver a period of years we
have had testimony of the massive amount of profit or income from
the trafficking of pornographic literature involving children.

Ms. TOENSING. I think that you would find that money coming
more from the original importation; after that people seem to
share it free of charge. It also appears that there is a lot of person-
al photographing and use of children where you are not doing it
through a magazine or through a commercial product, but through
the person's own home movies or home photographs situation.

Senator CRAFISLEY. The object of the Attorney General's report in
section 7 of the legislation is to provide models for Federal and
State legislation. You have testified that the department is already
heavily involved in studying these issues. Two task forces have
been funded and the Department of Justice is working actively
with local prosecutors on the problem.

It seems to me that it would not be a difficult task to take all
those studies that you are doing or are in the process of doingand
a lot of them are done, I understandto pull them together with
studies and recommendations that hsve been done by the private
sector and to issue the Congress a report.

There will be, following your testimony, testimony from people
on the local level that some of this State legislation that we have
out there already may run into constitutional problems. And,
therefore, it is the feeling of the cosponsors of this legislation that
model recommendations from the Department of Justice would be
very useful.

So a very simple question: From the standpoint of what you
know that the Department has already done and what it has the
resources to do in drawing together some things studied outside the
Government, could that not be brought together in a report that
could be issued and serve the purpose that the legislation intends?

Ms. TOENSING. Well, as I understand it, NIJ, the National Insti-
tute for Justice, is bringing together our task forces in this area, in
the child abuse area, and is going to make recommendations. But I
also stress again the laboratory of the District of Columbia where
we not only have the Federal presence, but we have the local kinds
of crimes, which would really be appropriate for the States because
Federal crimes are not necessarily the assault crimes that the
States have to deal with.

I endorse that as an area where the committee might want to
look and talk with the people who are working in that area. And I
hope that the D.C. City Council will pass some of these proposals
that we need. For example, the bail statute was passed by Congress
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back in the days when Congress passed many of the laws for the
District. It was a woi derful area for the constitutionality of that
bail law to be tested. By the time Congress passed the bail law tar
all the Federal system last fall we already knew that it was going
to pass constitutional muster.

Senator GRASSLEY. Are you saying in your reference to the task
force, and what they are going to be doing, that it would fill the
need that we suggest in our legislation of asking the Justice De-
partment to study and !Lake recommendations?

Ms. TOENSING. It certainly appears that it would, Mr. Chairman,
in that we could work with your staff and make sure that we are
addressing the concerns that you have.

Senator GRAMM. It is possible that it could if they have not
gone down the road too far. And there could be dialog between my
office and other cosponsors and your office. It could be possible that
it might serve that purpose. I would not want to say categorically,
but I aporeciate that there might be something there that we have
overlooked, and obvi "usly we would not want a duplication of
effort. So let us follow up on that.

On another point, in regard to background checks, ip the Attor-
ney General's 1984 Task Force on Family Violence, ie was recom-
mended that the criminal history background checks be required
on people w'_a work for child care facilities that receive Federal
funds.

Is this policy still recommended by the Department of Justice?
Ms. TOENSING. We have a problem, and the chairman, I am sure,

is aware of the regulation that the FBI has which says that if the
arrest is over a year old and there has been no disposition that the
arrest record cannot be disseminated. Would you like for me to ad-
dress that?

Senator GEASSLEY. I have that as a point that I want to make
later on, but I guess I still stand by my original point. Is this policy
that was in the Attorney General's 1984 Task Force on Family Vio-
lence, requiring people that work for child care facilities that re-
ceive Federal funds to have background checks?

Ms. TOENSING. Yes.
Senator GRASSLEY. You are still recommending that. Could you

tell us how many State background check plans under Public Law
98-473 have been approved by the Attorney General?

Ms. TOENSING. I could not tell you that. Let me see if--
Senator GRASSLEY. OK. If your staff canotherwise I would ask

you to submit it in writing. I would also ask you whether there are
any pending for approval.

Ms. TOENSING. Mr. Chairman, ^xcuse me. I just want to make
sure I have the question correct so I can get you the information. Is
that Senator Specter's request, that the Congress passed a bill that
said that if you are going to get Amding for child care services,
then you have to pass a bill asking

Senator GRASSLEY. It is Senator DeConcini from Arizona. It is his
amendment.

Ms. TOENSING. I will have someone call your staff and get the
facts. I want to make sure we get you the right information.

Senator GRASSLEY. Now, the point that you asked me if I wanted
you to address, I think it would be appro,?riate for my question. A
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serious problem involved in background checks is the nondissemin-
ation of arrest records over 1 year old that have no disposition. In a
hearing before this subcommittee last year on April 11, 1984 Mr.
Melvin Mercer, who is Chief of the Recording and Posting Sections
within the FBI Identification Division, seemed to indicate that this
dissemination policy was outdated and should be changed.

what is the Department's view on this issue? What is the policy
behind it? And is it justified, given that it takes up to 5 or so years
to dispose of some of these cases?

Ms.. TOENSING. As I read the history of this, Mr. Chairman, from
our Watergate Church Committee days and the response of Gov-
ernment in those times, it seemed to me that there were many pro-
posals before the Congress that were really going to restrict severe-
ly what the FBI disseminated. In fact, I think at one time there
was a proposal that there could be no dissemination whatsoever.
And so it appears that in response to that kind of furor on the Hill
that the Bureau passed these regulations that said no dissemina-
:ion if no disposition after 1 year. That is why that regulation is
there.

The problem is that as soon as we think about changing them
there are other people in the Senate and more particularly in the
House who say if you touch a hair on those regulations we are
really going to restrict you. And so we are kind of at the mercy of
them. We would love a resolution from the two Houses telling us
that we do not have to abide by this kind of regulatior. The De-
partment would like to disseminate this information, and there are
all kinds of practical problems with that kind of restriction in that
many cases are not disposed of after a year.

Many times when the FBI goes back to look at these records,
tl- are is not "disposition" on it because the locality has not sent in
a disposition. So there are all kinds of problems with it. We would
welcome any support you all would like to give us.

I would like to mention on 1 other area in this regard. We have
just talked about dissemination, but the Chairman should be aware
that the District of Colum' :a is alone of all major jurisdictions in
not voluntarily providing the FBI with the arrest fingerprints
when arrests are made in the District of Columbia.

And although the. Department of Justice through the U.S. attor-
ney's office wrote the city almost a year ago and requested move-
ment in this areaand I know Mr. John Walsh, your next witness,
is aware of this, too, and he may want to address itwe have had
not even a response from the city in this area.

Senator GRASSIXY. The Senator from Kentucky, if you are under
a tight time constraint, I would defe. '.: you.

Senator McCoivivELL. Go ahead, Mr. chairman. I came over in
particular, with all due respect to the current witness, to hear from
John Walsh. I am going to he here for awhile. So, go right ahead.

Senator GRASSIXY. Thank you. Now, on the FBI crime files, evi-
dently the Department sees a problem of criminal file updating as
a local one for States, I presume. Is there any way that the FBI can
play a role, such as requesting in some fo. malized way with some
sort of insinuation that it must be done, that certain information
be added that we would like to get into that file?
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Ms. TOENSING. I would like to ask Mr. Mercer from the FBI to
answer that question.

Senator GRASSLEY. Would you please identify yourself. Feel free
to answer. I would appreciate it very much.

Mr. MERCER. Senator, I am Melvin Mercer with the FBI Identifi-
cation Division. I am in charge of the records section there. With
regard to your question, the FBI criminal history system is bred
upon voluntary submission of arrest information from local and
Federal agencies. We have through the years done everything pos-
sible to try to encourage the submission and followup of the arrest
fingerprint cards that come to us with the final disposition. I would
say in the last 10 years the disposition of submission followups
have increased tremendously. I cannot give you exactly a percent-
age, but with the more recent arrests, the courts are getting into it
at the local level. The records are being automated. Disposition fol-
lowup programs are being initiated in the States, and in turn that
results in the dispositions being forwarded to the FBI.

Senator GRASSLEY. So, you feel that there is some progress being
made, btuc that is the point.

Mr. MERCER. I think there is a tremendous amount of progress
that has been made in the last few years. The emphasis put on the
inaccuracy of the records as far as them not being complete; the
States have taken initiatives on their own and initiated their own
followup procedures.

Senator GRAssury. Well, then maybe I should ask you while you
are there, that on the statistical side of the issue, the Department
of Justice itself has recommended adding elements such as the age
and the relationship of the victim to the perpetrator to the uniform
crime reports. If given time to set up the system and allowing the
use of other data oases, can such a s3 stem be set up?

Mr. MERCER. I think that relates mainly to the section 8 part of
your bill.

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes; it does.
Mr. MERCER. Currently, the UCR, as I understand itthat is not

my particular area of expertise. But the UCR is moving to redesign
that whole program and the type of information as to the age of
the victim, the relationship to the subject who committed the viola-
tion; all that type of information is expected to be captured in some
UCR type data.

Now, that type of information can be captured and handled very
easily through the formats that are planned on UCR. However, to
extend that into tile NCIC and into the identification records, I
think would not be wise, mainly because our information comes
from the policeman on the street who makes the arrest, fills out
that fingerprint card, and gives us the charge information, like as-
sault, rape, qnd murder. And through the years he has never been
trained tl inc. ate that the murder involved the child or the rela-
tionship of the person who committed the murder to the victim.

And v, hat would hal:men if we were required to get that informa-
tion and the cards came in and that information was not reflected?
I think in the long run we might have less information on file at
the national level with additional requirements on the identifica-
tion division or arrest records; whereas, UCR will be designed to
collect that type of information.
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Senator GRASSLEY. Ms. Toensing, could you comment on the De-
partment's view of extending the statute of limitations in these
cases to begin at the age of majority.

Ms. TOENSING. We do not have any problems with that. Mr.
Chairman, that would be fine. I have a few more crimes you might
want to extend the statute on.

Senator GRASSLEY. I have three questions I am going to submit in
writing on parental kidnaping that we would like to have your
views on.

Let me say once again, thank you very much, but more impor-
tantly to recognize for the second time your offer to work with us
on some things dealing directly with this legislation and also as a
reminder of the work of that task force that you think might be
reporting in the areas that we have some interest in. Thank you.

Ms. TOENSING. Thank you.
[Prepared statement and responses of Ms. Toensing to questions

from Senator Grass ley follow:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF VICTORIA TOENSING

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE,

My name is Victoria Toensing. I am a Deputy Assistant

Attorney General of the Criminal Division. I am pleased to

appear today to discuss S. 985. This bill contains numerous

provisions aimed at providing greater protection for the victims

of child abuse. I will also make refere'ce to several other

bills identical to various provisions of S. 985.

Child abuse is sn extremely heinous offense. We in the

Department are enthusiastic about the improvements which were

made to the child pornography statutes in 1984. We are pleased

to he able to support one provision of S. 985. The other

provisions of this bill, however, are not appropriate in the

Department's view, and could well be counter-productive. At this

time, I will outline the Department's views with regard to each

section of S. 985.

Section 2

Section two of S. 985 sets forth Congressional findings.

We cannot verify the accuracy of finding one, which states that

child exploitation is a mult:.-million dollar industry infiltrated

by organized crime. There are some indications that some major

pornographers may include child pornography as a small portion of

their distribution activities. However, our experience to date

does not support a conclusion that organized crime is extensively

involved in child pornography. Moreover, with the exception of

one major commercial distributor the Department convicted in Los

Angeles, the child pornographers we have encountered within the

United States have been traders or very small-scale dealers who

realize little profit from their tawdry business. Similarly, we

are not aware of evidence demonstrating either significant

organized crime involvement or substantial income in connection

with the interstate transportation of children for prostitution.
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We also question finding three, which states that the

federal government lacks sufficient enforcement tools to deal

with chile exploitation. Congress amended the child pornography

statutes, 18 U.S.C. 2251-2255, in May of 1984, by deleting the

requirement of comnerciality and the requirement that distributed

material be "obscene," as well as making certain other

improvements. As amended, these statutes are proving very

effective as a basis for prosecuting those who exploit children

through child pornography. In fact, more indictments have been

returned in the year and a third since the amendments were

enacted in 1984 than during the prior six and one-half years.

Finally, we cannot endorse in an unqualified fashion finding

seven, which postulates the desirability of mandatory sentences

for kidnaping of children, and finding eight, which states that

current rules of evidence and investigative procedures are

inadequate to deal with child witnesses. I will have additional

comment- concerning the two matters at a later point.

Sections 3 and 4

Section three adds offenses relating to the production and

dissemination of child pornography as predicate offenses to the

RICO statute, 18 U.S.C. 1961-1968, and section four authorizes

civil RICO Suits on behalf of victims of such offenses. These

provisions are identical to those found in S. 625. The

Department supports amendment of the RICO statute to include

violations of the child pornography statutes as predicate

offenses. Sexual exploitation of children is a particularly

repugnant offense. Were such conduct to be engaged in as a

pattern of racketeering activity it would become even more

dangerous And odious. Use of RICO's unique and powerful criminal

provisions aoainst such instances of aggravated conduct would be

particularly appropriate. As I stated earller, it has not been

our experience to find such patterns of activity in the child

pornography area. However, we endorse the concept of having the

RICO statute available should such conduct be uncovered in future

investigations.
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We have serious reservations concerning the

provision in section four. A treble-damages suit

1964(c) is presently available to any person who

his business or property" by any RICO violation.

would permit recovery by a person who is injured

a RICO violation, if the injury results from an

under the child pornography statutes.

In our view, this provision could

judicial interpretations. There has

treble-damages

under 18 U.S.C.

is injured "in

Section five

"personally" by

act indictable

lead to confusion in

been considerable

controversy surrounding the recent profusion of RICO damages

actions. Two aspects of the controversy which were the

subject of conflicting lower court decisions, i.e., whether a

particular 'racketeering enterprise injury" apart from injury

caused by the predicate act must be shown to justify recovery and

whether a civil defendant must have been convicted of a criminal

violation of RICO before a civil suit can be brought have only

recently been resolved by a Supreme Court decison. 1/ Other

questions have arisen, including whether the statute has any

efficacy in deterring organized crime from penetrating legitimate

businesses, whether the definition of 'pattern of racketeering

activity° needs to be tightened up, and whether section 1964(c)

should be entirely eliminated because of its potential for

encouraging unfounded harrasment litigation. Assistant Attorney

General Stephen S. Trott of the Criminal Division testified at

length concerning these matters before the full Senate Judiciary

Committee on May 20 of this year.

The proposed amendment in section four would add a new

aspect to this controversy, in that it would permit a recovery

for a personal injury, as well as for an injury to the

plaintiff's business or property. I could point out that there

are present predicate offenses for RICO, such as murder,

1/ Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Company, Inc., U.S. , 105
T.ct. 3275 (1985).
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kidnaping and white slave traffic, which by their heinous nature

might also be appropriate bases for recovery for personal injury.

We do not believe the RICO statute is the appropriate place to

create a remedy for such injuries. Victim compensation is an

extremely important concept which is strongly supported by this
Administration. For this season, it is important that victim

compensation principles be developed in an organized, coherent

fashion. Appropriate statutory vehicles for the implementation

of effective victim compensation remedies already exist in the

restitution provisions of the Victim and Witness Protection Act,

18 U.S.C. 3579, and in the Victims of Crime Act of 1984, Public

Law 98-473, Title II, Ch. XIV. Other remedies are available

through civil lawsuits pursuant to state law. The RICO statute

was primarily intended as a criminal law enforcement tool and is

crucial to our overall concerns in organized crime prosecutions.

We are concerned that the proposed amendment may introduce, as I

noted above, a new element of controversy and undercut the

statute's effectiveness. Since other statutes are available, as

note above, for the development of compensation programs for

victims in these types of cases, we oppose this amendment.

Section 5

Section five of the bill, which is identical to S. 1011,

would amend 1$ U.S.C. 1201 in two respects. Section 1201 makes

it a criminal offense to kidnap and hold for ransom, reward or

otherwise any person where there is a basis, set forth in the

statute, for federal jurisidiction An exception is provided for

parental kidnaping. The penalty i imprisonment for any term of

years or for life. Section five would (1) delete the parental

kidnaping exceptior and (2) provide for mandatory life

imprisonment if the victim is under the age of 18, and a possible

death penalty if the minor victim is killed.

The Department of Justice opposes the deletion of the

parental kidnaping exception. Parental kidnaping is a serious

matter. "owever, we believe that these caves are beat handled by
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local and state authorities since they are the authorities

normally involved in family dispute and custody matters. If

local authorities require federal assistance, and there is

evidence that the kidnaping parent has taken the child across

state lines, authority for federal involvement already exists.

In such cases, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has Juris-

diction under 18 U.S.C. 1073 (flight to avoid prosecution or

giving testimony) to search for and apprehend the parent on

behalf of the State. While parental kidnaping is a grievous

offense, it is a different kind of crime and should not be

treated in the same fashion as other acts of kidnaping. In the

Department's view the current authority is the proper role for

the federal government in these matters.

The proposed mandatory life sentence and death penalty

provisions would apply to all kidnaping of victims under IP,

including parental kidnapers. In the Department's judgment,

these provisions are particularly inappropriate in parental

kidnaping situations. Either penalty could very well be

considered excessive depending upon the circumstances surrounding

the child custody controversy. Further, the Department generally

opposes mandator" life sentences because they deprive the court

of the discretion to dete.mine appropriate sentences 'n the

Rpeciric cases before it. Moreover, new sentencing guidelines

for all federal crimes will be devised pursuant to Chapter Two of

the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of i984, P.L. 93-473, and the

Department believes that it would be 7 eferable to permit the

sentencing commission established under that Act to impose

appropriate narrow sentencing ranges based on the offense and

pertinent offender characteristi.s.

Finally, with regard to the death penalty provision, we do

not oppose such a penalty in the case of kidnaping (other than

parental kidnaping), but the Department supports much broader

death penalty legislation, such as S. 239, which would cover many

serious offenses.
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Section 6

Section six is identical to S. 1012. This section would

amend 18 U.S.C. 2251 and 2252 to provide a mandatory minimum

penalty of five years for recidivists. It would also prohibit

suspended sentences or sentences to probation, or release on

parole before expiration of the five year minimum for such

defendants. The Department of Justice supports substantial

penalties for offenses involving the sexual exploitation of

children. However, Zor the reasons set forth in the previous

paragraph, the Department opposes this provision and believes

that the new sentencing commission
should be permitted to develop

guidelines. Should Congress, nevertheless, decide to enact this

provision, two minor corrections should be made. The reference

to subsection "(c)" of section 2252 should be changed to "(b),"

as there is no subsection (c). The term *person" should be

changed to "individual" to conform to the present language of

sections 2251 and 2252.

Section

Section seven is identical to S. 1010. This section

requires the Attorney General to report within a year to Congress

detailing possible changes in the Federal Rules and other

courtroom, prosecutorial and investigative procedures which would

facilitate the participation of child witnesses in cases

involving child abuse and sexual exploitation. The Department of

Justice is entirely in sympathy with the concerns reflected in

section seven. The use of child witnesses involves many special

considerations, and the Department is already heavily involved in

studying these issues. The Department funded two task forces

which have submitted recommendations in this area, and the

National Institute of Justice will issue a report within the next

couple months analyzing these recommendations. These studies

involved many of the areas referred to in section seven. The

Department is working actively with the National Distrit

Attorneys Association and the National Association of Attorneys
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General to provide resource material and training for local

prosecutors, and the Bureau of Justice Statistics is currently

funding demonstration projects in six local prosecutor's office.

Handling child witnesses is a daily problem for state and

local prosecutors who deal with statutes involving sexual

molestation, rape and the like. There are few such statutes in

federal criminal law, and we are not aware of significant

problems involving the use of child witnesses in federal cases.

For instance, in child pornography cases the government has not

found it necessary to rely on child witnesses to establish the

elements of the offense. One exception to this characterization

of federal prosecution is in the District of Columbia. Here the

United States Attorney functions also as a local prosecuting

attorney, and many cases involving the use of child witnesses

arise. A special program for working with child witnesses has

been developed by that office, and I would like to describe it in

some detail.

First, felony cases involving sexual offenses against minors

are viewed as most serious cases and the most experienced

prosecutors are assigned to these cases. A "vertical processing

system" is employed, whereby the same prosecutor is assigned to

the case from initial intake through trial. This avoids the

additional trauma for the child having to repeat his story to

several successive strangers.

Second, felony child sexual offense cases are placed on a

special "felony one calendar" along with first degree murder,

rape and multi-defendant cases. Three judges are assigned to

hear only this short calendar of cases. This ensures an early

trial date and rapid processing of these cases.

Third, federal prosecutors who handle these cases work

closely with the child support services personnel at Children's

Hospital in order to learn the best techniques for dealing with

child witnesses. This includes lectures by psychologists and
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other professionals, instructions in interview techniques such as

the use of anatomically correct dolls, and the like.

Finally, legislation is pending before the District of

Columbia City Council which would allow the videotaping of

children's testimony and the use of closed circuit television.

The United States Attorney's Office is studying this proposal and

will make a recommendation to the City Council.

What these studies have revealed is that the issue of the

use of child witnesses in a very dynamic state at the present

time. Many experiments are being conducted at the state and

local levels and much research is being done. The states are

proving to be very useful laboratories in the development of

techniques for dealing with child witness. We believe it would

be extremely useful to await the results of these diverse ongoing

efforts before moving ahead to study the question of what, if

anything, needs to be done at the federal level. Some elements

within the Department are working on model state statutes, and

this drafting experience should prove helpful should we decide

that changes in federal law or the federal rules are appropriate.

If it is concluded that changes in the rules are needed and are

constitutionally feasible. taking into account a defendant's

right to confrontation and a public trial, the Department would

prefer to proceed in the historic and traditional fashion under

18 U.S.C. 3771. This statute empowers the Supreme Court to

propose changes to the Federal Rules, which go into effect un'.ess

they are reiected by the Congress. Appropriate rule changes are

recommended to the Court by the Advisory Committee on Criminal

Rules. The Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal

Division is a permanent member of this Committee, and the

Criminal Division has long played an active role in its work.

Appropriate changes in investigative procedures will be adopted

by the Department as a nee') is shown.

For all of these reasons, we would urge that legislative

action at this time would be premature, and the Department,

therefore, opposes section seven.
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Section 8

Section eight of the bill is identical to S. 1013. 2/ This

section requires the Attorney General to modify the "classi-

fication system" used in the Interstate Identification Index of

the FBI's National Crime Information Center (NCIC) and by the

FBI's Identification Division with respect to offenses involving

sexual exploitation of children. It would require including the

age of the victim and the relationship of the victim to the

offender and use of a uniform definition of "child." This

proposal reflects a certain misunderstanding concerning the

nature of the NCIC and the information it collects. Therefore,

the Department must oppose this section as unworkable. The NCIC

does not utilize a 'classification system." The Index, which is

a joint federal-state project, contains only the names and other

"identifiers" of individuals with criminal records. The Index

does not reflect any information concerning the individual's

crime. The Index is used only as a "pointer" to direct the

inquirer to the appropriate state or local agency, or to the FBI

Identification Division, where a criminal record on an individual

is maintained. The FBI Identification Division is also intended

to be a "pointer" to the criminal justice agency where the more

detailed information is held. It is not intended to be a

repository of the detailed record.

Information in the FBI's Identification Division files in

most cases consists only of a description of the charge (e.g.,

sexual assault, rape, indecent act, etc.) and does not include

information pertaining to the victim's age or relationship to the

accused. It is important to understand that a large proportion

2/ Section five of S. 140 contains an identical provision and
would similarly modify the Uniform Crime Reports, a separate FPI
recordkeeping system. Section five was added in committee. The

bill was reported out by the Committee on Labor and Human
Resources on July 31, 1985, was passed by the Senate on August 1,
19J5, and has not yet been referred to the House of Representa-
tives. The Department was not asked to comment on the committee
print of S. 140.
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of this information is provided on a voluntary basis by state and

local criminal justice agencies. Hence, the identification

Division can only make available information which local

authorities have elected to furnish. Similarly, much of the

information in the NCIC Index is derived from state and local

sources. Therefore, proposed section eight would not he

effective in producing the desired information.

Given the nature of the information in the NCIC and

Identification Division records systems, the manner in which it

is obtained, and the purpose for which it is collected,

assignment of the task of collecting detailed information on

juvenile victims to these systems is inappropriate.

I understand that FBI representatives met with Subcommittee

staff on September 9 to explain further the Bureau's concerns

with this section. We appreciate the opportunity to work with

the Subcommittee and remain available to discuss this issue in

greater detail, if necessary.

Section 9

Section nine would enlarge the membership of the Advisory

Board on Missing Children, created by section 660 of the

Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, to include a parent of a

missing child to be selected from the State of Iowa. The

Advisory Board on Missing Children was sworn in by the Attorney

General on March 8, 1985, and comprises nine individuals meeting

the criteria set forth in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention Act of 1974, as amended. The addition of another

member position at this late date would have an unsettling impact

on the Board and is an inappropriate intrusion into Fxecutive

Branch procedures. We fail to understand the necessity for this

amendment, and the Department opposes it.

The Department of Justice is deeply conce,ned about the

serious problem of child abuse and is very interested in working

closely with the Congress to devise meaningful and effective

legislation to deal with this heinous offense.
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RESPONSES OF VICTORIA TOENSING TO QUESTIONS FROM SENA'OR GRASSLEY

1(a) You testified that changing the regulation concerning
the non-dissemination of over one-year old arrest
records that have not been disposed of, would be opposed
by members of the House of Representatives

Isn't this an internal regulation that can be changed
without Congressional involvement or approval?

(b) If so, why can't or why won't it be changed, given
ample evidence that it is a problem?

2 You stated that you were aware of the existence of
pedophilic organizations szch as the North American Man -
Boy Love Association (NAMBLA).

I have a copy of one of NAmBLA's publications (copy
attached to questions) that was obtained by Mr. John
Walsh. In this bulletin are names and addresses of this
organisation's headquarters and mailing office.

Since he members of this organization advocate and
actually commit sex crimes against children, why can't
these names and add ba investigated, and the
offices closed down?

3(a) Could you tell us the Department' general view on the
issue of PSI involvement in non-custodial parental
kidnapping cases?

(b) What are the prerequisites for FBI intervention in
these cases?

(c) Does some kind of harm to the kidnapped child have to
be shown before the TBI will intervene?

4(a) Could you tell me how many state background check
plans under P.L. 98-473, which grants federal funds to
the states under Title 20, have been approved by Oe
Attorney General?

(b) Are any plans perding for approval?
---

(c) Why, in the Department's view, have so few states
elected to enact plans under P.L. 98-473?

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Question 1

Technically, the Department does not need congressional
approval to change its regulation to permit the dissemination
of arrest records over one year old 'here there has been no
disposition of the charges. The fact that a record does not
indicate disposition does not mean that, in fact, there has not
been a disposition of a case. Many times the jurisdiction
fails to notify the Bureau of a disposition. However, some
Members of Congress in the past have been adamantly opposed to
releasing for licensing and employment purposes arrest records
over a year old which do not indicate a disposition. As ye
continue to consider this proposal, we would welcome any step.
your Committee may wish to take to manifest the views of
Committee Members on this issue.
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On a related matter, I testif,..d that the FBI is able toobtain arrest fingerprint cards from ell major jurisdictions
except for the District of Columbia. I stated that the D.C.
Metropolitan Police Department's refusal to submit these
records is based upon Utz v. Cullinane, 520 F.2d 467 (D.C. Cir.1975), wherein the Court interpreted the "Duncan Ordinance,"
which controls the dissemination of arrest records in the
District of Columbia, to preclude these D.C. criminal arrest
records from being used for certain licensing and employmentpurposes. As a result, this information is not available tothe FBI, even for law enforcement purposes. On October 23,1984, and again on July 10, 1985, the United States Attorney
for the District of Columbia wrote to city officials urging
that this problem with the "Duncan Ordinance" be addressed.
There has been no response. Therefore, the Department requests
the assistance of Congress in rectifying this problem so that
these valuable records can be made available to the FBI.

Question 2

To the extent that organizations such as the North America
Man-Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) are engaged merely in the
advocacy of ideas, their activities are protected by the First
Amendment, no matter now offensive their ideas may be to themajority. Please be assured that the Department of Justice is
well aware of the activities of NAMBLA. If NAMBLA or any of
its officers or members violate any applicable federal statutes
they will be prosecuted aggressively should the facts warrant.

Question 3

Generally, it is the Department's view that family law
matters such as child custody disputes are primarily the
responsibility of the various states. FBI assistance is
available in many parental abduction cases under the unlawful
flight to avoid prosecution statute, 18 U.S.C. 1073, which was
enacted to assist the states in the location and apprehension
of fugitives from justice who have moved in interstate commerce
to avoid prosecution for a felony.

State law enforcement agencies may enter their outstanding
parental abduction warrants into the FBI-operated National
Crime Information Center (NCIC) without regard to the grade of
the offenses or evidence of interstate flight. In addition,
the name and identifying data of any missing child may be
entered into the NCIC missing persons file. Normally, such
entries are made by local law enforcement agencies. However,
during consideration of the Missing Children Act the FBI agreed
to enter a missing child's identity into the NCIC missing
persons file at the request of a parent if local authorities
refuse to do no.

A United States Attorney may authorize the FBI to apply to
a federal jlAge or magistrate for a warrant under this statutewhen request d by an appropriate state law enforcement
official. The state official must supply evidence that there
is probable cause to believe that the person charged with a
felony, whose whereabouts are unknown, fled the state with
intent to avoid prosecution for the cffense, and must commit
the state to extraditing the fugitive if located. The
resulting warrant authorizes only the arrest of the person
named in the w...rrant) it does not authorize the FBI to take
abducted children into custody or to return them to the state
from which they were removed. As a practical matter, however.
the apprehension of the offending parent normally facilitate!,
the custcdial parent's prompt recovery of his or her chile.

The kidnapped child need not be harmed before the Bureau
will intervene. In the past the Department has had policy
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limitations on the use of the unlawful flight statute in child
custody related felony cases. All such policy limitations were
suspended in December 1982. As a result, child custody related
felonies now are handled on the same basis as other unlawful
flight cases.

Question 4

Section 401 of Public Law 98-473 provided that a state's
allotment of Title XX funds would be reduced if the state did
not have a law in place by September 30, 1985, which would
require criminal record checks pursuant to Public Law 92-544
for certain employees whose jobs bring them in contact with
children. The Department of Health and Human Services, rather
th&n the Attorney General, has the responsibility to determine
which states have sufficiently met the requirements of Public
Law 98-473 to enable them to obtain their full state allotment
for fiscal year 1986 or 1987. To assist the Subcommittee, I
am enclosing a list of twenty states which have enacted
legislation which 1 .its a criminal history check of FBI
Identification Division records pursuant to Public Law 92-544
for employees who may have contact with children. The criminal
history check program pursuant to Public Law 92-544 has been in
effect for a number of years. It exists separate and apart
from the RES program under Public Law 98-473, and the
Department cannot readily determine which of these statutes
existed before the passage of Public Law 98-473. As of
October 17, 1985, no additional state laws providing for access
to FBI records for child ruire purposes pursuant to Public Law
92-544 were pending approval in the Department. The Department
is not in a position to speculate why the remaining thirty
states do not have similar laws allowing access to FBI
identification records pursuant to Public Law 92-544 for
individuals who work with children.

:TATE STATUTES RELATING TO CHILDREN QUALIFYING FOF CRIMINAL
HISTORY RECARD CHECKS BY THE FBI IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

1. Alai:awe

1. Employment or volunteers involving supervisory c- disciplinPry
power over minors (H.941/Act e85-681)

A. Public/private school system
B. Public/private day-care/child-care facility
C. Public/private dordciliary here/orphanage for chilAren
D. Public/private facilities providing care /treatment for

mental, physical, emotional or rehebilitative conditions or
diseases

E. Persons who care for children in their hare, have of the
child, etc., on a regular day -to -clay basis.

2. Applicants for adoption or foster parents (11.940/Act OB5-537)

2. Alaska

1. Eeployaent involving supervisory or disciplinary per over
minors (AS 12.62.035)

A. School districts
B. Day-care centers
C. Camp counselors
D. Scout or club leaders
E. Babysitters
F. Etc.

2. School bus driver permits (AS 13.00.015)
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3. Arizona

1. Applicants for day-care center licenses and employees of city -care

centers (ARS 36-e82 & 36-883.02)
2. Employment of personnel for child-care in certified day-care

homes (ARS 41-1964)
3. Recipients of Federal child-care food program Ironies (ARS 46-'21)

4. Employment of personnel with the Arizona State School of the Deaf
and Blind (ARS 15-1330)

5. Preadoptico Certificate (ARS 8-105)

6. School his drivers (SB 1111, Chapter 16, Section 28 -414)

4. California

1. Child-care end have findine egencies and foster homes (Welt
and Inst Code 16018)

A. Smell /large family hares
B. Family-day hones
C. Group holes
D. Social rehabilitation facility/center
E. Day nursery
F. Foster family home
G. Hone-finding agency
H. Adoption proceedings (ccc, Section 226.55)

2. School district employees (Educ C 13588)
3. Marriage, family or child caumelors (B t PC 17E20)
4. Trainees in die Youth Conservation Training Program (Pub Res

C 4982)
5. Teacher certificates (13173, 13174(1)), (Educ C 44340)
G. Esployeed or volunteers involving, aupervienry or disciplinary

poser over minors (P C 11105.2)
7. Employees of private schools (CEC 44237)

5. Connecticut

1. Care or treatment of children including adoption or foster
parents (Chapter 961e, Section 54, 142K)

6. Florida

1. Child-care facility, family day -care hone, family foster hare,
residential child-caring agency, child-placing agency, and mummer
or recreation camp - Owners, operators, personnel end volunteers
(FS, Chapters 402 and 409)

2. Mental health facilities and programs providing care for children -
Directors, professional clinicians, staff seekers and 4olunteers
(FS, Chapter 794)

3. Day-care or residential facility caretakers providing treatment
to retarded or develmeentally disabled individuals (children or
adults) (FS, Chapter 393)

4. Treatment resource personnel including program directors, staff,
volunteers and foster parents providing alcohol/drug abuse
treatment for minors (FS, Chapters 396 and 737)

7. Georgia

1. Licensing of directors and employees of personal -are homes for
children (OCGA 31-7-254)

2. Licensing of directors and employees of child-care centers (o(1a
49-5-64)

3. School his drivers (SB 374)

8. Hawaii

1. Operators and employees of child-care institutions, child-placing
organizations and foster boarding homes (H13, Chapter 346)
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9. Illinois

1. Child-care license (IS, Chapter 23, Section 2214)
2. School district employees (IS, Chapter 122, Sections 10-21.4 P

34-18.5)

10. Maryland

1. Providers of family day-care homes for children (Art. 5-551

(c)(iii)

11. Minnesota

1. Operate day-care, residential fecility, and foster-care homes
(Section 245.783, Sub 3)

2. Persons cperating continuing care facilities (800.03)

12. Missouri

1. Child-care providers end employees - Pertains to cny -nese honer,
day-care centers, residential care facilities for children, group
homes, foster eardly homes and school employees (RS10 210.800 -
210.840)

13. Nevada

1. Licensing and vployment of applicants and residents of child-
care facilities (NRS 432A)

2. Schoolteachers (NRS 391.020)
3. Teacher Aids and auxiliary, nonprofessional personnml to assist

certified personnel in instruction and supervision (NRS 391.1001

14. New Jersey

1. Applicants for employment with psychiatric hospitals, memorial
homes, schools for mentally retarded, youth and family services,
etc., (NUM 11:10-6.0

2. Child adci.ticn and/or child abuse investigations (VISA 9:3-47 I
48, 9:6-1, 30:4C-12)

3. Drivers and substitute drivers of school buses (USA 194:39-19)

15. New Mexico

1. Operstors, staff and employees of child-care facilities including
juvenile detention, correction and treatment facilities (SB 247)

16. New York

1. EMployees of the New York City school system (Educ Law, Chapter
330, Section 2590, Sub 2U)

2. School bus employment

A. Drivers (NYV & TL, Section 509-cc t 509-d)
B. Attendants (NYV & TL, Section 1229-d)

17. Pennsylvania

1. Child-care personnel - Pertains to child-care services
applicants, foster parents, adoptive parents, family day -care
providers and other child-care facilities or progress (Child
Protective Services Law, Act 33 of 1985, Section 23.1)

2. School employees (School Code of 1449, Act 34 of 1985, Secticn
111)
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18. Rhode Island

1. Licensing am employment of child-care persocnel (RICL 40-13,2
and 40-13-4)

2. Licensing, and employment of personnel providing

educational services to children (RIGL 16-48.1 and 1r)-48-2)

19. Tens

1. Child-care personnel (Texas Mean Resources Code 22.006)

A. Owners and employees of child -care facilities
B. Residents of registered family hones providing care for

children
C. Persona providing adoptive- or foster -are for children
D. Tens Department of Rumen Resources applicant, Ks, employees

engelpd in direct protective services for children
E. Volunteers in the Ste of Tens with the Big Brothers/Pig

Sliders of America

2. Applicants and employees of the Texas School for the Denf who
provide direct are for Children (TEC 11.033)

3. School district employment MB 1752, Section 21.917)

20. 'west Virginia

1. Licensing of applicants to operate child-welfare agencies /child-

care facilities and employment of applicants responsible for the
me of children including ehild-p/acing agencies, 1111d-cering

agencies, day-oare centers, and foster family and Dewily day-care
(WC 49-211-8)

Senator GRASSLY. The next witness I am going to call is John
Walsh, and, of course, he is known to many people here in Con-
gress because he has testified many times. He is chairman of the
Adam Walsh Resource Center. That happens to be a nonprofit or-
ganization which was named after his son, who was tragicallykilled by a child kidnaper. In the aftermath of the death of their
son Adam, John and his wife have turned their attention to the
plight of other missing children in the United States.

The center, which works in the interest of missing, abused, and
neglected children, is carrying out programs that include finger-
printing tens of thousands of school age youngster a. teaching safety
with strangers, rules to young children, and placing trained observ-
ers in cgurtrooras where child molestation cases are being heard.
Recently, the center presented its first two cracked gavel awards to
judges who refused to allow child victims to testify in such cases.

And, of course, in 1982 John was named man of the year by the
National Association of District Attorneys for his work in the area
of child abduction and for work in legislation in this area.

Once again, thank you; I know you devote a lot of time up here
on the Hili to help Lk with these problems. Thank you very much.Go ahead with your testimony.

STATEMENT OF JOHN WALSH, CHAIRMAN, ADAM WALSH
RESOURCE CENTER

Mr. WALSH. Thank you very much, Senator Grass ley, for having
me. I have testified before this particular subcommittee on many
occasions, and I would like to commend first Chairman Specter for
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all the work that he has done in changing Federal laws and intro-
ducing Federal laws for the protection of children, the Missing
Children's bill, the Missing Children's Assistance bill, which cre-
ated the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children,
which I am a special consultant to, your work in the area of child
pornography. I do not call child pornography "child pornography."
Pornography intimates consent, such as in adult pornography, the
consent of the person over 18 buying the adult pornography, the
people appearing in it being over 18 and consenting to be in it.

Certainly, children have no ab;lity to consent to be in child por-
nography. I call it child abuse. But also this subcommittee has been
involved in the Violent Criminal Apprehension Program, tracking
mobile and serial murders and in some FBI policy changes, being
involved in noncustodial parental kidnaping and stranger abduc-
tions. I commend this subcommittee for their work. I commend
you, Senator Grass ley, particularly for your interest in this area
and your concern and help for the Go Riles, who are friends of mine,
parents of a presently missing boy, Johnny Gosh and Eugene
Martin, also from your home State. Those parents have gone
through nightmares. The system has let them down, abused them
continually as they continue to search for their son. And you have
been a champion of those people.

I would also like to commend Senator McConnell, a long time
friend of mine, a county judge from Kentucky who was instrumen-
tal in passing some of the most meaningful State legislation in the
history of this country for children. We used some of the legislation
that Senator McConnell introduced in Kentucky and lobbied for
and got passed in our model legislation that the National Center
for Missing and Exploited Children uses as we go around the coun-
try.

I, certainly, agree with certain individuals that the Federal Gov-
ernment cannot do everything and that sometimes too much gov-
ernment is too much. But there certainly is a Federal role in the
area of exploitation of children. I have testified in 22 States this
summer, many joint sessions. I have been all over this country in
the last 4 years in every individual State.

I believe because of the discrepancies between State laws, such as
in California where the stiffest penalty for kidnaping and sexual
molestation of a child during the kidnaping is 7 years; in most
States it is life imprisonment, but we all know life imprisonment is
not life imprisonment.

In California, Kenneth Parnell, a long time convicted child mo-
lester stole Steven Stainer and kept him 7 years and sodomized
and tortured him. When he got sick of Steven Stainer, he took Tim-
othy White, a 6-year-old boy. Steven Stainer escaped with Timothy
White. He said I do not want to see Timothy White go through the
nightmare I did in Kenneth Parnell's basement for 7 years. Parnell
had brainwashed Steven Stainer.

Steven Stainer is now in psychiatric counseling, suicidal. Ken-
netn Parnell waa apprehended and served 31/2 years. Steven Stain-
er had a very emotional press conference. He said what is going on
in the State of California. Is there any justice for children. This
man served less time in the State prison than he had me in the
basement of .4is home.
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There is an incredible discrepancy between State laws as they
protect children. And again I reiterate there can be a Federal role.
I have seen it in the Federal Government, mandating States to do
certain things with the withholding of Federal funds, such as im-
plementing the 55-mile-an-hour speed limit, the raising of the
drinking age. I will be an old man before I see States pass mean-
ingful legislation for children in every single state. What we have
accomplished here has not translated down to the State level.
Right now presently only 18 States have clearinghouses for missing
children, for example. Only 18 States mandate all law enforcement
enter cases of missing children in the National Crime Information
Computer. So, we will never know how many missing children
there are until every one of the States has a clearinghouse.

An example I bring to you of that, of the lack of State legislation:
Jay Phillips, a 14- year -old boy missing from the State of Florida,
finally apprehended his perpetrator in Nebraska by a State trooper
who happened to have watched the movie "Adam" and was well
aware of the importance of pictures through the media in fmding
children.

He had a funny suspicion about this man and this little boy that
he had in his car. He ran the man's license plate through the
NCIC. I commend that State trooper because a bullet popped up
and said this man is wanted for suspected stranger abduction. The
sad part of that story is that 6 months earlier that man was arrest-
ed in Louisiana and that man was arrested in Colorado and let go
in both of those States with Jay Phillips in his custody. That point
I use in the fact that I agree with what you are trying to do. I be-
lieve the Federal Government can impact the States and pass
meaningful legislation for children, who really have no voice, and I
have learned that the hardest way this summer lining up behind
500 and 600 paid lobbyists in each State capital, paid by the phar-
maceutical industry, the road builders, the nursing industry, what-
ever, cornering State legislators and saying it is the end of the ses-
sion. I donated $40,000 to your reelection campaign. Get my bill
out, as I saw many of our child protection bills, particularly, for ex-
ample, In the State of Georgia, which had 29 murdered children, 24
bills, such as some of the things that you are talking about in this
bill, fail miserably.

An.. I was told by Georgia legislators our emphasis this year was
on education and told publicly by two Georgia legislators, Mr.
Walsh, you do not seem to understand anything about southern
politics. Those 29 murders in Atlanta was a black problem.

I do not think people can stand for that type of response from
State legislators in 1985. Laws are not always the answer. Educa-
tion, awareness, those are important, but prevention is a major
factor, and these laws would implement some areas of prevention. I
am going to speak in the interest of time todayalthough I would
like to speak about the statute of limitations, the RICO statute, all
the provisions of this bill; I would like to speak particularly about
background checks. There seem to be a lot of misconceptions about
background checks of individuals who work with children. I have
heard them all over the country from the NEA, from state legisla-
tors to concerned parents to teachers, whomever.
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No. 1, background chocks are not a witch hunt, No. 2, they are
not a violation of civil liberties, and, No. 3, the most important
thing is there is legal precedent for background checks.

Every State in this Nation has at least 50 occupations that are
mandated by State law to have a background check. You cannot be
a hairdresser in 30 States; you cannot be a lawyer or a doctor or a
policeman in 48 States. You cannot be a groom at a racetrack in
any State that has paramutuel racetracking in the United States.
You cannot work in a lottery. You cannot rub down a horse at a
racetrack without a State and Federal background check.

New Jersey has the most number of background checks because
of the Atlantic City casinos. You cannot deliver toilet paper prod-
ucts to the Atlantic City casinos without a State and Federal back-
ground check to show if you are a previously convicted felon.

But in most States in this country you can work as a teacher,
day-care center operator, a foster parent or a big brother even
though you are a convicted child murderer or child molester. Back-
ground checks do not show up your sexual preference, whether you
have painted the high school red, whether you protested in the six-
ties. They simply show up your arrest record and whether you are
a convicted felon. The Boy Scouts of American are involved right
now with four multimillion dollar suits. When I was testifying
before the Alaska Legislature, the citizen of the year of Alaska in
1977, the leading Boy Scout leader in that State was arrested and
sentenced for 35 years for sexually molesting children. He was a
previously convicted child molester who went to Alaska and
changed his name and became a citizen in the community.

Big Brothers and Big Sisters, a national organization that works
with abused children, children who have no fathers, have advocat-
ed around the country for background checks to be passed on the
State level. I quote from some of their letters. After they had inves-
tigated and it was brought to their attention that the best way for
someone who wanted to molest children would be to work with
them as a volunteer, they kept records of sexual assaults on boys in
a 1-year period by Big Brothers: 87 sexual assaults by Big Brother
volunteers in a 1-year neriod. I quote from their borrrl of directors
information about background checks.

Legislatcis must weigh and balance the recognized rights of individual privacy,
which include the presumption of innocence and due process of law, along with
those risks that children have when we recognize the high rate of recidivism among
sex offenders and their ability to go through the judicial system without obtaining a
conviction for crimes committed.

In this weighing and balancing process, we must remember in child abuse cases
offenders are often not prosecuted at all because of the reluctance to have children
appear as witnesses when they are even permitted to serve in that role; and, fur-
thermore, when cases are prosecuted, they are usually for reduced charges and for
suspended sentences with treatment as a condition of probation.

Foster parents: in the State of New Jersey, you do not need a
State or Federal background check to be a foster parent. Yet when
10 NAMBLA members, the North American Man Boy Love Asso-
ciation that you mentioned earlier, distributes a newsletter
throughout the country, the NAMBLA Bulletin, with pictures of
men with small boys, articles such as the "Unicorn" in it, which is
the unicorn by a 12-year-old faggot, letters from incarcerated
repeat offenders and pedophiles talking about hcw to beat the
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systemwhen 10 NAMBLA members were arrested in upstate
New York with 300 hard core video cassettes of child pornography,
little boys in forced sex acts with adults, a list of people who were
sending in for information in a manual called "How to Have Sex
With a Child," the background of those individuals, I think, would
startle this subcommittee. Not only were some of them city council-
men from Marietta, OH, a university professor from Stanford Uni-
versity in California, a neurologist from the Columbia Presbyterian
Medical Center in New York City, but one was a chemist from New
Jersey who was an approved foster parent, even though he was a
previously convicted child molester; the State of New Jersey was
allowing him to get abused and molested children.

I cannot think of a worse thing, to be a physically abused child
and be assigned to a foster home where your foster parent uses you
in child pornography because the State does not care enough to
check the bacitground of that individual.

The NAMBLA members, the Rene Guyon Society, which has a
newsletter similar to NAMBLA, advocate sex with children. The
slogan of the Rene Guyon Society is "Sex before eight or it's too
late." They are better organized in most cases than the individual
law enforcement entities in their area.

This is a letter to other NAMBLA members appearing in the
NAMBLA bulletin, a repeat offender, presently incarcerated, talk-
ing about how easy it is to beat the system, how bad the statutes
are for repeat offenders. He says, never confess to anything. Never
say anything to a police officer, never plead guilty, never plea bar-
gain, make no statements, and remain silent. Go for the jury trial.
Go for the later appeal. Make the country pay all the expenses.
Make the justice system employees work for their money, work for
their conviction. Do not give it to them. Waste their time. Waste
their resources. Waste their money. Unload your real property
promptly to trusted friends or relatives so you can get a local
public defender at county evense. County public defenders are
practically useless, but you will not lose a bundle.

These individuals and these repeat offenders who work with chil-
dren continually are better educated in the law than most prosecu-
tors, most law enforcement individuals who pursue them.

Teachers: let us talk about background checks of teachers. There
are a lot of misconceptions about background checks of teachers.
The background checks bill in New Jersey was opdesed by the
teachers union in New Jersey even though the executive director of
the Avondale Correctional Facility for Disordered Sex Offenders
came forward and testified before me and said I have 25 disordered
sex offenders right now that were involved in the school system in
New Jersey here at Avondale.

Background checks of school teachers should have been passed 10
years ago. When the State of Florida passed background checks of
school teachers, it was found out that there were 37 convicted
felons in the State of Florida teaching school, 5 in one county.

I brought something to show you today that we did at the Adam
Walsh Center, back when I testified before the Florida Legislature.
We put together the sexual assaults hy trust authority figures on
children in a 4-month period. This book is full, every
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page, teachers, priests, social workers. I read from an editorial in
St. Lucy County.

Senator GRASSY. These are stories about teachers involved in
sex with young people.

Mr. WAY.SH. Teachers, scoutmasters, pastors. There are so many
in the 4-month period in this book, there were not enough pages to
put in this book. It is the first time anyone had over collected
through newspaper clippings the offenses.

After five teachers are accused or convicted of child molestation, one would think
that the St. Lucy County school board and the administration would establish more
than a cursory examination of applications for teaching positions in the county. Call
it budget or call it an overworked staff or call it anything: the excuses pale in light
of the number of children who face a lifetime of psychological problems from their
traumatic encounters with teachers who should not be teaching.

Those men beat the system. That superintendent of schools in
Florida fingerprinted those five men. He ran them through the
State criminal files. The State of Florida has 600,000 criminal files.

The State of Florida at that time did not permit him to put them
through the Federal files, the NCIC or the FBI records of convicted
felons. Or that superintendent did not know he could do it. Those
men, none of them were convicted in the State of Florida. They
were all convicted in another State. Four had been convicted of
child pornography in different States and the child murderer had
been convicted in Illinois and served 10 years in the Illinois prisons
for murdering a child.

They beat the system. I had a teacher testify with me before the
Florida Legislature, and I am going to paraphrase some of his
words in the interest of time. He said this is not a witch hunt. He
said the teaching profession is a good profession. He said I spent
my whole life trying to be a teacher. We are underpaid. We take a
lot of flack.

He said:
But it makes sense to me that people who want to molest children and get their

trust should work with them. We teach children their whole lives to trust authority
figures, but yet we put them in the hands of convicted molesters and people who
should not be authority figures.

He said, "It makt's sense; if you want to ride a horse, you go to a
stable. If you want to molest a child, you work with them." And he
said, "Even though some of my colleagues oppose this," he says, "I
think we ehould be mandated to police our own profession." He
said, "We won't do it, so I believe in this bill." He said, "But I have
a very vested interest. I teach high school, and I am a phys ed
teacher." He says, "I have a 6-year-old daughter." He said, "If the
man who is teaching my 6-year-old daughter 7 hours a day cannot
pass a background check, then he should not be a teacher. I am
concerned with who has my child 6 hours a day."

He said, "If that man cannot pass that background check, he can
be a State legislator, he can be an architect, but he should not be
working with children."

I think that sums up what and why background checks work.
They will not catch everyone. Lots of child molesters have never
been arrested. T ots of them certainly have had adjudication with-
held where they plead guilty to sexual offenses and no criminal
records have followed them State to State, but if it catches one pre-
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viously convicted child molester from getting into foster care, day
care working, Big Brothers, Boy Scouts, whatever, it will certainly
spare the lives of one, 10, whatever children, and you cannot put
any money on that.

And I have said before this committee many, many times, educa-
tion, protecting the children early, prevention is important. There
is a chain we must break in this country, and that chain is he
chain of the molester turning out new molesters; the child, a victim
of incest, sexual or physical abuse, wherever it be, goes on to
become the juvenile delinquent who hits the streets, who goes into
the system and becomes the early criminal, who later on gets out
of the system and becomes the mobile or serial murderer, the
repeat offender.

He will come back because this country and this system did not
protect him when he was little; he will come back to rape your
wife, molest your child, and turn out new molesters. We need to
break that chain. To me, it is all related, the exploiLation of chil-
dren, whether they are missing, whether they are rioncustodially,
parentally abducted, whether they are runaways, whether they are
throwaways, whether they are physically abused or sexually mo-
lested; they are being preyed upon by adults, and adults have not
done a good job in this country of protecting its children. It is a
country of 50 little feudal kingdoms. I have been in every one of
those feudal kingdoms. The laws in California are horrible. The
laws in Kentucky are good. But that does not help the Kentucky
child when that repeat offender gets out in California and decides
to come to Kentucky and molest Mitch McConnell's daughters. I
have seen that repeatedly. The Tuscadero Medical Center in Cali-
fornia has released seven disordered sex offenders that have gone
on to murder children in other States.

The system does not work. If we can prohibit one child molester
from working with children, then we have done something for
those children that were the potential victims.

I wish, in the interest of time, I had a chance to talk about all
the experiences, all the things I have learned in the State legisla-
tures and all that I have learned in the last 4 years, but I wanted
to speak specifically to this aspect of the bill. Yes, you should work
with the Justice Department. Yes, we have been working with the
FBI. Yes, there should be model State legislation, but there is not
in many States, and it is a long time in coming and the sooner the
better, as State legislatures are looking for that direction.

But I still believe that the Federal Government has a role and
you can cut through a lot of bureaucracy in the individual States
and protect children earlier and reduce the number of victims by
certain parts of this bill. It basically is a gocni bill, and I commend
you for having the guts to deal with this bill because these are
tough subjects that are in some areas controversial.

I thank you for the opportunity.
[Materiai for the record follows:]
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PARDON A PEDOPHILE

The C podoplul end sulhor
..1, Schuft 55 cad H. no.

serving three - year prison
conwittad for hewing had lows relations
with !Iw toys Steen the es of 13 end
It White servIng prism terms he he
written th. batiks Mem/oh in Sadhgassen
1111.11 in Blind Alleys/ on autobiography
Published In 1978, and 'Dec Cfellone
Engel. (The llen Angel) from ill)

Because In swim of
outine med1.1 health .-minnations

malignant tumor ems .owerk shed. Now
Pen.. Schuh may Ms intNn sly months
from incurable lung comer

hes serwed 1/3 of Ns pcloon term
e fts. luth one Is normally granted
probhon But according te Schutt'
attorney only r erdon ,main. as
possible mean of setting Nn fr. the last
days of his hie

All of Sthullis love relations wens free
and mutual end moon/Peng to the tow.'
professional experts no One suffered any
ham Newerthele tha ystom'
hareem,. y and legel mat hinery
inrewerstbly telum3 Ns PIM Thal Is thy
he must not OW In poison as s

consmuenc of thls
supporting pardoning Schuh

muol b sent 10 his attorney
Poohlsenwslt Jurgen Arnold
Mohonsollor 191 8000 Munchen

W any Tha lell must br
Mostberlin Justus...co

and n Stamsmuuter der juepp
If you nave any problem. Ivith 'amen
You ,nay arwl the lotter to im Engush
French Itillen Ott dell get thee
manslled amf forward than to ,ha
attorney Ihule to

Water Soh clad layer pN3Itt
cont., pgroon tor the imlaphile group
c/o r ol foioningen ion Nissen Og
laelsoke Postlins 1011 1007 Copenhagen
Denmark Telephone I loll 11 II it

lom II to 9 PM
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Jen, Ir
THE MAGAZINE FOR TOMS NORMAL AVERAGE INTERACTIVE
UNDERWJANEVINGNASTIVNGRATEFUL SPOKSJDOTIEWOMS

FAIL

THETRE m sop% Z54

BIG BUT CLUMSY
THE FINE

SIR TESTS slew
THIS Elo4 is DEEP121

TWISTIMEN

TWITCIU14

TAM*

OVreeteeetteto eateer5

bleu

0 41t
ME

o 0
wow--

ARM cIC2

ADVANCED COVERT
SOLING RIVAL RY LET SI DOUWI AWINGDP* ......./... a .011u mg mstimmis....t........4 Srmoho4s ....44.
1401.1 TO USUfmt 0ata.S1404
IT MOM MMIS

PICKING UP FUTURE

DOM W amtodsmaJO dERAIIIOR TIPS FROM

THE NNNaN,E5 OF NAVIIIG 44JR PAPENT5
M.C1TK0uC PAREOJTS

SCREAMING ARGUMENTS
'WM at 0 .nn nu..rtr........ Ire .. ....... h....W.4 wit
5.....11 44... ...II rz.,.;:. rea rmewmi
sin ee Ma ...um PM ALL am...is on .,' oms.

1,14-e 114 0114 SI,
porr

GRobilK,

Feedback
P..) on the trute of domicil San

1055 AM whose new and does
he hem In his pocket` Why NINE of
rm.., And sint I'm the infamous
photograph., she accidently
Photogrphed TTTTTT ct ettorney'
adult on his lllll oration so
many years a. the polite wice
of llllll gri. and baser this nine
loch until he' cell dons and

Timto
e rriw m studio Mot fm dayslllll about I etrong Ilk.
gnsbute. rved itb the inewlt bl
eorah um neat I got handcuffod and
led may la ohalm while the mine
tab. llll od every lllll they want
t O. so though It' rot 11 11 am the
esorchewer ming 1401 is 310,000 far OM
count alleged tracks l' out
In days The night Itar I p

. the pigs sr. et m ridonc I.

Lao Altos with mther saerob w tttttt
and de their Mole 'Intim. <reeling
around under the hose. I. the tt le,
M away yoh It hat.mn All tby got

wail nice packet of plc ttttt E lid
prsted for thm.
TM good ttoil me *Ils ens, lo
rind' Mob shelter. TM meths pass

end eo legal mtion happen whets ,

AM Om et the end .f Icy IIU comes
the estond str.at It took them TRAT
MAC to f Ind two neg midst WOO
ot so TWO counts of c4okuckin1,
850P00 ball, In jell sgein, end out in

lee days And then the fun hapn
Telephone tt bump. Im',
daily ourwallenc I hod ball wasting
their tim sod money' Mime taps
easy to dtct II you've Mon fat.
lectronic. se I hems elms I Me

loth the hews. and studio phone
lir er Immd. e, the TELL/MOM
mom,/ }Mir top r co co obolte
It's pitiful Pe sophistication
whetoewer I hod friend tIl and tie

the pliant. for hour. with all kinds
f <rosy message. Ilya and recorded I
MA the thane en Il night with
recordisd audio t 111111 tap
AI tar molts the taps sere
dropped Than <a tthe tire bump*,m
Mm. Those can be dstctod nicely
olth 0I0 scanner rebleet I stuck
them on the neighborhood ttttt ge
nutlet

For Imost your the "court
ptoieedings. went on 711.

showed up the prolilinry hearths
(flown lo from ) but that no-
the lot anyo ewer own of his /nor
the pron. he nes flow back to
Orison. n4 hie 46.1 promptly duped ht

In tie le. Fathoms there Ned bun
',Slott 101 ttttt sent. elms he

11 ttttttt the kid nu ttttt 1
menet. -- poking all the lilt]. girls

ttttttt g ell the gay guys -- so Its
got looted op t early op MM..]
Is Ms mar A nice kid Po's qui
popular up in Ian Prem. 04 in
Phoenix, il an hio lo.
w anderings dow t 0 5en Jew
App ttttt ly the pigs like him se he cm
be easily P. to rat on his
al t Pea elesys g
soliciting and then they drop the

It he'll limo the thistle on
his 1 10/111 A ttttt roue nine

Ink
a

m ale' The the Iml
lerict attorney who ttttt dell over mr

h. ttttt In N. 1910, one
J ulius tInkI ttttt tttttt mnt ly got
invol in an Introffic scandal
Ice smiths lets, Mile he me running
for lection se heed tttttt tt mtorney

No lost the election and then got
demoted handling all the dunk
driver mess In the county, Strang,
...yens who come 01 ttttt so.
Mooted, 1111 sr ttttt moo
abominable tiro ttttt

ay Perth 1983 the now prosecuting
attorney reelited that he nes going to

oontinuall on .41 I
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ii.,. Tx (API - A la-year-aid boy
avower Mut shot himself to Moth

few hew oft. getting brates on his
moth lemming the seventh teenager en
ohs smithy Dallas mubu h to commit
saced. In the last year

David Eugene Norris IfIllo0 hoesolf
nianday night with 3S7magnms pistol
Its did not Wawa note but his pones
end gelling the Maces might how.
Mastered the mmade
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WHIZ KID SHOOTS HIMSELF

Somatting .Mt snapped mid Cam
limns the boy's father Thot's all *a
can figura

Emends and lastly described the boy as
/nand!, ...pular whit They mid he

tms In goad mood Mond., right desists
he Mme he rotenrod sorlor In the day

TM 'soh of teen suindo he. prompted
Plano reonents to sot up hot line
and orients I student groups to
help avert mors Moths But one *frugal
.aid he doesn't an. If the programs
could hove prevented the suicide

"Meth somothing Chet appears to be
mauls.. Ilk. this it's &Intuit to tell
and Dr Chen Rem. chonman of the
hoard fo. the Plano Costs Center

Fo*dbeek
motto./ fres met S
bow t go throntl witb the whel jury
trial eml all tb msocistml mom.. I
moulth't mit emy deals and they had

Instals of the County annoy
by that tie. A date was set (or jury
twin t. owl April IN) Along cams
the dot., rho Ro b wants mom tine
I said mel They coildc't am the
'victim^ out Cl the Outhouse to
rMom' The me! ttls1 proceed.
%nth.. hi. Iwidosts" la me
pho ph It woo two day shoo.
mick Bad dirty AIM illegal
Timers wor a. soy rrrrrr it
MII undoubtedly Mt romtm, I
(mont milt, TM palm
aaaaa miss for thr mak it
my boll to quarts. of sillies
d ollars astorted to jail and thee
out plo in ose My' Three weeks lino,
I gat ma-oared to II Sear.
Prison that ms SO April 22
N otice a/ Armal was sods that soma
day Mil was denied The jrli
enraged that er ttttt my tem ready with
the Notice of Appeal before I ms eve.
montanted Mole "friar woe ohm
e nd ha knew it The Judge ddd ttttt
o s "enhancemeet" became of ey prier
cm.ttlm This relates to Clif.roi.
Proposition I bolas meted in ho. 19112

California Uprose Coor
rrrrr im xemt r from enhammont
ots I was rrrrr tett Mt.,. thethimatter has

bo ra-appeoled ia the Stet.
Appollt Gaut. oubooontly rrrrrr g
ADDITIONAL time AS taxpayer' gooey

inhere I es sow. Ist maim.
prison Mich is ...crowded

MI one rrrrr ffed. with 2401. mead
re Mrs. eotd *Med
into ons ma c-11 Mich ars tow
e nd to Musa ts. om Wt. 1 I.
fortunate blessed. or j hn
good luck u.ebte few months hers
g ot oy Job a. the Ch rrrrrr clerk 1

do 11 th paperwork far the Moe
mrrtg. I survlv ttt all Ind
the tit...tms. The State pays about
s'opoo for my /roe rem and board!

I M. /or tttttttt the, the cam
will gat reverent emmtually 1 host
cometnt onto... We mail' soli the
Appellate Court (Soo Trntist

) (c. Mil on swat.
The Rants Clara SYFriet Court Clerk
enor in not titles the Mtlt et

Appl with the Appalls :curt
PO dam a/ the trial Them e met be a
totally 11.0FOOt fool Sr on elsollaat
.1 f the Jude., This June Mimed
the case *[tins 1st. the MMIlats
Court for the pain ght month. /My
kna that they mr mist t Inn They
Mow I haws over hell 4.11.05

property collstaral available to
poet &pp...let bond They just west to

Mlay the I...Malls tor a. loos m
ma . Imam I will gat milsietated
y mom torte. lot I'

melt l's Moo
exposing corrupt Moe cry e
hids their per..Ions by using chair
power and authority. I Mw no doubt
that I will summed.

In conclusim. lot m Nay O. I
Wises arm who c ttttt oho lamina
o ther hum. Mingo donne teething lom
dm mot tttsla The depetia of any
country can bo mended by how It
tttttt its prism. Asa ttttt prisons
reflect this Mope... to Om mot
dimgetiog aml shameful my. My the
jodpeent et Md fall moos them who
mum.. sad toad this sodlss mates

the corrupt , jets.
district attormyo. sod peltce who ors
blledly heeded far sternal hell.
Mors they f inally the
fruits of their land oo Mrth

- Soldd. Ca
Editor - PAXILA lolls..

la portiere ttttt procedure end
boresmrscy tables on leJSBIA, vary

It. am. t least)
ha mood during the lemon conference

Milos the cmferenc. it occurtnt t
se that ttttttt Manias procna-
light ask an mg sore
rasmiv momber who comet stmad
the cmfrem - either berms. a( coat
or ttttt nc A motion wes
and nate the 'chair.,

Memse this its had not bean "put
oo the simile. t ttttt / the
confereoc the day Wont -- it
mver say the light Si OF

este This may be fine for
"alfittency bet it is min.. to the

f the argon
Mat this nem IM tttttt is that all

for ispromet a( the
organ ttttt m. /M(111y if they my
alt instal, atone. 1. Ow.
con thus ion. cos only ha subsittel
ems year for how rarely
"moral Pm. matins le hold) and
the mly (MOM the ant
underway My .dam nut occur to a
thinking amber during the reefer..
.111 probably hen. to wait until the
next year TAM can be fru tttttt ng and
mul ttttttt for th ttttt g ember

I will mimics hero the un-distuad
setim weds .t the confarenc, be
it directly to et c members Me
hews contact with the erg ly
thrmgh bulletin.
I. the past. ttttt smith's. of

Cho org haws be
of ambers sobs tttttt"mai.. papers" st pnoral

seeterhip ttttt Tata
usually rails. the mrsonal postIm
sad opimiro of the author They r

60

moos chum lo ttaadosta t
the mos ttttt sr. mrimoly read nut
distuesd by far / atom proses,
sod ars nand es by those prem.

poly with very mom( ttttt thought
e nd tttttt tim us t long-tam
ram tttttt Imo of specific YOF111,1. asd
usually under the p of tie. 1/
the nabr of the poitlm pPor is
not prsamt st the ratios, the
prattles is usually met well
..o ttttt ear sr posited

This mom to be earldom
tttttt oats'. ts them member. who
cannot personally ttond themcontrn or matt m They find
themlves ambere of a ttttt isatim
shoo. sad public manta mtttttt Immo has Ma ttttt
with no input Its time COFFOR4OOCO
with ether web.. amad and country
Ms I that may of thee

with specific smithies of
AMBIA. but fool f-us that there
i m sty for thee t mt. or hem
their my to ttttt them positions

My motto., or roc. monastic, ma te
ha.. ALL proposed 'of tttttt positiom
.1 MANUA ',mod ea by sell, with
Millet sect out is the ko tttttt Since
thee. t tai petit mom. of
RAMBLA on specific sub) t

of

shoo ttttt portion of the
mosbenthip Thotfors. It would sem
that 2/3 meta of them
SOON. who onoush to
...Int bollot would be callod far

Wo mod to ttttttt she tiled. and
Mews a( all them ember who cannot
attend embarship coo/emos. befits
we so around that "MARIA
says " or "*NOM stand. 1st.

Now .amt some d ttttttt m of this by
those embers? Our
should M torus (or distussion of
organ That is mom
its ISIDO[1.0 than Po M " " she

Thom ( cao he
filled by comerclal pub tttttt ms such
as Poe. Gas, and Tag-tog Our bulimia
should be our media for comb
o f arm ttttt on.1 policy ..4

- J. Cooper

Deer d Coil

m is prism TM lolltio coma la
with no mob's. I ttttiny snj.y it

it helps m to and mom Moot
others' thoothts .'d fesIlog.

I tic, the commt of the Unicom,
and h.p. it will Memo regular land
papule') item.

loop up the eovment I'll be at is
a law ono . and ham soot ideas
I'd Ma to to the C ttttt tim
aim tttttt ng worked that
field in the pest, and know sea
"tricks of ths trade

- Oklahoma



THE UNICORN Of
by 11 year-old faggot

ODRNOCRAPINT, RAPS. AND EROTICISM

Sex was oergoinally en act of communal
bra Mowed by hoods HIS on tees

onlyhe become ommodity to be wowed
only by the people who Co. afford it Sex

now a product rather then CO women
S he reHen Wend the oppremien sl
laternellve sent& Illeetyles is because
thee. re ne pet-up marina to distribute
mewl material portkOng le these
lotylas Iles not allowing the COMM. of
such sexuality by the powers that be
Pernegraphy m Americo Is the mese

production of controlling whet Magee of
sexuality the public MO view and
thereto. the perm:awn d penuallty .10
be the images pet in IM been by mental
condotanung OM them Images can be
changed by shettmong the illushon of
childlned pexuahty and reploung thee.
with the realities of human alabielity

Children are sexual beings Children
hem teen beder of countries
revOlubOn MC The Woe of the child M
an "Innocent' net being blebshed be
'This d4sgustong dem. WWI pee come
about durong the Victorian Era when the
world 'embus decided a was lime te
e nforce mead. en the P.Pubce n Ihmor
tespecOv belentnee in order to central
he mason
II cute to the VS can be tried as an

--Arta/
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VUNIGOIM

To the Iwitern

film It nw are ttul. what you
you are rponse which 1 hope are
vitt all of heert true boyloser.

...mold he pal. srateful to you for
the 11Se WI/ ou de to

get sour ..... and in print The
text hie risk of childtn`s being

..... onor add held without
the sight to an attorney hail. Oho..
ral. .....d end th ....... d with

Poll, eote and torture Suet
here.. child M. not the right to
at .es 10 this country is In itself
ylminal Police elm. pot 104. In

teetlon ..... tell all the other
why the hoe Is in there, then turn

reit ka-Its while the other boys work
ve: mntll he ready to talk snout

to men In his life This is how seat
awn who love boy. find theasele In
:loon

1 now 00 end M. loved boys
".an 1 vas 4 I have non, f ...... en

whit I will net let write me
or fear the. will be nar by the
,soe rive of ay MP@ fled the
runt, to escape the poll. bot in

ever month. and ion days 0111 he

.'.ether with them .....
1 limey luny toy. oho .mull 11114 W
older to Shoulder vith you who are

gee I' to It snd tiles Inas. they toed
totectitie laws as ono mentioned In
ne of sour column. Please Ss
world not like to eee anything he

n the ht.. -Muted bed hie is the
iret shining light the leginnine et

lens dor k night The Met of the

adult far hero. crime One murder.
any then can't child dedde hillier own
sexuality. This N reel doubt. stndard
The reason the controlling poems de net
went children 10 wane up oind understand
amemlves is became this loses the.
coninol on children.. thoughts and
attitufirre Thet they he. belt up Wm.
the end of Werld War II

Sex o a matter consodered for Mulls
only Yet violence and unwholesome
smuel

one
era portrayed In the

movies on televomon In the pope. etc
Why, When you delve deep It Mt bole
down to control Controlling the teasms in
ceder to feed csnam sexual products the
.dub mate Milores because of esuel
condo...mg

Child port *weeny was onus legel het
getting onto whether or not 1 suPP..
pornography as legit art form at MI 1

mute Mt. b Stet@ thet boy-lovers we.
controlled It more when It see MVO
Controlled with mega. of innocent

world to you with all of n love from
on. who loves

Jay

(Getter.. oat. Jay has Int to day,
and thankfully .111 be fr.. mom, end
hope( .11) he and ms friends mil tele

.... for vidnIng the. rights We
all know It.. going to he long hard
I, ..... to get legal and 01.11 right. c)

he Unicorn rept..
lour letter hen stop ver) mod point

to it The fact that children hove no

tiStos 1. en eFeallInit situation Why

null rh, 'then n.. ost
decide hangs that ere personal'
',stoat If rtilmen Me riots end
were guaranteed aa in the seitirorl
ideology of sm.., cut mriety
would berme threatened lo rh ..... in
the Wen. of Mem elarh
smosot trolly levee Mvot
tbutiormr.y backleh 111 Order to

the mote. This does cot

teem @my ream for any @net of Oa,.

0. .... vitt. you Children Mould
hee ths right to .7 Y. or no and
right to an s ..... lbls relstIanship if

bionels-heored blue-tybi hey- gads .he
ors seeing them "shales setting le gel
Math/eked These Images are re longer
there
The oull 9 of child pernegrePhe hob

mode Cal. lea eaer ntwelutienriF bey-
lever whose goals or be more Ideal
then prodecesIng berlovere. eitiCh
Includes the (Moeller. Of RAMBLA In
Aeons, Indenellemimune M bat
Ca...any. be NO. ..lent the Peedephile
Information Exchange In Engbred. goo*.
which anN for the tiberation led the
aeancopetron of youth and wish to MIAOW
the pubfk en the Of
Intersperieratoonal metetWty

Sex and rope ore net the moo Set Is
mutually cansemuel erotic act Mel rep.

os violent act Violence Is mot orelideste.
Cones...oat ens of an meek nets..
ars buena I and should be viewed O.
such Intergeneratienel reltenhIps
shoukl not be equated with rape teams
there t Generals proof of manipulation.
coercien 1 .Hence en me side or the
other Then and way then Omelet 101040
be been against such . retetienshlp
Wore to came'

I T he Unworn Is twelve - yam- Me
faggot Me, because Of
persecuten, .tor relbir rem.
anonymous teMers lmuld be addressed
to The Unnern II. PIMMILA P 0 S..
Us Mee York City 110111 Outentling
letters will be rep...ad Times be re
pereoral reploes

and Met, they want It without ha{
1,1011in.. or sot sees for teem
telstIon@hips winch Notts lad
authsritie. hove no right to do

To the .....
Why do .... Thant.. and ../We

Denny thine writer ego can Ss
lerned free afler or It., style?
During m teen ...... g ea 12

M lett... were . by
dlle who apparently
seam. I me obit (since I sorer

otherwise/ I lit
of lettees to lmsltrs, who

respond. thoush I ten seek
At the tine Get. 11150'-,. 1 01d or
g for Pen -we.... I Me'.

vent to .....n log6. a@ when s

poorly-.
letter 111.1.. the miter is chlid 1

soY plied in having lib let, -in peietee
or reject ed en tn. sem . eels as full

Sereliv. 1 feat. my

'Mit trot ..... weld he ...re. If [be
editors or Ismillstoes .new 1 vs. too
oung t vet

-- amtrollen "Armell Id.

To Unicorn relle.
me pent talents. meetly I Se not met
be viewed as Ilttl kid. Mt I

vont be rees1e0e4 tome scram
vIth valid poi 1 (em

P S To Tee and Danny arming ere .
in polling ...... tot,

the. yeu for your 1 .....
Donny I con. and It Iasi.

Stsy ..... happy shd free.

The Ramble Journal Connte* os
oshoun9 turbentsvonli lee the Illgs

Journal Plea. send MI twoh poetry
short ton. or ...soy. le

1')

JOurnal Committee
S F Nanbte
III hones Street 11111
San Frerip.by Ca 11.102

Pleats send XEROXED COPIES ONLY of
feu, wiriltng wt 2 can't tend
responsibility 100 picot els The deadlone
for sub...one JUnd N lygs

?j 61
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BOYS IN THE MEDIA
by Nal M Mack

IN THE NEWS Cary Coleman no If as

trying to shed hie Wake image MVO

portray Imnage Psonst in TV movie
taying .111 Fare Rocky Wu.. 13

Nis b., dating Natasha Wagner 13
dughtor of Robert Wagner and the lat.
NIhe Wood Trevor Farrell 11 of
suburban oladdp has bean oohing
publicity for giving hod and otemr
hew:loots to hoboes 6mintemin Xis Easily
drives hi. in John O'Connor II,
Bronx Now York arse 101.. to NY's
no erchhshop also Jahn O'Connor The
Ninduo. grocNM schwa boo had
featured role at the aeon.. N.
York Daily Nen pt. the a n making
movie about "atkattc high ma. trying
to his ace I of sos. Se mtg. students

ONIna school 'wrung pool
ON T V A recent ANC Inds' special had
Alison Smith as girl who got into the
cal it Oliver' chspoad PI bay Blan
B lom ob. 111 Slinishirs
destrited Calder. toys 17-13 being
strip search:, fsr merely looking
suspicious
AT THE MOVIES Manry Thomas hes
poi. S inches Pima E T Me plays in
the has film lasislood loth
Huckleberry F. Tshits Intl

bro.. Cmal interattioncherKlfr
though I iodised after nothing much
happen. Anethe movie with 11 and

S playing the same person it different
p.n.s in law. s C...sloke T. young
Tonna rasp in Fve 1 half hour
only Robby Roger le
Children of the Can with bunch of evil
teenagers Opel bother unless you Irk
1.1 lond of movie Corning Justin
Men, to in Sstmn Cndi. PO

58

Wheaton 11 in The Cued System
Riau prapir.scnt entrepenilars
estraordinpre CM. Shane Op. II,
en The R...
TME-B0VS-OF TARZAN PART ONE In
the orspne Tartan of the Opts 107
'dant Gordian Griffith III played Tart.

Nas toy Ile was virtually nutty ape nod
ip hear Griffith also play. in

Son at T 1,11/01, as the bey ay
ism wearing furry Muscle.

Next app.... of bay In the sm.
sn't till 1911, when Bobby Nelsen
play. ast.y hen.. by Tor.
Bobby look. ebliul 1 very cute and
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From the Fort Lauderdale News, July 19. 1983]

SCOUTMASTER ARRESTED, ACCUSED OF MOLESTING FOUR IN HIS TROOP

(By Dan Christensen)
WILTON MANORS A scoutmaster was arrested Monday night and charged with

sexually molesting four 11-year-old boys in his Boy Scout troop.
William Joseph Maitre, 32, who moved out of his duplex apartment in the 1700

block of Northeast 26th Drive a week and a half ago, was arrested at his parents'
home in Port St. Lucie and charged with four counts of lewd, lascivious or indecent
assault on a minor, said Wilton Manors Police Chief Bernard Scott.

Maitre was being held today at the St. Lucie County Jail without bond pending
his return to Broward County, said a spokesman with the Port St. Lucie Police De-partment.

Wilton Manors Detective Rick Wiley said all the assaults involve incidents overthe past six weeks.
Police also have received statements from four other boys, ranging in age from 9

to 12, concerning alleged indecent assaults. "And there are others we are going to
be talking to," Wiley said.

"There are about 90 kids who have passed through his troop since he joined it
about two years ago and we have talked to eight," Scott said. "All eight have told us
of some type of indecent act or something that could be construed as an indecert
act. A lot of these kids are away at camp and it's been hard tracking them down."

Scott said police have been investigating the case for about three weeks after re-
ceiving complaints from parents.

[August 4, 1983]

RESIDENT FACES BATTERY CHARGES

BovrcroN BEACH.A 21-year-old man was arrested by Boynton Beach police last
week and charged with the rape of a 16-year-old Boca Raton girl.

Police said Nathaniel King of 217 N.W. Seventh Court, Boynton Beach allegedlyaccosted the girl when she was walking near 320 N.E. 10th Avenue at 1 a.m. in the
morning.

They said she struggled to free herself and was cut on the hand by a knife carriedby King
King was taken to the Palm Beach County Jail and charged with sexual batterywith a knife.

[August 6, 1983]

MAN ACCUSED OF SEXUAL BATTERY

A 23-year-old St. Petersburg man was arrested Friday for allegedly molesting his
9-year-old cousin

Police spokesman Bill Goodin said the girl was sexually assaulted July . 3 whileshe was staying at her grandmother's house. Tho girl's mother learned of the as-
sault after she discovered that the child had contracted a veneral disease.

The man's name is not being published to protect the identity of the girl. He wasaccused of sexual battery

[August 9. 1983)

RAPE OF BOY CHARGED

A man charged with raping a 15-year-old boy and threatening his victim's life ifhe told about the incident has been arrested, Tallahassee police reported Monday.
Lawrence "Larry" Council, 28, of Rt. 2, Box 361, Crawfordville, it being held with-

out bond at the Leon Courty Jail and is charged with sexual battery, a jail officialsaid.
The three-week-old incident was not reported until Thursday, records show, be-

cause the victim feared for his life.
The northeast Tallahassee teen-ager, police report, was visiting Council at a

nearby home when Council, wearing only a towel, grabbed him and forced him into

56-954 0 - 86 - 3
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a bedroom Council then threatened to beat up the victim unless he would perform
oral sex, records show

After the act, Council said he would kill the victim if the rape was reported,
police said

BOY, 9, HELPS 1-')LICE CATCH SEX OFFENDER

(By Runy Litinsky Madden)

SUNRISE.A 9-year-old boy who police say "thought he was living Starsky and
Hutch" Friday helped officers arrest a Broward School Board employee who has
been charged with sexually assaulting the child the day before.

Eugene Fost, 33, of the 1300 block of Boulevard of Champions, North Lauderdale,
was arrested shortly after 4 p.m. when he returnedas he promised the child he
wouldto the corner of Nob Hill Road and Northwest 44th Street, police said.

Post has been charged with indecent assault on a minor.
Police said they placed a body bug on the child and the youngster waited on the

corner where the man has encountered him and two or three of his playmates the
previous day.

Lt. Peter Eckert said the man walked up to the children Thursday mid asked
them to go into a nearby woodci area with him to look for a lost puppy. As the
children went in different directions, Eckert said the man sexually assaulted the
boy

she child reported the incident to his parents, who called police. Eckert said when
police were getting details of the incident from the boy, the child said, "Oh, by the
way, he told me he wants to meet me tomorrow [Friday] and give me a present."

Eckert said the child and his parents agreed to cooperate in attempting to capture
the man, should he appear.

Eckert said Post is employed as a groundskeeper by the Broward County School
Board but police do not know at this time exactly where he has worked.

[Fort Lauderdale News. Aug 11, 1983]

ASSAULTS ON CHILDREN Hu RECORD HIGHPROSECUTOR

(By Kathleen Pellegrino)

Three men were indicted Wednesday on charges they sexually assaulted chil-
drenall girls under age 11bringing the number of pending child molestation
cases to the highest ever at the Broward State Attorneys Office in the year since
that office formed a special sex crimes unit.

"In the past four months it's just exploded," said prosecutor Carl Weinberg. "It
may be that a greater public understanding of the crime causes the increase in re-
porting."

The Stet* Attorney's Office sex crimes unit was formed about a year ago to
handle cases involving all types of sexual abuse.

A growing number of the cases involve children under age 11, said prosecutor Joel
Lazarus. Of about 80 pending sexual assult cases, 35 involve children, he said.

"We're getting reports from everywhere," said Lazarus The children's parents,
friends and school counselors as well as case workers from the state Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services are alerting authorities of the abuse, he said.

"We were set up to handle all sexual battery cases," Weinberg added. "It's gotten
to the point that it seems like a child sexual abuse unit."

Because of the increase in cases, a third prosecutor was assigned in July to help
prosecute the cases.

Indicted Wednesday were:
Vernon D. Begley Jr , 31 of Fort Lauderdale, who was charged with assaulting a

3-year-old relative four times in July.
Rafael Gonzalez, 40 of Davie, who was charged with assaulting an 11-year-old

neighbor on July 25.
Bret Jano, 25, of Hallandale, who was charged with assaulting a 2-year-old rela-

tive several times.
All three men are being held at the Broward County jail without bond. If convict-

ed, they all face up to life in prison with a minimum mandatory sentence of 25
years before they would be eligible for parr le
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This month, two men were sentenced to life in prison for sexual assaults on chil-
dren

Elms Poly, 44, of Dania, was convicted of assaulting a 9-year-old girl, and Deme-
trio Gabrielle, 29, was convicted of assaulting a 5-year-old girl

Aug 19, 1983)

CA. 7. FIREFIGHTER REMAINS IN JAIL ON CHARGES OF SEXUAL BATTERY

Cape Coral firefighter Thomas (,)nnell and his wife, Carolyn, remain in Lee
County Jail this morning nn rhprr;,b committing sexual battery on a child.

The Connells, who reside at 19F Hugh St in North Fort Myers, were arrested on
Thursday by the Lee County Sheriffs Department while attending a court hearing
at the County Courthouse. Arresting 41ficer Sgt Robert Macomber of the Sheriff's
Department declined to comment on what type of court hearing the couple was at-
tending, stating that it would "identify the victim."

According to department officials, Connell, 35, was charged with sexual battery
and committing lewd and lascivious acts on a child. Connell's 34 year-old wife was
charged with "being a principal," which means she was present during the alleged
attack

The victim's name is not being released due to the nature of the complaint.
Macomber said the Connells knew the victim and that the alleged sexual acts

took place over a year.
Cape Coral Fire Chief Jim Hunt said he learned of the arrest from an anonymous

telephone call on Thursday.
"I don't know who it was (that called)," he said this morning. "They told us, then

hung up. I called the Sheriff's Department to (verify the information) '
Hunt said Connell has been with the department for almost three years. He was

subsequently suspended from the department on Thursday pending the outcome of
the charges.

"He's only been charged with it," Hunt said this morning. "And as far as his
record goes he's been a good firefighter."

Hunt agreed that he was rather shocked by the news, but said it was no reflection
on the local Fire Department.

"This has nothing to do with the Fire Department," he explained "If he did it, he
did it on his own."

Hunt said a standard background check was done on Connell prior to his hiring.
"As for as our background check . . he was alright," Hunt said.

Pan 23, 19341

PRIEST LOSES FIGHT TO SUPPRESS SEX TESIT'AONY

The attorney for a priest accused of lewd and lascivious assaults on a 12-year-old
Seminole County girl has lost part of a request to suppress testimony about the
priest's past behavior during his upcoming trial.

Chan Muller, a Winter Park attorney, filed a motion for Father Eamon O'Dowd,
pastor of St. Joseph's Catholic Church in Winter Haven, who is charg Ai with two
counts of lewd and lascivious assault.

The motion was intended to prevent the state from presenting evidence during
O'Dowd's Feb. 6 trial concerning the 53-year-old priest's past sexual conduct.

The alleged incidents can be introduced, according tc Circuit Court Judge C.
Vernon Mize Jr. who granted the motion in part last week The testimony reported-
ly would deal with the priest's aaempts to do the same thing on previous occasions,
according to Assistant State Attorney Angela Blakely. Accounts of dissimilar inci-
dents will not be introduced, according to the ruling.

Ms Blakeley said she wanted testimony introduced because it derrGnstrated ex-
amples of O'Dowd's alleged past behavior which were not examples of the expected
behavior of a 53-year-old bacheor in the presence 3f a girl.

O'Dowd, who was born in Ireland, is charged with committing the assaults on the
girl in her Seminole County home during January, 1983. The girl's mother told in-
vestigators the assaults took place about a week apart and that she heard one and
saw the other. At first the mother decided not to press Lharges but later changed
her mind.

The girl's family met O'Dowd while they were attending the St. Charles Catholic
Church in Orlando O'Dowd was assistant pastor there until May 1982.
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O'Dowd turned himself in to Seminole County authorities Sept 7 He was re-
leased the same day from the Seminole County jail on a pretriol release without
posting bond

]Jan 25, 1984]

POLICE ARREST TWO MEN, SEEK THIRD IN SEXUAL ABUSE CASES

St. Petersburg police arrested two men and investigated a third case Tuesday in-
volving sexual abuse of children.

A 10-year-old girl told police that her mother's boyfriend fondled her Jan 1 when
her mother was away from home. The girl told a friend at school, who advised her
to tell a counselor. The counselor notified the Florida Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services. Police have been unable to find the boyfriend, who has since
moved out of the central St. Petersburg house.

Police arrested a 55-year-old man for allegedly raping his daughter when she was
8 years old, about seven years ago, and again Jan 19, at their southwest St Peters-
burg home. No more details were available this morning

A 33-year-old man was arrested and accused of fondling an 8-year-old girl and a 7-
year -old girl Tuesday at his north-central St. Petersburg home. The relationship be-
tween the man and the girls and other details were not available this morning

Names of the men are withheld here so the girls are not identified

Pan 25, 1984]

DEAF-MUTE JUVENILE RAPED AND BEATEN AFTER MEETING MAN

A juvenile deaf-mute girl was the viLcim of sexual battery Jan. 18, police report.
Fort Lauderdale police said the girl's father brought her into the police station

with a written statement. She identified the man she said raped and beat her, and
Edward LaCroix Walker of Fort Lauderdale was later arrested for the crime, accord-
ing to police reports

In her statement, the girl said she met Walker at the Sunrise Pub, 1209 Sunset
Strip, and later went to his Fort Lauderdale home in the 1000 block of N.E. Fourth
Ave, police report.

Police said she was treated at the Rape Treatment Centel.
An employee of the Sunrise Pub said both the girl and Walker were frequently

seen at the bar. The employee said juveniles are allowed in the bar, but are not
served alcoholic beverages.

Walker was taken to the Broward County Jail and later released on bond.

!Havana Herald Weekly 2,000. Jan 26, 1984]

ORANGE FOUND GUILTY TUESDAY

Henry Lee Orange, 26, of Havana, was found guilty by a jury in Quincy Tuesday
of lewd and lascivious assault on a minor under the age of 14

Orange was arrested by the Hav la police on June 3 following the May 28 inci-
dent in which he allegedly assaulteu an eight year old girl.

The crime carries a maximum sentence of 15 years.

POLICE A:A...USE MAN, 26, OF MOLESTING Two BOYS

A 26-year-old St. Petersburg man has been arrested and charged with molesting
two 9-year-old boys within the last few months, police said

The man's name is not being published because it might help identify the chil-
dren. The suspect apparently was a family friend of one of the victims but had sexu-
ally abused both boys at a north St. Petersburg house, police said

St. Petersburg police officers arrested the man Wednesday night and charged him
with two counts of sexual battery and possession of marijuana.

The abuses took place April 28 and July 23, police said In the July incident,
police said the man molested the boy he knew while the victim's father was away

The man was questioned after that incident but not arrested until Wednesday,
police said. At that time, he father of the July victim told police lie had learned
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that another boy w..,, had come to ms house was sexually abut ad at knifepoin: by
the man

"'.1e man was being held in county 0:1 late Thursday in lieu of $50,100 bail

TEEN-AGE Box SEXUA'..LY ASSAULTED

(By Alan Ch ?my)

LAUDERDALE LAKES. A ..6-year-old Lauderhill boy riling his bike on the way to
work was sextu Ily assaulted by an unidentified man who requested help in pulling
a motorcycle out of a ditch, according to the Broward Sheriff's Office.

The teen-ager was in the 2600 block of Northwest 49th Avenue when he was av-
proached by the man, who requested the help, said ran report.

The suspect led the teen-ager into a nearby wooded area when he knocked the 16-
year-old down and performed oral sex on the victim, said the report

When the teen-ager ref, -ad to reciprocate, the suspect ran to a car parked nearby
and drove away, said the rJport.

The teen-ager w.ts taken to a sexual assault clinic for treatment, said the report.
Deputies are investigating the possibility the suspect committed a similar crime

in Sunrise earlier this month.

MAN INDICTED ON SEXUAL BATTERY CHARGE

(By Jean Marbella)

A 33-year-old Broward County man was indicted Wednesday on four counts of
sexual battery against a 6-year-old girl.

John Thomas Ramey, of the 1600 block of Northeast 46th Street in unincorporat-
ed area north ef Pompano Beach, had been arrested on Sept. 12.

Assistant State Attorney Carl Weinberg said the charges against Ramsey repre-
sent different attacks against the child over the past year. Each charge is punish-
at .e by life in prison.

Ramsey remains in Broward County Jail without bond.

YOUTH WORKER FACES Sea CHARGE

(By Ott Cefken)

FORT L. UDERDALE.A volunteer worker at a county halfway house for boys was
arrested Thursday on a charge of trying to entice one of them into a sexual relation-
ship, police reported.

Police said Douglas H. Julien, 51, in accused of taking a 16-year-old to his hotel
room July 19under the pretense of picking up some moneyand than offering to
commit sex acts.

Booked into Broward County Jail without bond, Julien was charged with attempt-
ed sexual battery on a minor and soliciting to escape.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Walsh. I will turn first to the
person you have praised and who is a very energetic member of
this committee, Senator McConnell, for questions.

Senator McCoNNELL. Thank you, Mr. Chai-man. I want to com-
mend you for this outstanding piece of legislation, and also, John,
to thank you for your effective testimony, as usual. The exploited
and missing child unit that I set up in Jefferson County, which you
are familiar with from when I was county executive, found that a
huge number of the perpetrators of these crimes were in fact
people who had access to childr..... It is elementary, as you indicat-
ed so persuasively, that when someone is about the business of per-
petrating this crime, they have to look for children tt; perpetrate it
against, and they are obviously most likely to be found in schools
and churches, and so o...
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So we discovered, much as you suggest. that a large percentage
of the perpetrators are people who have access to children. And in
the model legislation that we passed in Kentucky last year, it does
provide for all youth servicing agencies an opportunity to have a
records check on prospective employees. And I must tell you, I
agree totally that I have never heard a good argument against it. I
cannot see how in any way it infringes upon anyone's rights. And
it seems to me it is elementary that we ought to provide that.

Beyond that, I want to just thank you for the leadership you
have shown in the broad range of areas of crimes against children.
It has been an inspiratior to a lot of us down through the years,
and I want to commend you for keeping the faith and continuing
the outstanding that you have been doing.

Mr. WALSH. Thank you.
Senator McCorau. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Senator McConnell.
Before I ask you questions, I would like to insert in the record,

after my opening statement and Senator Specter's opening state-
ment, a statement that has been submitted to me by Senator
Denton on this bill.

Senator GRASSLEY. Now, you have heard the testimony today
from the Department, that updating the FBI criminal files with
mere specific information concerning offenses against children are
really State and local problems.

Now, you have all---ded to 50 different fiefdoms, it would like
to have you comment on that testimony. Are these problems being
addressed on the local level? If so, how? If not, how could they be
addressed?

Mr. WALSH. Well, first of all, I have seen an incredible difference
between the sophistication and education of law enforcement
throughout the country, as the gentleman who testified for the FBI
said earlier. For example, there are law enforcement agencies that
are very proactive and aggressive in the battle for child protection
legislation and implementing and protecting children. And then
there are police agencies such as the Los Angeles Police, despite
the fact that 4 years have passed since Adam's abduction and the
awareness and arousal of the attitudes toward missing children in
this country, they still do not look for children under 11 years old
and have a cutoff age period and an arbitrary 24 hour policy and
only list children in the NCIC after they have been missing 7 days.

Well, my God, a coroner will tell you that most children are mur-
dered within 24 hours. I am making those points to you because I
addressed the Uniform Crime Report Association of America skid I
spoke to many of those individuals who are responsible for putting
together their uniform crime reports throughout the country. That
was 3 years ago and at that time only one State was mandated by
State legislation to keep separate crimes against children. I have
talked to raany FBI indiv duals. They said we will ne :er know the
nurther of crimes against children unless either the Federal Gov-
ernment mandates that the States report or the individual States
do a better job at reporting. I looked at some of the forn s.

The FBI has assisted the best that they can to teach suites to im-
plement better reporting systems, but I have heard from individ-
uals in the Uniform Crime Reporting thing such as, well, we only
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feel one in 10 crimes are reported. In some States it is not manda-
tory. If a mayor is up for reelection, he will say to the chief of
police, you know, we are going to look really bad if you put all
these crimes in here. Let us reduce it down to a certain number
because I am up for reelection. You will not have a job 2 years
from now if you report 37 sexual assaults a-4 22 missing children.

There are all kinds of ways to beat that. I taked with a police
officer in Leewood, KS, who asked me to spend the day with a little
girl who was badly raped, her throat slit ear to ear, left in a field
for 14 hours. She wanted to talk to me because she had seen the
movie "Adam," and when I got to meet with her she said, "you
know, Mr. Walsh, no one wants to look at me. No one wants to
deal with me because I have this horrible scar ear to ear." She
said, "I am just another victim and I make people uncomfortable."
And she said, "when this man abducted me, he throw me in the
car and I was crying horribly because he threw me in and the gear
shift split may mouth open." And he said, "shut up or 1 am going tc
murder you."

And she said, "You do not know how scared I was." And I said,
"I cannot imagine how scared you were." She said,

But what could I do? I was just a kid and I am having trouble in scnool and
cannot relate `o men because I am just a kid. And I feel powerless, and I feel victim-
ized and I neK1 help.

And I said,
We'l, not all men do what that man did to you And we will try to help you. I will

try to help you. But do the best you can in school, and become a state Senator or a
U.S. Senator or do something. Become a woman in the system and try to change the
system because the system is predominantly men and they really have not dealt
with this issue.

But that meeting made me furious. So I went back to the law en-
forcement off cer in charge of that case, and I said, "Let me ask
you something: Tell me about this. Has the FBI gotten involved?"
He says, "No. I have asked them many times."

I said, "Why have you asked them ?' He said, "Because this indi-
vidual calls me long distance every 6 months and says he is still
out there raping children. We have no idea who he is."

I said, "Did she make it into any type of statistics? Was she in
the NCIC as a missing child." He said, "No." I said, "Was she not
missing?" He said, "Absolutely, for 18 hours. Her parents were
frantic." I said, "Was it not a horrible assault?" He said, "Yes, but
I did not even know you could enter those type of cases. I do not
know where to put that report. We listed her as a felonious as-
sault." skirl, "Another child Lhat has fallen through the cracks,
another child that never made it into any statistic, just another un-
solved assault. Right, officer?"

He said, "If I knew better, Mr. Walsh, I would do something
about it, but I do not know who to report it to and I do not know
who to call in the FBI and I do not know what to do." He said, "I
am a Leewood, KS con " And he says, "I did not have a chance to
solve this crime."

That is the point I am making to you. I have seen the system
from the inside out. It does not work. In the State of New York
they are 610 police agencies. In the State of Florida there are 320
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police agencies. We have had these hearings before, but there is no
exchange of information.

And there are a lot of misconceptions about the FBI. The Los An-
geles police lepartmelit and Darrell Gates has more uniformed offi-
cers in Los Angeles than there are FBI field agents; only about
8,000 FBI field agents, I guess, by estimate. There are only certain
things they can do. And I have been back before this committee
saying you should give the FBI more money, more authority, more
training, especially in these crimes. And the FBI has supported me
on many of those occasions Liking about mobile and serial murder-
ers who can roam coast to coast and kill 30, 50, 100 women and
children because of lack of exchange between law enforcement.

They should bring every law enforcement officer through Quan-
tico once a year, but that is not feasible. But there should be more
done and more allocated, and maybe we will know it sometime, the
crimes against children and the people who prey upon children.
Maybe the FBI can assist States at some time if they have more
resources.

Senator GRASSLEY. Do you agree that the current policy of not
disseminating arrest records of more than 1 year old that have no
disposition is a problem for us?

Mr. WALSH. I agree; it is a problem. I use one case in particular,
Theod re Frank, wino is a long time convicted pedophileia, 33 ar-
reste. seven convictions, et cetera. Somehow his records did not
show up in certain areas. He had convinced psychiatrists and psy-
chiatric counselors in Tuscadero that he was a cured pedophileia.
Six weeks after his release he tortured and murdered 2 year old
Amy Sue Sykes in California. He beat the system repeatedly.

But he is an indication; of those 33 arrests, he was only coi ricted
seven times, and those seven times he plea bargained down. I
think, especially in the testimony and preparation of the analysis
of this legislation by Big Brothers and Big Sisters and other organi-
zations, an arrest record of an individualand many times, if he
has been arrested 30 times, no matter whether he has come to trial
or not, is a pretty good indication that he may be a child molester
of some sort.

But, as the FBI agent said, "Some of the cases are not settled for
5 years. S" that person could work with children." My personal
feeling is that the records should be released, and the determina-
tion can be done, as certain States have, based upon the conviction
record or prohibiting that person from working in certain occupa-
tions, not prohibiting them from working in many, many occupa-
tiorR, based on the arrest record and the number of convictions.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, then would you suggest how the proce-
dure should be changed so this problem- -

Mr. WALSH. I do not know. I have thought about it, and in all
honesty I do not know. I have had a couple of meetings recently
with Attorney General Meese, some private meetings, and we
talked about some of these problems and the lack of response by
the Justice Department and the FBI because of their hands being
tied and lack of resources.

And I do not know if we have technically worked that out yet,
but we are trying to.
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Senator GRASSLEY. My questioning is finished. I thank you. I
have to call a recess for about 10 minutes whle I go vote. The pur-
pose of the recess is because of the vote on what we call the
Abdnor amendment on the Superfund bill. So stand at ease for
about that long a period of time. I will hurry right back. Mr.
Walsh, please submit any further evidence you have for the record.

[Brief recess.]
Senator GRASSLEY. Our next witness ie Gregory Loken. He is the

executive director of the Institute for Youth Advocacy in New York
City. This was established as part of Covenant House in 1982. The
institute devotes its resources and energies to fighting exploitation
of homeless and runaway children and seeking ways to prevent the
desperation that originally forces so many of these young people
into the streets.

He is a graduate of the Harvard Law School. And of course, the
reason for his being here is because he played such a valuable role
in the legal battles leading to the Supreme Court's landmark deci-
sion that we refer to as the Ferber case.

I would ask you to proceed. I thank you for being patient while I
went to vote.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY A. LOKEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
INSTITUTE FOR YOUTH ADVOCACY

Mr. LOKEN. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I am humbled to be in the
presence this afternoon of so many distinguished advocates for chil-
dren and very grateful for your kindness in asking me to appear.
Oscar Wilde once remarked that no good deed ever goes unpun-
ished, but I do not intend to punish your kindness by reading my
entire written statement to you. So, I would ask that it be made
part of the record, if I may.

Senator GRA13SLEY. It will be as a matter of standard procedure,
but we appreciate also your summary.

Mr. LOKEN. Mr. Chairman, my job involves in part the counsel-
ing of children who have been sexually exploited, and also in part
the study of various approaches to helping those children, both
legal and nonlegal. 't is thus with great pleasure that I address the
subcommittee on th merits of Senate bill 985 today, because that
bill represents a highly significant legislative effort to protect chil-
dren vulnerable to use in child pornography.

Because of time restrictions, I would like to limit my remarks
today to the proposed amendments to Federal RICO st itutes, since
those provisions seem to me to be the heart of the pros oral and the
most significant in the protection of children.

The potential importance of RICO is clear and compelling, and I
was very g..atified today by the testimony of the Department of
Justice supporting the amendment you propose in this area. I
would note at this point that RICO now covers obscenity that in-
cludes adults, and it covers child prostitution. But to date it has
not covered child pornography, which represents enormous anoma-
ly in the Federal law in this area.

The importance of RICO is easy to see if we look carefully at the
nature of the child pornography industry. First of all, it is impor-
tant to note the organized character of at least a part of that indus-
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try. Specifically, I would refer to the study o: Ann Burgess, a dis-
tinguished student of the problem of child pornography and prosti-
tution, who in a federally funded study looked intensively at 55
child sex rings.

She found that over 30 percent of the rings were syndicated; that
is, they involved a well structured organization formed kr recruit-
ing children, producing pornography, delivering direct sexual serv-
ices, and establishing an extensive network of customers.

Other recent cases involve Vancouver detectives who discovered
a child pornography operation involving 24 young boys, some of
them shipped between California, Utah, and Canada, and all for
the production of commercial child pornography. In another recent
case, a Florida prison inmate apparently ran an international child
pornography ring from his prison cell.

The child pornography industry is not only organized, it is poten-
tially very lucrative. One recent case involved a lady by the name
of Cathy Wilson who operated a business of $500,000 a year in dis-
tributing child pornography. I would refer the subcommittee as
well to the factual findings in the case of United States v. Lang-
ford, 688 F.2d 1088 (7th Cir. 1982). There the circuit court confront-
ed a commercial chain of child pornography in which the perpetra-
tor was requesting the processing of 809 to 5,000 prints per month.
Potential profits in an area like this are enormous, and it is clear
that at least part of the child pornography industry is cashing in.

The final critical element in the case for including child pornog-
raphy in RICO is the fact, as Mr. Wtalsh so tellingly pointed out in
his testimony, that in the child pornograpby industry people
misuse legitimate roles in organizations to abuse and exploit chil-
dren.

Of course, as we all know, the original purpose of RICO was to
prevent the infiltration of otherwise legitimate organizations by
people interested in committing the crimes designated by 18 U.S.C.
1961. Thus, RICO could be a very powerful tool in this area in sev-
eral respects. RICO could first of all make sure that we have differ-
ential sentencing of large-scale operationsthat is, those who orga-
nize their activities and operate them for profit would be subject to
higher penalties than those who simply traffic in small-scale child
pornography.

Second, RICO would allow us to get at those who are only indi-
rectly involved in child pornography for the profits involved, some-
thing which the current law does not do.

Finally, RICO would deter the infiltration of legitimate youth ac-
tivities, like the Boy Scouts, like the ministry, by those who are in-
terested in exploiting young victims. I agree that most child por-
nographers are not tightly organized, and I agree that most are not
motivated by profit. But clearly a large minority are, and it is to
attack them that RICO could be so important.

Now, in discussing RICO's value, I would be remiss if I did not
mention the potential importance of RICO for compensating vic-
tims of exploitation through pornography and prostitution. The
proposal that you have included in Senate bill 985, which would
allow the recovery of personal damages as well as property or busi-
ness damages by children who have been exolcited in prostitution
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or pornography, is a critical feature of the billand I .ge you not
to relinquish it despite oppostion from the Department of Justice.

To me that opposition is particularly disappointing because it
fails to take account of the peculiar nature of harm to children
used in prostitution or pornography. The harms they suffer are
specifically psychological and specifically long term. And these are
the types of harms that do not occur in other types of RICO of-
fenses.

Further, the Justice Department's belief that other types of resti-
tution programs and victims' assistance programs will compensate
children is, I think, misguided, at least on the basis of current law.
For example, the Victims of Crime Act of 1984 is limited generally
only to victims of State crimes. Federal crime victims can obtain
money for court-related servicesfor example, forensic medical
exams. But there is no money in that bill for compensation of vic-
tims of Federal crimes sucli as would be included here.

Further, the assistance is generally limitedand this applies not
only to the Victims of crime but to the restitution provisions of
the Victim and Witness Protection Actto out-of-pocket expenses
or medical expenses, resulting from bodily injury. Since a large
number of victims of child pornography do not suffer actual bodily
injury in the strict sense when they are used in pornography, they
would find compensation umvailable to them under this Federal
scheme. I would point out to the subcommittee as well that State
victim-compensation schemesand in particular I speak of the
New York schemeare generally limited only to out-of-pocket ex-
penses. Those State programs generally Will not compensate a child
for the long-term damage he suffers tram the sexual abuse in the
making of child pornograpl y and the longterm exploitation of that
pornography by its purveyors.

Senator GRABEILEY. You do not believe, then, as a .vsy of summar-
ying just to this point, that there is adequate victim compensation?

Mr. LOKEN. Not this area, Mr. Chairnum, because as the Su-
preme Court recognized in the Ferber case, damages that chil-
dren suffer may actually be greater after the pornogra raw is made
than they are at the time of its making. The knowledge child
carries with him, that this pornography is going to be shown again
and again and again, may be far worse for him than the actual
sexual abuse.

Senator GRASSLEY. As far as personal property interest being in-
cluded, would you include parents' pain and suffering?

Mr. LOKEN. That is something that is not specifically mentioned
in the bill. I would suspect in the current wording of the bill that
parents would not be able to have a remedy there, but I think that
would be something open to appropriate judicial interpretation. I
think the courts may be in a very good position to judge the merits
of those kinds of claims when they are brought.

In terms of the whole question of judicial confusion that is likely
to result from amending RICO to permit personal damages in this
type of case, which is a point raised by Ms. Toensing, it seems to
me there would be far more confusion if the subcommittee does not
include the provision for personal injury damages. As we know,
courts are going to strain to try to compensate a child who has
been victimized in child pornography. It seems to me that the
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courts may very well try to read the damage-to-property-or-busi-
ness-interest provisions to include such traditional property inter-
ests as reputation. If the courts start extending the property provi-
sions of the RICO code to include that type of injury to victims of
child sexual abuse and child pornography, it could indeed cloud the
law of RICO in other areas.

Because the subcommittee is taking, I think, a very surgical,
very clear approach to the question of damages in this area, there
is not going to be judicial confusion, and I urge you to retain that
provision.

In sum, the Federal effort against sexual exploitation of children
is less than 10 years old, and it is only since the passage of the
Child Protection Act of 1984 that the Federal attack on child por-
nographers has truly begun to bear fruit.

Now, through the use of RICO we can provide the Federal Gov-
ernment with an opportunity to enhance its law enforcement capa-
bilities and provide child victims at least one forum in which they
may seek redress.

Senator GRASSLEY. You are very perceptive because you an-
swered a lot of specific questions I was going to ask, one of which I
already interrupted your testimony with. My first question: Wheth-
er or not from your point of view it would be a positive modifica-
tion if S. 985 was expanded to allow recovery for personal injuries
in child prostitution cases under RICO?

Mr. LOKEN. Mr. Chairman, I think that the inclusion of child
prostitution is an excellent feature of RICO. In terms of some of
the concerns of the previous witness on the exclusion of such per-
sonal-injury crimes as murder from the RICO statutes, it might be
appropriateperhaps not in this bill but at a later timefor the
Congress to look seriously at expanding the damage provisions of
RICO for very specific crimes like murder, which are not likely to
involve property or a business interest. But I cl,) not think that that
should be a bar to your taking action in this area.

Senator GRASSLEY. What would ' onstitute an enterprise in the
child pornography area under RICO?

Mr LOKEN. Well, there are many examples of that, but certainly
the syndicated sex rings that Ann Burgess found would virtually
all constitute enterprises within the format of RICO, particularly
because the United States Supreme Court in the Turkette decision
several years ago extended RICO's coverage to include illegitimate
operations as well as legitimate operations. So, it does not matter
that you are forming your activity for an illegal purpose; you are
still under RICO.

That was an early confusion in the area that the Supreme Court
cleared up for us. During this last year, of course, the Supreme
Court cleared up massive confusion in the RICO area in the
Sedima case. And it seems to me at this point that there is rela-
tively little likelihood of substantial judicial confusion in dealing
with RICO.

I think that the concern of the Justice Department in this area
may have more to do with the political controversy regarding RICO
and its reach into areas that seem to be normally the province of
State law.
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Senator GRASSLEY. Wh.t about the indirect involvement of
people such as promoters or financiers?

Mr. LOKEN. Those people, of course, could be part of an enter-
prise. Of course, under current Federal law they might not be actu-
ally involved with any of the specific activities that constitute a
child pornography offense. If they are simply financing the oper-
ation, they are not actually the distributors or the producers of the
child pornography. So, they would not be liable under the current
criminal statutes.

Senator GRASSLEY. What about individuals Pusstxtiated with legiti-
mate groups such as the Boy Scouts or Big Brothers?

Mr. LoxEN. Mr. Chairman, those people would clearly be liable,
and solely perhaps because they are using a legitimate organiza-
tion to get at child victims.

Senator GRASSLEY. I would like to have you tell me how the for-
feiture provisions differ under RICO from the 1984 act?

Mr. LOKEN. I think actually the forfeiture provisions are very
similar, and, as I understand it, the Congress used the RICO for-
fctture provisions as the model for drafting the 1984 changes. So,
they track very nicely; I think it was a very good idea to have spe-
cific provisions related to child pornography in the statute that
passed last year.

Senator GRASS -EY. You have indicated that an added weapon
under RICO is the ability of the Attorney General to make broad
civil invesVgative demands on pornographers. Could you elaborate
on the procedures and under what circumstances this could be
done?

Mr. LOKEN. RICO does allow the Justice Department to institute
civil, equitable actions against those who have committed two pred-
icate offenses as part of an enterprise. What that allows is a sort of
discovery that is not possible in a criminal setting, and it also
allows what you noted in your opc.ning statement, the issuance of
an injunction on the Federal level that will stop distribution of a
particular piece of child pornography nationwide, which is not cur-
rently available to victims unless they go to 50 different States.

Senator GRASSLEY. There has been legislation introduced in this
Congress to make a prior criminal conviction of a predicate offense
a prerequisite to bringing a civil suit under RICO. How would this
affect prosecutions for child pornography under RICO?

Mr. LOKEN. It certainly would have a detrimen' al effect because,
as previous wit -saes, including Mr. Walsh, hal noted, it is par-
ticularly diffict J get convictions in the area of the abuse of chil-
dren. So, there are going to be a relatively limited number of
people who have prior convictions in this area.

And so it would limit RICO's reach substantially. I would hope
that if the Congress adopts S. 985, Mr. Chairman, and if Congrecs
decides as well to establish a standard of predicate convictions for
RICO civil actions, that child pornography or child prostitution of-
fenses will be specifically excepted from the predicate conviction
requirement.

Certainly, one of the superb features of your proposal is that a
victim of child pornography can go into court, sue the pornogra-
pher and not have to meet the standard of proof beyond a reasona-
ble doubt in establishing predicate offenses. That standard is an
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overwhelming one for them to meet in a normal criminal setting.
So, this proposal opens the courts to child victims in a way that
few others would.

Senator GRASSLEY. My last question is: What effect would legisla-
tion that has been introduced have on child pornography cases that
would make a specific racketeering injury a prerequisite to a civil
suit?

Mr. LOREN. That particular proposal, as I understand, is designed
to limit the reach or the RICO statutes to traditional organized
crime, La Cosa Nostra and the Mafia. I thin.'- that that could have
as well a detrimental effect in this area because the Justice De-
partment is certainly correct in noting that traditional organized
crime, the Mafia, have not been shown to be extensively involved
in child pornography.

I do not think that the Department has emphasized sufficiently
how highly organized at least part of the child pornography indus-
try is. But we do not know that the organization comes out of tradi-
tional organized crime. The proposal for including only traditional
organized crime under RICO could, I think, dilute the effectiveness
of this proposal in helping children.

Senator GRASSLEY. That is my last question. Do you have any
further summary that you would like to give us?

Mr. LOREN. I hope that you are able to obtain the enactment of
the RICO provisions of 3. 985 because I think you have done an ad-
mirable job in drafting them. I support you wholeheartedly in your
effort.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, you know you kind If helped open the
door for all of this with the Ferber case. Thank you a lot as well.

Mr. LOREN. With great pleasuie
prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STArEMENT Of GREGORY LOKEN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: It is an

honor and a pleasure to appear before you today to discuss,

on behalf of Covenant House and the Institute for Youth

Advocacy, the merits of 6.985, the "Child Abuse Victims

Rights Act of 1985,* currently before you. The Subcommittee

on Juvenile Justice has long played a key leadership role in

federal efforts against the sexual exploitation of children:

most recently the enactment of the Child Protection Act of

19$4 was env ii large part to the creative, thoughtful work

of the Subcommitte-'s members and its excellent staff. Your

consideration of this proposal today and your hearings last

fall on your Chairman's related, complementary proposal, the

"Pornography Victims Protection Act" (now B. 1187), are

further, powerful evidence of your continued concern for

protection of children from one of our nation's ugliest

blights.

Covenant Len-se, of course, is also dedicated to protection

of children vulnerabl to sexual exploitatiot and all the

other nightmares Vaich attend life on the street. Our

programs in New Ynrk, Houston and Toronto last year provided

some 18,000 children rith crisis shelter and a variety of

services from health care to family counselling to job

development to 141,01 eervicer There are only two criteria

for admission to our program: being under the age of 21,

and being in need of help. While it is perilous to make

estimates in areas (..r highly private, often illegal behavior,

we believe that one-half or n're of the children who come to

us have been sexually exploited at home or on the street, a

substantial minority exploited in pornography.

Part of our response to the needs of children on the

street for protection and heir was the creation of the

Institute for Youth Advocacy in 1982 As Covenant House

found itself besieged with enormous de wiAs for crisis

services for homeless and runaway ch4ldren, Pr. Bruce Ritter,

its President and founder, recooix.i need for broad-

based advocacy on behalf of all cnildrel lo endangered. The

Institute attempts to fight for :ha, oilen forgotten and
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politically helpless population, which every year numbers

some one million children. Among the Institute's chief

goals is the forging of comprehensive federal and state

efforts aimed at eliminatin, sexual exploitation of the

young.

The bill before yo" today represents, in our view, a

valuable addition to chose efforts. While not prepared to

comment on the merits of every section of the bill - the

proposal for imposition of the death sentence in cases of

child kidnapping/murder, in particular, presents moral and

practical issues beyond my capacity to review in the time

alloted - I will focus my attention primarily on what is

clearly its most valuable feature, the inclusion of child

pornography among the offenses covered by the federal Racketeer-

Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. SS 1961-

1968 ("RICO").

In 1978 Congress included interstate trafficking in

child prostitution among the crimes giving rise to RICO

liability. Omission of such coverage for trafficking in

child pornography may have simply been ar oversight at that

time. In any case we tt Covenant Rouse have consistently

supported inclusion of RICO coverage of child pornography

offenses for several reasons:

1. Without the ability to apply RICO to production and

distribution of child pornography, prosecutors will have no

basis for seeking more serious penalties against those who

are involved in the "kiddie porn" industry in an organized

or for-profit context. The Child Protection Act of 1984

ironically exempted commercial purveyors of child pornog-

raphy from special punishment even as it made convictions of

occasional, informal distributors of child pornography

easier.

2. The availability of RICO prosecution for child

pornography offense* in appropriate cases could be enormously

valuable in discouraging pedophiles from infiltrating legitimate

youth organizations (scout troops, summer Claps, etc.) for

the purpose of sexually exploiting the children served.
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3. If RICO were expanded to embrace prohibitions

against traff-_king in child pornography, it would finally

be possible to obtain nationalll enforceable injunctive

relief against distribution of the material. Under current

law children must wait for a criminal prosecution to occur

before they can obtain effective protection against such

dv,tribution. slay can mean the material is irre-

trievably lost in the underground, international network of

child pornography.

4. The victims of sexual exploitation - children who

have been severely damaged by abuse in the making of pornog-

raphic material - have at present only ineffective and

spotty remedies under state law, and no remedy under federal

iaw. Application of RICO to child pornography would give

those children the same civil remedies for damages against

those who profit from their abuse as is currently enjoyed by

victims of unfair commercial practices in the antitrust

context. Given the recent expansion of RICO to cover cases

involving adult pornography, as wel, as its application in

relatively innocuous contexts as the sale of contraband

cigarettes, it seems only appropriate to provide comparable

protection to children who have suffered one of the

cruelest outrages imaginable.

Because of the complex character both of the RICO pro-

visions and of the c' Lld-pornography problem itself, it is

worthwhile discua.ng that reasoning in some depth. More

specifically it is useful to review current provisions of

federal lew which attack the phenomenon of "kiddie porn",

along with those portions of RICO most likely to be important

if child pornography is ,ncluded among that act's "predicate

offenses." Against that backdrop it is possible to weigh

RICO's potential both as a prosecutorial tool against child

pornographers and as a private civil remedy for children so

victimized.

I. FEDERAL CHILD PORNOGRAPHY LAWS

After extensive hearings which documented teyond serious

dispute a shocking, rapidly mounting tide of child pornog-

raphy, Congress in 1978 approved the Protection of Children
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Against Sexual Exploitation Act, now codified as 18 U.S.C.

552251, et lea. (the "AL ). Under its terms the production

of child pornography for mailing in interstate commerce became

criminal. As originally written, however, the Act prohibited

distribution of child pornography only if it was commercial

in character, and, as a hedge against the First Amencment,

only if tht material was legally obscene. :71.) crippling were

these limitations on the reach of the Act that by the end of

1982 only sixteen convictions had been obtained under its

provisions.'

In that same year, fortunately, the Supreme Court

cleared away any doubts about the First Amendment's irrelevance

to child pornography. In New York v. Ferber, 458 U.S. 747

(1982), a case in which Covenant House participated as

amicus curiae both on the federal and state levels, the

Court declared flatly that child pornography, even if not

legally "obscene' under the standards of Miller v. California,

413 U.S. 15 (1973), is outside the protection of the First

Amendment. The Court recognized the special harms to children

resulting, respectively, froze the production and the circulation

of "kiddie porn" and unanimously upheld the conviction of

Paul Ira Ferber - who had sold two films depicting young

boys engaged in masturbation.

In response to t 'tat decision Congress two years later

adopted the Child Protection Act of 1984, which made several

substantial improvements in the Act: (1) elimination of the

"obscenity" requirement ruled as unnecessary in Ferbe; (2)

removal of the limitation in the Act's rich to commerc...1

distribution of child pornography; (3) x -.sion of the

maximum age of children protected by th Act from 15 to 17;

(4) inclusion of child pornography offenses among those for

which wiretapping investigations may be commenced under 18

U.S.C. 52516; and (5) addition of criminal and civil for-

feiture pr,ceedings to the government's arsenal 'n sexual

exploitation :ass.. These revisions have already worked a

nearly mi aculous change in the effectiveness of federal law

enforcement: during 1984 and the first month of 1985,

nineteen convictions under 18 U.S.C. 52252 (prohibiting
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interstate distribution of 'kiddie porn') were obtained,

compared mith seventeen such convictions for the entire

period from 1977 through 1983. 2

II. RELEVANT SCOPE OF RICO

Enacted as Title IX of the Organized Crime Cntrol Act

in 1970, RICO was aimed at organized criminal activity that

derives power "through money obtained fr.-1 such illegal

endeavors as syndicated gambling, loan sharking, the theft

and fencing of -roperty, the importatiom, and distribution of

narcotics other dangerous drugs, and other forms of

social .1.ploitation'. 84 Stat.922. (Emphasis supplied).

Congress inte;ded, in adding RICO to the federal arsenal

against crime, to attack all such -:iminal combinations

"without limitation oi reference to traditional notions of

organized crime'. 'Tnited St.' m v. Barber, 476 F. Supp.

182,186 (S.D.W.Va. 1979) RICO, indeed, has been applied

to relatively routine real estrfe swindles, local /1 ice

corruption, and fraudulent commodities trading. 4

A member of the insurance oar recently urged his industry to

use the statute as a weapon against false insuran.1 claire

and fidelity b+.1 losses. 5 Congress itself reaffirmed

,ne necessity of an expansive role for RICO when in 1978 it

added 'trafficking in contraband cigarettes' to the tvpels of

activity to which RICO may apply. Act of Nov. 2, 1978, P.L.

9S-675, 53(c), 92 Stat. 2465. This past fall it wert a step

further by adding federal obscen-t/ violations to the list

of RICO predicate offenses, Act of Oct. 12, 1964, ;.L. 98, 473

SS .11(g), 1020, 98 Stat. 2136, 2143; as well as federal

prohiaitions against interstate trafckin9 in stolen motor

vehicles. Act of Oct. 25, 1984, P.L. 98-547, 5205, 98 Stat.

2770.

1. the context of t e sexual exploi_ation of children,

one central provision of RICO is likely to have the most

direct relevar :e. That statute makes it a crime for .ny

person

employed by or associated Lth awn enterprise
engaged in, or the activities .if-Talich affect,
interstate or fmreign commerce, to conduct, to
participate, directly or indirectly, in the
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conduct of such enterprises' affairs through
attern of racketeering activity or collection

o un awril debt.

18. U.S.C. 51962c) (emphasis supplied). "Enterprise" as used

in RICO embraces any association or group of individuals,

whether formally constituted or not, and whether formed for

legitimate or for criminal purposes. 18 U.S.C. 51961(4);

United SUztes v. Turkette, 452 U.S. 576 (1981). "Pattern of

racketeering activity" means the commission of two of the

crimes listed in 51961(a), which range from serious state

crimes to such federal offenses as mail trwsmission of

gambling information and interstate tram, ...Ion of stolen

property, in a manner which shows the 'continuity plus

relatioiehii of the acts. Sedina, SdP.L.R. v. "mrex Company, Inc.,

U.S. , 53 U.S. Law Week 5038 n. 14, quoting S. Rep.

No. 91 -61,, p. la8 (1969) (emphasis added). When Congress

passed the Protection of Chilt_en Against Sexual Exploitation

Act .n 1978, it included new prohibitions against interstate

transportation of minors for the purpose of prostitution or

prohibited sexual conduct: that offenz das included, then,

among the criminal offenses defined as "racketeering activity"

-rider RICO. 18 U.S.C. SS 1961(1). 2423.

If production and distribution of child pornography

were included along with child prostitution among the offenses

cefined as "racketeering activity" under RICO, the consequences

would substantially affect both the criminal ano civil

liability of "kiddie porn traffickers. Those who erg:7ed

in a pattern of child pornography distribution aze part of a

buriness or other "enterprise" would be subject to criminal

penalt.is of up to twenty years imprid:onment. forfeiture of

any property acquired as a part of that enterpitse,6 and

a fine of up to $25,000. 18 U.S.C. S 1963. In addition,

such offenders would be liable for treble damage, to anyone

injured as a result of such activity, including a reasonable

attorney's fee.7 18 U.S.C. 5 1964(c). Injunctive relief,

finally, would be available against child pornography pur-

veyors - to force them to dive. themselves of their holdings

used for that purpose and to imposh "reasonable restrictions

on [their] activities'. 18 U.S.C. 5 1964(a). Other provisions
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of RICO, while of less importance
than these, might occasionally

be employed against *kiddie porn' mercharts as well: such

as the provisions permitting the
Attorney General to make

broad civil investigative demands on those suspected of

engaging in a pattern of prohibited conduct. 18 U.S.C. S 1969.

It is on the merits of its criminal and civil remedies in

the context of child pornography,
however, that RICO's full

integ*ation into the federal assault on sexual exploit tion

of children must stand or fall.

III. RICO AS A LAW ENFORCEMENT TOOL
AGAINST SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

Careful charting of the subterranean world of child

pornography suggests the particular usefulness of legal

weapons, like those contained
in RICO, designed to attack

organized criminal activity.

A. Nature of *Kiddie Porn" Ecor,. Recent commentary

on tLe problem of child pornography
has tended to emphasize

that most of it is *tom..nada* and
not distributed for commercial

puricses.9 That emphasis
is understandable not only because

of the need to ccrrect earlier
misunderstandings of the

nature of the pedophilic subculture
but also because of the

grievous need to el.s.,'nate the crippling
'for pecur,:ary

profit" element from tede7a1 prosecutions
for sexual exploitation.9

Recognition of those facts should not obscure three critical

features of the world of zhild pornography: it is criminal

activity organized in characte-, always a. leas' potentially

lucrative, and often based in the misuse of respectable

youth organizatiols.

1. *Crganized Character. Sexual, pornographic exploita-

tion of children doss not occur in isolation: as the F.B.I.

found, it is the basis for a *clandestine subculture" 10 At

the present time it is not possible to say whetto.r "organized

crime* as such is involved is that subcul' ^:e, uut it is

impossible to ignore the fact that the F.B.I. tax made chilu

pornography invettigationa the responsibility of the Organized

Crime Section of its Criminal Int igative DivisiOn.
11

Outside of traditional *organs, se', such groups es the

Rene Guyon SJciety, the North Man Boy Love Association
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("NAMBLA"). Childhood Sensuality cires, and the Pedophilic

Movement all advocate for sexual exploitation of children;

of those groups NAMBLA at least has been co.,; -etely linked

with systematic Iromotion of child molestation and pornography.l2

On a less forlai level, sexual exploitation of children "is

organized in the sense that thee, people exchange young boys

and young girls, and exchange films and pictures, and travel

throughout the country making these exchanges" 13 The

Qrganization is not necessarily the result of an agreement

among the participants; rather the pedophilic 'subculture"

has produced a comply:, highly integrated structure for

obtaining, reproducing, 'laundering', and circulating child

pc.nography,14

A recent, intensive analysis of 55 child sex rings

strongly exifirmed the organized cheracter of the child-

porno7raphy yubnult,ze. Over 30 pixcent of the rings studied

were found tc be 'syndicated', that is, they involved "a

welt-structured organization foiled for recruiting children,

producing pornography, delivering direct sexual services,

and establishing an extensive network of customers." 15 :n

one recent case two vvncouver detectives discovered a child-

pornography operation inolving 24 young boys, with some of

them shipped between California, Utah, and Canada - -11 for

the rroduction of commercial "kiddie porn" .16 In another, a

Florida inmate apparently ran an international child-pornography

ring from h'i prison cell, with help from associates as far

away as Seattle.17

2. Commercial Element. This structure can produce,

mozeover, extraordinary profits. So it is that the 'focus

of the T.B.I.'s child pornography/sexual exploitation of

children investigations is aimed at curtailing large scale

distributors who realized substantial income from multi-

state operations .....16 The one reported decision construfig

the Act concerned a perpetrator who was 'a part of a commerT.ial

chain of child pornography,' and who "requested a special

price l'rom the photography laboratory] due to ;,is ,olume" -

i.e., 11(0 to 5000 prints per month. United States v. Langfore,
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688 P.2d 1088, 1097 (7th Cir. 1982). The most recent scholarly

commentary on the subject concluded:

In the past, sexual exploitation of children
was closely linked with a perpetrator's personal,
deviant need. But in recent years it has
evolved into a pornography industry capitalising
on interests of growing clientele. This new
and more pernicious incentive to sexually
exploit and abuse children derives from a
profit motive. The commercial side of child
pornography continues gain acceptance and
resources to resist law-enforcement efforts.
Herause of increased pressure from legislation
and child-protection groups, most of this
commercial traffic has moved underground.

An excerpt from the trial transcript of a v.:cent child

pornography case in New York City may illustrate the profit

motive more starkly.
Scott Hyman, convicted March 2, 1983,

of distributing 'kiddie porn' under the New York law upheld

in Ferber, told an undercover policeman that it was easier to

obtain films of very young children than films of older

adolescents because the older children start wanting a share

of the profits:

Hyman: 'Well what happens is with
kiddie porn, you can get
7, 8, 9, 10 and 11-year-
olds. Soon as you start
trying to find 15, 16, 17-
year -olds, you've got
trouble.

Officer: 'They're easy.,"

Hyman: "No problem."

Officer: "That's fine. That's
what I'm interested in.'

Hyman: "Yeah, at that point (with
older kids) you've
got kid that just came
out of his childhood. He's
in the middle (years),
knows what you're doing and
can make the money himself.' '

The $500,000 -a -year mail order business in child pornography

operated by Cathsine Wilson in Los Angeles is a classic example

of how lucrative the b sines can be.21 Her case also demon-

strates how unfairly the revised child pornography statutes can

discriminate against non-commercial offenders: the 10-year

sentence miss Wilson received is the same at may be applied

against any person casually passing along child pornography

on a -ne-time lssi:.22 Application of RICO to Miss Aileen's

case would have allowed prosecutors to seek penalties more

justified by the ou:rageous extent of her criminal conduct.
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Congress was therefore amply justified in concluding

that 'fc]hild pornography and child prostitution have become

highly organized, multimillion dollar industries that operate

on a nationwide scale.'"

3. misuse of Legitimate Roles. Oaa final aspect of

the structure of the child pornography industry is crucial

but sometimes understated. In his recent testimony before

the Subcommittee on Crime, the Assistant Chief Postal Inspectur

described that aspect well:

Only rarely does the child pornographer
measure up to the stereotype image
of the "dirty old man." Many of
those displaying an interest held
respected positions within their communities
and have been able to conceal their interest
in child pornography for years. ThPre have
been the professional dealers identified in
our investigations, but there have also been
clergymen, teachers, psychologists, journalists,
and businessmen.'

Child molestation and pornography, in short, thrive on the

misuse of respectable roles within legitimate organizations

providing service: to childrsn.25 Thus the roster of "kiddie

porn" purveyors aicludes scoutmasters, probation officers

summer camp operators, ministers and priests?6 Any effective

attempt to suppress such material, therefore, must include

some specific tool to combat the corruption of legitimate

youth-related orgar'ations.

B. Potentia' ;pact of Rico. Against this backdrop

the danger of placing too little emphasis on halting organized

commercial child pornography is all too apparent. In the

context of prosecutions for sexual exploitation of children

RICO's provisions offer the following a:vantages:

1. Differential Sentencing of Large-Scale Operations.

Because the Child Protection Act of 1984 removed the commercial-

purpose requirement, the Act allows imposition of full 10-year

prison sentences for an isolated act of distributing child

pornography. Commercial cr organized child pornography

trafficking no longer has any special penalty attached to it.

If such trafficking we,e listed as a RICO predicate offense,

however, those who made an 'ezterprise out of chile pornography

would ba liable for higher penalties: up to twenty years

imprisonment, plus criminal and civil forfeiture of all
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their interest in, and profits from, the "enterprise*. 18

U.S.C. S 1963.

2. Penalty for Indirect Involvement in Child Pornography.

Because child pornography operations can be highly complex,

a prohibition which reaches only those who produce, receive

or distribute such material may fail to touch those who

mastermind, finance and promote such operations. The concept

of "entszprise* in RICO is a very broad one,27 and its

target is indeed tne "big fish" of criminal operations who

are so difficult to catch in traditionally defined criminal

acts. 28 Harmonizing that aspect of RIC(' with tne Congressional

assault on child pernoar2phy could substantially deter

o*ganized crime and other potential financiers from involvement

in sexual exploitation.

3. Deterring Infiltration of Legitimate Youth Activities.

Perhaps the most important motive for enactment of RICO was

the perception that criminal elements threaten *to infiltrate

and corrupt legitimate business'.29 The expansive definition

of *enterprise' which Congress adopted evidenced a desire to

prevent the use of any 'group of individuals associated in

face for criminal activity." Thus RICO would allow special

penalties to be imposed upon the scoutmaster or cl,rgyman

who misused his position of trust to engage in a pattern of

sexual evloitation. One who was tempted to abuse his

role in a legitimate youth organization to lure children

into pornography would know that such conduct could produce

a 20-year jail term in addition to the penalties for mere

production of *kiddie porn'. By itself the current Act

does not single out such violations of trust for more severe

punishment.

IV. CIVIL RICO AS METHOD OP
PROTECTING AND RECOMPENSING

VICTIMS OP SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

Prom the standpoint of an organization, like Covenant

House, devoted to the direct care of children, the law en-

forcosient advantages of RICO in the context of child

pornocraphy, while undeniably attractive, pale before its

usefulness as a way of helping the victims of such exploitation.

The devastating harms which children used in pornography
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suffer 're now beyond serious disputes according to all

recent scholarship, and simple common sense, such an experience

is "extremely damaging" 31

Yet as the la* presently stands those victims have no

effective recourse against their abusers, either to obtain

damages or to prevent circulation of the material in which

tPny appear. They are at the mercy of federal prosecutors,

whose priorities may not include immediate prosecution of

difficult, expensive cases. The civil provisions of RICO

would allow children (and parents) direct access to the

courts to pursue child pornographers for damages and perhaps

as well to enjoin distribution of damaging products of their

exploitation.

A. Civil Action for Damages. Integration of RICO with

the Act would give victims of pattern of sexual exploitation

the right to sue their abusers for treble damages plus a

reasonable attorney's foe. 18 U.S.C. 9 1964(c). The treble-

damages provision of RICO was modelled after those in antitrust

statutes, and was conceived for the same purpose: to encourage

private ("attorneys' general) enforcement of a critically

important statute while recompensing the victims of illegal

conduct.32 In the context of sexual exploitation such

encouragement is sorely needed, for sexually &bum, children

and their parents are usually quite reluctant, and for good

reason, to Buffer exposure in open court of highly traumatic

events. 33 As the Supreme Court recently intimated, private

RICO actions would probably not face the formidable beyond-

a-reasonable-doubt starlards for proof applicable to criminal

trials, Sedina, S.P.L.R., v. Urea Company, Inc., U.S.

53 U.S. Law W*** 5034, 5C37 (Docket No. 84-684,

7/1/85); thus victims of sexual exploitation might succeed

in court where prosecutors fail. As for recompense, surely

the victims of commercial enterprise in interstate commerce

based on sexual exploitation deserve as much compensation

for their injuries as the victims of adult obscenity or

white-collar crime.

B. Injunctive Protection. An equally important potential

advantage of RICO for child pornography victims is its grant
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of jurisdiction to district court' to issue injunctions

against those who have engaged in a pattern of prohibited

conduct. 18 O.S.C. 5 1964(a). For a distraught parent who

finds pornographic pictures of his or her child in circulAtion,

that provision offers the only certain way to get immediate

action in court to prevent its nationwide distribution.34

If a criminal action were delayed it such a came, the

pornographic material could be reproduced and spread so far,

sn fast that it would never be possible to retrieve it -

leaving parents, in the words of the Ferber Court, fearing

the existence of a "permanent record of the children's

participation' and knowing that the harm to the child is

exacerbated by its circulation'. 102 S. Ct. at 3348. In)unct:ve

relief would not only allow suppreLsion of that circulation

but would allow as well judicial monitoring of the future

activities of offenders. Victims of sexual exploitation,

through such equitable relief, could then obttin protection

against future reprisals because of their exposure of the

offender's activities. All in all, RICO offers a shield to

children used in pornography against endless circulation of

the offending sir 1 and against the fear of revenge for

speaking out.

C. Inadequacy of State Rm./idles. While to a limited

extent victims of child pornography may have recou-so to

state courts for monetary or equitable relief, such access

is F. practice and even in theory virtually useless. In

ti context it is worth recalling why the nature of the

'kiddie porn' indus'ry made it necessary for Congress to

enter the child protection field, which is normally the

primary concern of the states:

When a conspiratorial group of individuals
from several states combine to molest children
and even produce movies across state lines
depicting their abuse, where else but in
federal court should the prosecution take
place? What state should try such a case?
What state ',meld want to prosecute itAc What
state has the money to prosecute it?

The interstate character of so such traffic in child pornography

in and of itself argues for federal Moodie, on every level,

the civil as well as the criminal. Just as state civil
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remedies against combine..ions in restraint oi trade were

inadequate to address the problem which the feaeral antitrust

laws now cover, so too the practical problems of obtaining

civil relief in a state court against a multi-state "kiddie

porn" ring argue for at least supplementary federal remedies.

Even if state courts could provide practical relief for

vic'ims of sexual exploitation, it is unclear whether they

have any legally viable approach to do so. In a recent New

York case, for example, the Court of Appeals held that

Brooke Shields had no cause of action to suppress the circulation

of nude photographs uaken when she was ten years old -

because her mother had signed a consent form. Shields v. Gross,

58 N.Y. 2d 338 (1983). In that case the court refused to

allow Miss Shields to revoke her 'consent", and left her

with no recourse against publication even though the lower

courts found that a "mere glance at the photographs in

cintroversy ... plainly demonstrates [that] their widespread

dissemination would damage 'Miss Shields].' Shields v. Gross,

88 A.D.2d 846,889 (1982) ('sch, J., concurring). In another,

similar case a federal judge in Texas dismissed a mother's

su c on behalf of her children to obtain damages for publication

of nude photographs of the children in Bustler magazine,

holding that under state law the mother's consent to an

earlier publication of the photographs barred any legal

action by her children. Falowaa ex rel. TreAwrickson v. fustier

Magazine, Inc., Docket No. CA 3-79-0056-R (N.D. Tex. 5/2/85).

The problem of a minor's "consent" to appear in 1.Jrnography

is only one of many issues that could defeat a lawsuit based

on such exploitation. Thus there can be no recovery for

invasion of privacy "iwr giving further publicity to what

the plaintiff hims.lf leaves open to the public eye".36 An

actor can bt considered a "voluntary public figure", while

the victim of a crime (IA., sexual exploitation) may be an

"involuntary public figure" - neither having a recourse to

an action for damages for exposure activities in those

capacities.37 Mere distributiin of "kiddie porn" already in

circu.ation, particularly where the identity of the child
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actors is unknown, may not constitute "outrageous conduct

sufficient to support an action for intentional infliction

of emotional distress.38 The fact that the child pornography,

by virtue of its photographic character, cannot be 'false'

likewise would seem to make recovery for libel all but

impossite 39 - even though, of course, the reputation of

the child actor could suffer harm from such material far

worse than from any defanation.

As an injunctive relief, state courts would be seriously

limited in their ability to assist a victim of sexual exploitation

simply by reason of their limited jurisdiction. The ease

with which child pornography may be transported would force

such victims to obtain separate injunctions in virtually

every state - an impossible burden. As the Brooke Shields

case illustrates, moreover, any number of states might

refuse injunctive relief altogether.

We are unaware, in fact, of any successful civil suit

by a child victim of sexual exploitation in state court.

The absence of treble damages or attorney's-fees awards in

such cases no doubt is a strong reason for their apparent

dearth. While it will always be excruciating for children

in pornography to reveal their injuries in a public forum,

the availability of RICO civil remedies might be sufficient

incentive. Certainly those children deserve st least fair

chance to receive retribution.

V. BURDENS IMPOSED ON THE
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Surely any scheme for revision of federal criminal

statutes must take careful account of the effects such

changes may have on the orderly administration of the Department

of Justice. Some 'reforms', while rholly laudable in concept,

may have the practical effect of overburdening the Department

with work of relatively low priority, or of confusing the

reach of other existing laws or which the Department has

enforcement responsibility. Fortunately, 'le addition of

child pornography offenses to RICO would have no such real-

world drawbacks.
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Attacking child pornography, to begin via., is a matter

of high priority* fnr the Department, as it has consistently

made clear." Thus the Department has joined the federal

Interagency Group to Combat Child Pornography and intends to

'move far more aggressively* against child pornographers

than in the past. 41 Further, the Department has long recognized

the usefulness of RICO in areas of high prosecutorial priority.

Thus one of its manuals on RICO explains:

The RICO statute has allowed us to add a
significant weapon against white collar and
organized criminals - the attack on the
organization, the enterprise, or the pattern
of criminal activity which is at the core o'
the effort of the individuals to acquire power
and profit.

. The criminal and civil tools pinvided by
(RICO] give impetus to imaginative primecutions
and the development of quality cases.

That same manual details how the use of RICO allowed the

successful break-up of a local police department's corrupt

tolerance of prostitution and other vice-related crimem41 See,

United States v. Brown, 555 F.2d 407 (5th Cir. 1977).

As for potential confusion with existing criminal statuteft,

addition of the child - pornography prnvizions to RICO would

have precisely the opposite effect. With chii.1 prostitutit.n

and adult obsceniti now both within RICO's ambit, it is

extremely anomalous, indeed almost inexplicable, that child

pornography is outside it. When child prostitution, adult

pornography and child pornography are often hopelessly intertwined

in the facts of specific cases it would seem to be a matter

of great de ...lacy, or downright confusion, for the "kiddie

porn' elements to be kept separate for RICO purposes. The

Department's unenviable task of attacking the worst excesses

of the sex industry would imam to gain considerably in clarity,

at least, through treatment of child pornography in RICO

consistent with other, related offenses.

VI. OTHER PROVISIONS of S. 985

For reasons generally discussed above, I will only

comment on the balance of S. 985 by stating my strong support

for its pro.isions imposing a mandatory minimum sentence for

violations of 18 U.S.C. 5 2251 (prohibiting prod,.::,inr

child pornography), mandating a report from the Attorney
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General regarding investigative and courtroom procedures

sensitive to children's needs, and modifying the statistical

crime reporting systems of the to allow identification

of the number of crimes involvtng sexual exploitation of

children. I also support the concept, included in Section

6(b) of S. 985, of mandatory minimum sentences for convictions

under 18 U.S.C. 5 2252 (prohibiting distribu'ion of child

pornography) but believe that the minimum incarceration for

these offenses should be somewhat shorter than for those

which involve actual production of child pornography. Some

of those convicted under Section 2252 will be one-time, non-

commercial and relatively innocuous distributors; it may

seam unjust in those cases to impose minimum terms as harsh

as for those who actually abuse children sexually to manufacture

child pornography.

VII. CONCLUSPW

Overall it seems clear to me that the changes proposed

by S. 985 in federal criminal statutes will be strongly

beneficial both to law enfJrcement officials and to children

whose lives have been crushed by sexual exploitation. I

congratulate the qubcommittee for its continued, distinguished

leadership In protecting children vulnerable to such exploitation

and offer you our full 5u1 sort in your future work.
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Prostitution, 3 Y. Tiine and Justice 6., (1980) Burgess, et
al., Child Sex Initiation Rings, 51 Am. J. Orthopsychiatry
II0 (1973).

26. 1977 noise Hearings, supra n. 13 at 75 (statement of
Robert F. Leonard); O'Brien, Child Pornography (1983) ("the
perpe-rator usually holds a place of authority," id. at 13).

27. See, e. United States v. Stratton, 649 F.2d 1066
(5th m. I-911)(wenterprise can refer to a state judicial
district). RICO, of course, specifically applies to those
who act "indirectly" in a prohibited enterprise. 18 U.S.C.
61962(c).

28. Strafer, et al., Civil RICO in the Public Interest:
"Everybody's DarlIRg", 19 Am. Crim. L. Rev. 656,682 (1982),
and citations therein.

29. 84 Stat. 922-923.
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30. United States v. Turkette, 452 U.S. 576, 591-593
(1981) .

31. Child Pornography, Heerine on S.2856 before the
Senate subcommittee on Juvenile Justice of the Comm. on
t1 Judiciary( 97th Cong.77373ess.(1982), 130 (statement of
Dr. John Diliingnam, Wash. Schil51-5f Psychiatry). See, citations
in New York v. Ferber, supra 102 S. Ct. at 3355 n. 17-

32. For an excellent brief discussion of the background of
the RICO civil damages provisi.n, see, Sedint, S.P.L.R. v. Imrex
Company, Inc., U.S. 53-67S.-Lav Week 5034,5036
(1985). See, maii7Parria-7NICO Civil Remedies: An Untapped
Resource for Insurers, 49 Ins. Counsel J. 337, 348-49 (1982).

33. Weiss a Berg, Child Victim of Sexual Assault: Impact
of Court ProceodureWidiW5gaphedl, presented at the annual
meeting of the American Academy of Child Psychiatry, Chicago,
1980. ('Most children resist going to trial because of the
embarrassment of having to relate in front of strangers the
details of the sexual ass-11t." Id at 2.)
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equitable relief is available to private claimants under
RICO. C are, Chambers Devel nt Co. Inc., v. Browning-
Ferris n ustries, 590 F. Supp. ISI6 (W.D. Pa. 1984)(available);
Marshall Field a Company v. Icahn, 537 F. Supp. 413 (S.D.N.Y.
1982)(same,; and Vietnamese Fisherman's Assn v. Knights of
Ku Klux Klan, 518 F. Supp. 993 (S.D. Tex. 1981) (same); with,
DaThrinc. v. Icahn, 701 P.2d 278 (4th Cir. 1983)(not
available, dicta); Trane Co. v. O'Connor Securities, 561 F.
Supp. 301 (3757.Y. 1983) (not available); Kauahal v. State Bank
of India, 556 F. Supp. 576 (N.D. Ill. 1983)(not available).
EViiiirrestricted to prosecutors, however, actions for
equitable relief would be powerful protections for child
pornography victims. And because the lower standards o'
proof likely applicable to RICO civil actions prosecutors
might well bring such suits ;where a criminal prosecution
might fail.

35. 1977 House Hearings, supra, n. A at 75 (statement of
Robert F. Leonard).

36. Restatement (Second) of Torts, 5 652D, Comment b.

37. Id. 5 652D, Comments e. & f.

38. Id. S 46, Comment d. There must, to support liability
for i!liction of emotional distress, exist knowledge 'that
rich distress is certain, or substantially certain, to
result from his conduct." Id. 5 46, Comment i. Because so
much child pornography is %IF:dieted and, indeed, imported, a
distributcr might be held not to have a sufficiently high
degree of certainty that a particular child would in fact be
harmed.

39. Id. S 581A.

40. See, e.g., Investigations Subcommittee Hearings II, 99-104
(statement of Victoria Toonsing, Dep'y Aset Attorney General)

41. Id. at 100.

42. An Explanation of the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
organisation Statute, prepared by the staff of Strike Force
18, Organized Crime and Racketeering Section, Criminal
Division, Dept. of Justice, 4th Ed. (19777), 2.

43. Id. at 21-23.
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Senator GRASSISY. I would like to call our last two witnesses,
Catherine L. Anderson and Howard Davidson. Catherine Anderson
is an attorney in the administrative offices in Hennepin County,
Minneapolis, MN. She is a graduate of the University of Minneso-
ta, been active in a lot of prosecutions in most Minnesota State
courts, and hus successfully argued several precedent setting ap-
peals to the Minnesota Supreme Court. In 1982, she was selected as
a White House fellow and has served as special assistant to Attor-
ney General William French Smith.

Howard Davidson is also with the ABA and has been the director
of the National Legal Resource Center for Child Advocacy and Pro-
tection. He has been in that position since 1979.

Fir the benefit of all, I would like to say that the center is a
clef inghouse for technical assistance, consultation, training, and
written materials related to legal aspects of child welfare problems
for attorneys, judges, and those who work in the social sciences.

I would ask you to start, Ms. Anderson, and then we will go to
Mr. Davidson.

STATEMENTS OF CATHERINE L ANDERSON, CHAIRPERSON,
PROSECUTION FUNCTION COMMITTEE, SECTION OF CRIMINAL
JUSTICE, AMERICAN] BAR ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
HOWARD DAVIDSON, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL LEGAL RESOURCE
CENTER FOR CHILD ADVOCACY AND PROTECTION, AMERICAN
BAR ASSOCIATION

Ma. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very happy to be
here today on behalf of the Ammican Bar Association. I chair the
Prosecution Function Committee of the association's criminal jus-
tice section. I would ask that my written statement together with
the appendices A and B be incorporated into the record, and I will
try to abbreviate my oral presentation to save my voice and your
ears, if for no other reason.

I will limit my remarks to section 7 of S. 985, the Child Abuse
Victims Rights Act of 1985. My remarks are based on the ABA's
"Guidelines for the Fair Treatment of Child Witnesses in Cases
Where Child Abuse is Alleged." The guidelines are intended to
serve as models to encourage the development of policies, proce-
dures, rules, and legislation to accomplish needed reform.

The guidelines were developed largely through the efforts of the
Prosecution Function Committee of the criminal justice section,
which els" worked with the Defense Function Committee and co-
ordinated its efforts. Also instrumental in developing the guide-
lines was the National Legal Resource, Center for Child Advocacy
and Protection, where Howard Davidson is the ol-aff director.

The center and its child sexual abuse law reform project have
published a number of articles which we thought might be of as-
sistance to the subcommittee, and they are attached at appendix B.
Ultimately, the guidelines were adopted by the ABA House of De le-
gates in July 1985. A copy of the guidelines together Pith a com-
mentary report is attached at appendix A of my statement.

The mutual goals embraced by all of the diverse adversarial, in-
terests involved in developing the guidelines was to increase aware-
ness and sensitivity to the needs of children in our criminal justice
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system. Section 7 of S. 985 is certainly consistent with the goals as
contemplated by the American Bar Assoc tion. In fact, many of
the issues which are addressed in the ABA guidelines are identified
in section 7 of S. 985; and, while we agree with the importance of
the issues whic you have identified in your proposed legislation,
we feel that there are a number of other issues which warrant
your consideration. The ABA guidelines are organized into five cat-
egories: first, a team approach; second, speedy trial; third, proce-
dural reform; fourth, legislative initiatives; and, finally, media re-
sponsibility.

The first set of recommendations involving a team approach to
investigation and prosecution of child abuse cases is consistent with
the provisions set forth in section 7(b) (3), (4), and (5) of your pro-
posed legislation. In addition, the ABA guidelines recommend verti-
cal prosecution, wherein one prosecutor handles a:1 aspects of the
case, wherever possible.

Second, the guidelines urge courts to take appropriate action to
ensure a speedy trial and to consider and give weight to any possi-
ble adverse impact delay or continuance might have on the child
who is testifying. Delay and continuance are ongoing chronL prob-
lems in the criminal justice system, and they are not addressed in
section 7 of S. 985. The ABA respectfully urges this subcommittee
to consider including them.

Third, the ABA guidelines encourage modification of court proce-
dures and protocol as necessary to accommodate the needs of child
witnesses in criminal cases, juvenile delinquency, and child protec-
tion cases wi-ore child abuse is alleged, including: A. The evalua-
tion of competency on a case-by-case basis without regard to man-
datory or arbitrary age limitations. This is not addressed in your
legislation. B. The use of leading questions both on direct and cross
examination, subject to the court's discretion and control. This also
is not addressed in S. 985. C. Careful court monitoring of direct and
cross examination. This is similar to the provisions set forth in sec-
tion 7(bX2) of S. 985 which deals with court discretion. D. Allowing
a child to testify from somewhere other than the traditional wit-
ness stand in the courtroom. This is not addressed in S. 985. E. The
use of supportive persons when a child testifies. The is also not ad-
dressed. F. The use of anatomically correct dolls. G. The use of
closed circuit teievision, one-way mirrors, or other manners of al-
ternative testifying. This is contemplated in section 7(bX1) of S. 985.
Our provision would apply only so long as the defendant's right to
confrontation is not impaired. H. Exclusion of unnecessary persons
from the courtroom. This is not addressed in S. 985. I. The use of
reliable hearsay at pretrial and in child protection proceedings
when appropriate. This is not included in S. 985. And, finally, J.
The use of videotaped depositions of a child's testimony at pretrial
and in noncriminal proceedings. This is not addressed in S. 985.

Fourth, the ABA guidelines recommend the enactment of appro-
priate legislation, as necessary, to promote modification of court
procedures and evidentiary rules. Furthermore, the ABA urges ex-
tension of statutes of limitations in cases where child abuse is al-
leged and the creation of State programs to deal with the special
needs of child victims and witnesses in cooperation with local com-
munities and the Federal Government. Although these recommen-

1 0 0
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dations are primarily addressed to State legislative bodies, there is
clearly a role for the Federal Government. That role is one of lead-
ership in providing models for State action as well as assistance in
implementation of programs. In fact, the reports of the President's
Task Force on Victims of Crime and the report of the Attorney
General's Task Force on Domestic Violence were very important
resources to our committee in developing the guidelines. There are
a number of other organizations that are working in this area as
well that would be able to provide input. More specific recommen-
dations with regard to the special needs of children at the Federal
level could provide an important model to States, their legislatures,
the courts, and the attorneys who practice in this area.

Finally, the ABA guidelines address the issue of media responsi-
bility. Responsible reporting can do much to educate the public on
the most serious problems of child abuse. However, the news media
is urged to exercise caution, good taste, and restraint so as not to
exacerbate the psychological harm already suffered by a child who
is a victim of child abuse or to impair the possibility of treatment
or the reunification of a family where abuse has occurred.

The issue of media responsibility is not addressed in S. 985, and
we seriously hope that the subcommittee will consider including it.
This is clearly an area of national concern. National media cover-
age has captured the attention of the country and focused on child
abuse cases from coast to coast. The Federal Government is in an
excellent position to increase the media's awareness of the impor-
tance of responsible reporting and greater sensitivity in their cov-
erage of these matters.

In summary, the ABA urges the adoption of appropriate legisla-
tion to encourage changes in procedure, protocol, and rules consist-
ent with the ABA "Guidelines for the Fair Treatment of Child Wit-
nesses in Cases Where Child Abuse is Alleged." Although Federal
jurisdiction, per se, over child abuse cases is extremely limited,
State and local communities cannot be expected to solve these diffi-
cult problems without some guidance and assistance. The leader-
ship role of the Federal Government could be very important in ac-
complishing mutual goals of increasing sensitivity to the special
needs of children within our criminal justice system. We hope that
our experience and our suggestions will be helpful to you in devel-
oping responsible, practical, and fair recommendations for appro-
priate Federal response.

The ABA would be happy to assist you in any way that we can,
and I would now be happy to answer any questions that you may
wish to address to me.

[Prepared statement follows:]
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PREP'RED STATEMENT OF CATHERINE L, ANDERSON

Mr Chairman and Members of th. Subcommittee

My raw is Catherine Anderson I am an Arsistnt County Attorney in

Hennepin County, Mirresota I appear before you today on behalf of the more

that. 315,000-member American Bar Association I chair the Prosecution

Functiol. Committee of the Association's Criminal Justice Section I went to

thank you for the opportunity to speak with you on behalf of the ABA regarding

Section 7 of S 9115, the "Child Abuse Victim Rights Act

Aside from presenting the Association's views on this issue to you, I am

personally interested in the subject Most of my twelve years of practice

have been devoted to criminal trial work I have handled child abuse cases as

a defense attorney and as criair.al prosecutor. I have represented various

parties to these ections in ceiminal court and in dependency, neglect and

termination of parental rights cases in juvenile court. Most recently, our

office prosecuted the Minnesota Children's Theatre cases and is fug in

handling the dependency and neglect actions arising from the Scott County

Jordan Ses Ring criminal cases. Our office was also primarily responsible for

recent change, in the Minnesota Mandatory Reporting laws curing constitutional

defects in ,,ting law.

The remarks included in this statement are based on the ASA "Guidelines

for the nit Treatment of Child witnesses in Cases Where Child Abuse Is

Alleged." The Guidelines serve as model to encourage the implesentstion of

policies, procedures, rules and legislatioi. to accomplish needed reform They

were developed largely through the efforts of the Criminal Justice Section's

Prosecution Function Comeittee. The Committee consists of state and federal

prosecutors, judges mad lew proiessors The Guidelines were initiated in

August 111114 following presentation to the Committee by Lael Rubin. Deputy

District Attorney, Los Angeles County, and Chief Prosecutor In the McMartin

School ta-e now pending in Los Angeles District Court The Section's Defense

Function Committee elso cooperated in the development of the Guidelines.

The Guidelines were formulated through a process that subjected them to

close scrutiny by the ABA Criminal Justice Section and other entities of the

Association The Section in en *umbrella* group rep tag the diverse

views of some 7,500 prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, civil

practitionece and academ.ciens It has long been in the forefront of studyieg

and developing policies on a number of victim and witness i vor the

past decade, most of the ABA efforts in the victim witnesr are. originetd in

the Isaias
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Also instrumental in developing the Guidelines was the National Legal

Resource Center for Child advocacy and Protection, a program of the ABA Young

Lawyers Division based here in Washington, D C The Center, which has done

much since 1979 to develop ewe 000000 of the special needs of child victims and

wit , prov.ded valuable input during the development of the Guidelines

.nr, Center's Child Sexual Abuse Law Reform Project, led by Attorney

Josephine Bulkley, has produced a number 4f publications on child sexual abuse

legal issues Ltich may be of assistance to the Subcommittee These

publications, developed after extensive research and on-going work by the

ABA's Child Advocacy Center, consist of detailed system retors

recommendations, state law and prosecutorial program vial's's, and an

intensive review of the practical and constitutional problems relates to many

of the issues addressed in the proposed legislat'on. Although these

publicetione do not represent official ABA policy Wars they have not been

formally approved by the Association's Nouse of Delegates or Board of

governors), they do reflect over five y f work which hes involved slimy

respected lawyers, social workers, and treatment professionals who have worked

in this oral. A list of the publications appears as Appendix B. In sdditios,

Nowsrd Davidson, Staff Director of the ABA's Child Advocacy Center, is here

today, and is available to respond to any questions you may wish to address to

him.

Ultimately, the Guidelines were adopted by the ANA Nouse of Delegates in

July 1915. A copy of them, along with an explanatory report appears as

Appendix A to this statement

The mutual goals embraced by all of the di adversarial interests

involved is developing the Guidelines was to increase the ad

sensitivity of the crimioal justice system to the special seeds of children

lobo, through no fault of their own, are subjecteJ to the rigor and trauma of

system and process which aspires to the administration of justice to all.

But, justice tc children who are victims of or wi 0000000 to child abuse

requires recogn, ion of their special needs. It requires examination of the

multi faceted problems of children who are victims and witnesses to child

abuse It requires an appreciation of the courage which is required to

confront the alleged abuser and to reveal the intimate details of the painful

incidents repeatedly to complete strangers. It requires an ,Aderstandini of

the Inadvertent, additional trauma which the criminal justice system inflicts

on the already afflicted child victim Finally, it requires an appreciation

of the pails Mich can is inflicted on the child who is the witness to abuse
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Section 7 of S 985 is certainly consistent with the gent of securing fair

treatment for child witnesses as contemplated in the ABA Guidelines Many of

the issues add d in the ABA Guidelines are identified in Section 7, which

directs tho attorney General to examine ssssss 1 issues sad make

recommendations to assure implementation of needed reforms Ail. the ARA

as ith the importance of those issues raised in Section 7, we believe

there are a number of other issues which warrant consideration

The ASA Guidelines inc.sde recommendations and reforms in five general

categories (1) A Teem Approach; (2) Speedy Trial, (3) Procedural Reform, (4)

Legislative Initiative, and (5) Media Responsibility I will now briefly

outline the recommendations in each category

The first set of recommendations involve a team approach to the

investigation and prosecution of child abuse cases These recommendations are

supportive of the proposals mad. in S 985 section 7(b)(3), (4) and (5) In

addition, the ABA Gaidelines recommend vertical prosecution, wherein the same

prosecutor handles all aspects of a case, whenever possible

Second, the Guidelines urge the courts to take appropriate action to

insure a speedy trial and to consider and give weight to any ad impact

that delay or continucnc might have on the well-being of a child witness when

ruling on motions for continuance Dolly and continuance are ongoing problems

in the criminal justice system and are not add in Section 7 of S 985

The ABA respectfully suggests that the Subcommittee may wish to consider

including them

Third, the ABA Cuidelinos encourage modification of court procedure and

protocol as nee sssss y to accommodate the needs of child wit in criminal

cases end juvenile delinquency and child protection proceedings where child

abuse is alleged, including

A Evaluation of competency on an individual basis,

without resort to mandatory or arbitrary age

limitations,

B Use of leading questions on direct and cross-examin-

ation, sub:ect to the court's direction and control;

C Careful court monitoring of direct and cross-examin-

ation, similar to the judicial d';cretion provision of

Section 7 (b)(2) of S 985,
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D Allowing child to testify from somewhere other than

the traditional witness stand,

I Use of supportive persons when a child testifies,

P Use of anatomically correct dolls,

C use of closed circuit television, one-way mirrors or

other alternative manners of testifying, as reflected

in Section 7 (bill) of S 985, so long ae the

defendant's right to confrontation is not impaired,

H Exclusion of unnec ssssss persons from the courtroom;

I Use of reliable h y at pretrial and in child

protection proceedings, when appropriste, and

J Use of video-taped depositions of a child's testimony

at pretrial and in non-criminal proceedings

FourLh. the ACIA Guidelines recommend enactment of appropriate legislation

as necessary to permit modification of court procedures and evidentiary

ram Furthermore, the AM urges extension of statutes of limitations in

cases involving the abuse of children end the establishment of state programs

to provide special assistance to child victim and wit in cooperation

with local communities and the federal government Altlimgh these

recommendations are primarily directed to state legislative bodies, there is

clearly place for the federal goverment to take leadership role in

providing models for state action, as well as assistance to Metes in implore-

tetion of program In fact, the reports of the President's Task Force on

Victims of Crime and the Attorney General's Task Force on Domestic Violence

were important resources for our Committee in developing the AM Guidelines.

More specific recommendations with regard to the special needs of children and

changes needed to address those needs at the federal level would serve as a

model to states, their legislatures, the courts and the lawyers who practice

in this area

Finally, the AM Guidelines address the issue of media responsib.lity

Responsible reporting can do much to educate cm public concerning the most

serious problems of child abuse However, the news media is urged to exercise

caution, good taste and res:raint so as not to exacerbate the psychological

harm already suffered by an bused child or to impair the potential for

treatment and reunification of family Mare abuse has been present

1 0 5
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The issue of media responsibility is not addressed in S 985. and the AEA

hopes that the Subcommittee will consider including it This is clearly an

area of national concern National media coverage has captured the attention

of the country and focused on cases of child abuse from coast to coast The

federal government is in an excellent position to influence the national media

by further em,hosizing the need for greater media sensitivity in coverage of

these matters

CONCLUSION

In summary. the ABA urges the adoption of appropriate legislation to

encourage changes in procedure, protocol and rules consistent with the ARA

"Guidelines for the Fair Treatment of Child Wit in Cases Where Child

Abuse Alleged " Section 7 of S 985 would establish procedure for

reviewint. the Federal Rules of Evidence, Criminal Procedure, and Civil

Procedure and other Federal courtroom, prosecutorial, and investigative

procedures This review would result in . report detailing possible changes

to facilitate the use of child vi in child abuse cases.

Although federal jurisdiction over child abuse crimes per se is extremely

limited, states and local communities cannot solve these problems without some

guidance and assistance The leadership role of the federal government could

be important in accomplishing the mutual goals of improving the treatment of

children within the criminal justice system. We hope that our experience and

suggestions will help you in developing responsible, practical and fair

recommendations for an appropriate federal response to the needs of child

abuse victims and wit in our nation The American Bar Association would

be happy to assist you in any way it can

I will be pleased to answer any questions.

ARZENDS11.1e

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATIOU

SAIIDELIELLIDILTEL/AILTREAVIEBT Of CHILD WITNESS/6
11LCAERSKHEELS.1111,11ABDEJLarALLSUL?

kiBlitiA2P2OACI

1. A m ltidisciplinary team involving the prosecutor,
police, and social services resour.- personnel should be utilized
in the investigation and presect Lion of cases where a child is
alleged to be the victim of or witness to abuse in order to
reduce the number of times the a child is called upon to recite
the events involve) in the case as well as to create a feeling of
trust and confidence in the child.
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a) Members of such teams should receive specialized
training in the investigation and prosecution of cases
where children are alleged victims and witnesses of
abuse.

b) Whenever possib/e, the same prosecutor should hand)?
all aspects of a case involving an alleged child victim
or witness including related proceedings outside the
criminal justice s.,?tem.

h SPEEDY TRIM,

2. In all proceedings involving an alleged child victim, thecourt should take appropriate action to ensure a speedy trial in
order to minimize the length of time a child must endure the
stress of his or her involvement in the proceeding. In ruling on
any motion or request for a delay or continuance of a proceeding
involving an alleged child victim, the court should consider and
give weight to any potential adverse impact the delay or contin-
uance may have on the well-being of a child.

113=121111hLidahti

3. In criminal cases and juvenile delinquency and child
protection proceedings where child abuse is alleged, court proce-
dures and protocol should be modified as neceasa.y to accommodate
the needs of child witnesses including:

a) If the competency of a child is in question, the
court should evaluate competency on an individual basis
without resort to mandatory or arbitrary age limita-
tions.

b) Leading questions may be utilized on direct examina-
tion of a child witness subject to the court's direc-
tion and control.

c) To avoid intimidation or confusion of a child wit-
ness, examination and cross-examination should be
carefully monitored by the presiding judge.

d) necessary, the child should be permitted to
test_ y from a location other than that normally reser-
ved for witnesses who testify in the particular court-
room.

e) A person ea,,portive of the child witness should be
permitted to be present and t.ccessible to the child at
all times during his or het. testimony, but without
influencing the child's testimony.

f) The child should be permitted to use anatomically
correct dolls and drawings during his or her testimony.

g) When necessary, the child should be permitted to
testify via closed-circuit television o through a one-
way mirror or any other manner, so long as the defen-
dant's right to confrontation is not impaired.

h) Persons not necessary to the proceedings should be
excluded from the courtroom at the request of a child
witness or his or her representative during pretrial
hearings in cases where the child is alleged to be the
victim of physical, emotional, or sexual abuse.

1) At oretrial hearings and in child protection
proceedings the court, in its discretion, if necessary
to avoid the repeated appearance of a child witness,
may allow the use of reliable hearsay.
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3) When necessary the court should permit the child's
testimony at a pretrial or noncriminal hearing to be
given by means of a videotaped deposition.

LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVE

. State legislatures should, where necessary, enact appro-
parte legislation to permit modification of court procedures and
evidentiary rules as suggested herein and in addition should:

a) extend the statute of limitations in cases involving
the abuse of children;

b) establish programs to provide special assistance to
child victims and witnesses or enhance existing pro-
grams to improve the handlirg of child abuse cases and
minimize the trauma suffered by child victims, in coop-
eration with local communities and the federal govern-
ment.

ME121/1213fiZQUIBILLII

5. The public has a right to know and the news media has a
right to report about crimes where children are victims and
witnesses; however, the media should use restraint and prudent
judgement in reporting such cases and should not reveal the
identity of a child victim.

++++++++++

(The above guidelines were approved by the American Bar As-
sociation's House of Delegates at its meeting in Washington, D.C.
on July 10th, 1985. These black-letter guidelines constitute
official ABA policy. The following report accompanying the
guidelines contains background information and commentary but does
not carry the policy imprimat.r of the Association.)

REPORT

FOREWARD

The following guidelines result from a collective effort by

the American Bar Association's Prosecution and Defense Function

Committees to address the special problems and needs t..1 children

who with increasing frequency are appearing in the nation's

courts as victims and witnesses.

The Prosecution Function Committee under then chairperson

Alexander H. Williams III begar work on the project in Chicago in

August 1984. Input was provided from members of the Prosecution

Function, Defense Function, and Victims Committees of the Crim i-

nal Justice Section as well as by Howard A. Davidson and Atty.

Josephine A. Bulkley of the National Legal Resource Center for

Child Advocacy and Protection sponsored by the Young Lawyers Di-

vision and Assistant Attorney General Lois Haight Herrington.

The proposed guidelines were reviewed by Prosecution Function and

Defense Function Committees at a joint meeting in Aspen, Colorado
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in April 1985 and, following certain revisions, both committees

agreed to recommend that the Criminal Justice Section Council

endorse them. At its May 1985 meeting in San Francisco, Califor-

nia the Criminal Justice Section Council considered the propose,'

guidelines and unanimously recommended their adoption.

The proposal was endorsed by the National District Attorneys

Association and likewise received favorable attention by several

MA committees and sections. The House of Delegates adopted the

guidelines as formal A,A policy on July 10th, 1985 at its meeting

in Washington, D.C.

Editing and research was done by Dick Ginkowski, former Dis-

trict Attorney of Rusk County, Wisconsin, who had primary respon-

sibility for compiling data and drafting the guidelines. Sp

recognition is due to the ABA Young Lawyers Division' National

Legal ResoLzce Center for Child :Advocacy and Protection and in

particular to its Child Sexual Abuse Law Reform project headed by

Josephine A. sulkley. Their ongoing efforts to promote effective

child advocacy in our legal system is to be commended. Reders

interested in obtaining detailed it rmation about the many spe-

cial problems and needs of -.ildren in our 'egal system will find

the center's numerous publicutions of assistance. A list and or-

der form is appended. Space unfortunately does not allow

enumer...tion of the numerous ABA members and staff whose dedicated

cooperation and support contributed to the success of this

endeavor. Every contribution, no matter how small, eels deeply

appreciated. Special recovition, however, is due to Judge Sylvia

Bacon of the District of Columbia Superior Court who presented

the proposed guidelines to the House of Delegates on behalf of

the Criminal Justice Section as well as to CJS staff members

Marcia Christensen and Carol Rose in sincere appreciation fot the

many hours they spent on this project. Also a special note of

thanks is due to ABA President John C. Shepherd for his kind

support of this endeavor to address some of the most troublesome

problems and needs of children who find themselves as unwilli'kg

and yet necessary participants in our legal system.

CATHERINE L. ANDERSON, chairperson
Prosecution Function Committee

1 sJ 9
56-954 0 - 86 - 5
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INTEGINCLION

No sensitive person can read about child abuse
without feeling anguish for the abused child or without
understanding a child' needs and wishes to avoid con-
fronting and accusing the alleged abuser in criminal
proreedings, especially if the alleged abuser is a
,:lose relative of the child...The legal system must be
examined to determine the traumatic effects the system
may have on children who take the witness tand...It
becomes tragically iron ,.: when the legal system, acting
as the child protectcc of last resort, becomes a perpe-
trator of child abuse.' Justice Shirley Abrahamson,
Wisconsin Supreme Court

' Working to assure that cur children receive the
rights sad protection they deserve is one of the most
important ways our profession can support the cause of
justice and the future of America...The need is urgent.
The mission is one of our most important.' -- John C.
Shepherd, President, American Bar Association

A United States Senator stunned the nation by revealing that

she WAD sexually abused at the age of five by a neighbor. A

California day care center was closed after several staff members

were char-1d with molesting preschool children and suspected of

renting them out to pedophiles and pornographers. Probation Wit 3

ordered for the founder e a well-knosn children's theatre group

in Minneapolis convicted of seducing some of his boy students. A

Wisconsin psychiatrist, convicts of sexually abusing some of his

young patienot, was sentenced to five years in prison followed by

ten years probation.

For many victims and those close to them, the courts have

become the final terrai^ where cases involving the physical,

emotional, and sexual abuse of children struggle for resolution.

In this arena the child victims become child witnesses --

cent participants in an adult ...;urinal justice system that is

frequently alien and discomforting. As the number of abuse

cases coming to our attention has increased, bo too ha the

concern that the experience of t.,e chf.d victim or witness in the

criminal justice system exacerbates existing problems of abused

children by creating additional stresses.1

There is considerable debate over whether there are more

incidences of child abuse in recent :ears or simply mole cases

coming to our attention. There is no question that child abuse

-nd more particularly, the sexual abuse of children, is a matter

0: pressing national concern. Just as societ; is stymied to find

an all-inclusive list of causes for the problem, it is also at a
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loss to understand its dimensions due to a lack of uniformly
reliable reporting. In California, the number of known offenses
almost quadrupled from 2,281 in 1977 to 8,804 in 1981.2 In Dane

County, Wisconsin, 94 incest cases were reported in 1982, a
nearly 600 per cent increase from the 14 reports received in
1980.3 Estimates of the incidences of child maltreatment each
year range from 500,000 to 4.5 million, but they are largely
unproven.4 The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect esti-
mates that approximately one million children are maltreated each
year and more than 2,000 die annually in circumstances which
suggest abuse or neglect.5 In two major tecent retrospective
surveys of adults, one study found 25% and the other 386 of the
females surveyed had been sexually abused as children.6 Other
studies suggest that a child is molested every two minutes in the
United States: t'ie majority of the victims are between the ages
of eight and 13.7 The Ame-ican Humane Asscciation estimates that
60,000 child *bete reports were filed in 1983 -- more than double
the number in 1977.8 Regardless of the variations in statisti-
cal estimates, there is a consensus that the number cf child
abuse cases, particularly sexual abuse incidents, are grossly
underestimated.9

With increasing frequency and growing alarm the child victim
comes to the attention of our justice system as the child witness
in prosecutions against alleged abusers and also in related
proceedings such as child welfare adjudications and probation or
parole revocation hearings. In some cases children are required
to testify in child abuse matters in which they were not the
victim.10 Moreover, children often testify in civil Lases such

as divorce actions or child custody proceedings where child abuse
is alleged.

Our legal system has appropriately recognised as a high pri-
ority the best interests of children accused of runninn afoul of
the law, yet comparable corsideration frequently has not been ex-
tended to child victims and witnesses. Consequently the child
victim or witness becomes entangled in a legal system which has
been designed for adults and is often unfamiliar with and hostil
to the his or her special needs. ANAhtanilltaultialELIOSIAlilli
adopted in 1979-80 and state laws focus on such due process
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issues as open bearings, right to counsel, and jury trials -- but

these standards apply almost exclusively to juveniles alleged to

have violated criminal laws.

The American Bar Association has a long history of concern

with the special needs of children in the justice system. Beyond

the luvonil. 784.4,0 th. i 1;78 of dhe ABA

National Legal Resource Center for Child Advocacy and Protection,

a program sponsored by the Young Lawyers Division, is perhaps one

of tile Association's most significant etforts to address this

most pressing national problem. The Resource Center and its

current Child Sexual Abuse Law Reform Froject have produced a

number of publications on child sexual abuse legal issues.11 The

project also provides technical assistance to target sites imple-

menting legal reforms in chili, sexual abuse cases. The ABA

likewise has been a long-time leader in the growing national

effort to secure fair and responsible treatment for vic-tims and

witnesses. The *Guidelines for Fair Treatment of Crime Victims

and Witnesses In The Criminal Justice System developed by the

Criminal Justice Section were adopted by the ABA Souse of Dele-

gates in August 1983. Most of those thirteen guidelines seek

improved triformation and notification to victims and witnesses.

A Criminal Justice Section sponsored *Model Statute on Intimida-

tion of Witnesses and Victims" adopted by the ABA in 1980 pro-

vides for discretionary use by courts of special orders to pro-

tect victims and witnesses and reduce intimidation or potential

efforts to dissuade them from cooperating in a prosecution.

Many of the standards developed and adopted by the ABA over

the years are generally supportive of the guidelines herein, how-

tier none directly spoke to the special needs of the child victim

And witness.

The ApilStandazda_for Criminal Justice adaonish judges and

attorneys that examination and cross-examination of witnesses

should be conducted with due regard for the dignity and legiti-

mate privacy of the witness and without seeking to intimidate or

humiliate them.'12 Yet another standard advises the trial judge

to establish appropriate physical surroundings for each case, and

to conduct the proceedings in clair and easily understandable

language tieing interpreters when necessary.13
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ILAMIALiakrIII1111219211ALSAILLta, developed by the ABA

Commission on Standards of Judicial Administration and approved

by the Souse of Delegates in 1976, also suggest that modifica-

tions in the ordinary rules of criminal and civil procedure may

be necessary to ensure a Just and effective resolution in certain

types of proceedings such as those involving family relationships

or the welfare of juveniles.14

9eyond these general standards, the rapid rise in the number

of children called upon to testify in our courts called attention

to the fact that the child victim and witness has Apocial needs

and concerns 1B addition to those common to all victims and wit-

nesses which in many instances were being overlooked by cur legal

system.

This year President Shepherd pledged to put the needs of

the children of America, which have long been overlooked, high on

the agenda of the American Bar Association.'15 It is in this

spirit that these guidelines are offered as an extension to the

"Guidelines for Fair Treatment of Crime Victims and Witnesses In

The Criminal Justice System'in order to focus on the special

problems and needs of children involved in judicial proceedings

where child abuse is alleged.

These guidelines are the result of collective eff.orts by the

ABA Criminal Justice Section's Prosecution Function and Defense

Function Committees with extensive input from members of the Sec-

tion's professionally diverse governing Council comprised of pro-

fessors, defense lawyers, prosecutors, judges and others. Input

was also received from members of the section's Victims Committee

and Juvenile Justice Committee, the National Legal Resource Cen-

ter for Child Advocacy and Protection, and several other ABA

committees.

Meaningful implementation of these guidelines requires a co-

operative effort by c'torneys, judges, legislators and others who

are concerned about the problems of the child victim and witness.

For the most part these guidelines represent the distillation of

efforts t; local, state, and federal officials to recognize this

situation and to provide effective remedies seeking both to pro-

tect the child without jeopardizing the rights of the accused.
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It is recognized that not every recommendatIon herein is ap-

propriate for every case in which there is a child victim or wit-

ness. These guidelines are intended to be a blueprint which will

be of assistance to attorneys, judges, legislators and others who

need to address the special problems and needs encountered by the

vitnes:. IL c-t UO(iC LUOL Lucy w,,,

be instrumental in promoting needed reform.

PROSECUTION FUNCTION COMMITTEE

DEFENSE FUNCTION COMMITTEE

ARZRICAILIAJLASSOCIALIO

APPROVED DRAFT:

. w

111LASALARBRACalLILABLINE18MaraD

TEAM APplQ&CE

1. A multidisciplinary team involving the prosecutor,
police, and social services resource personnel should be utilized
in the investigation and prosecution of cases where a child is
alloyed to be the victim of or witness to abuse in order to
reduce the number of times that a child is called upon to recite
the events involved in the case as well as to create a feeling of
trust and confidence in the child.

a) Members of such teams should receive specialised
training in the investigation and prosecution of cases
where children are alleged victims and witnesses of
abuse.

b) Whenever possible, the same prosecutor should handle
all aspects of a case involving an alleged child victim
or witness including related proceedings outside the
criminal justice system.

COIRIMAI

The most common reason why a child becomes involved as a

witness in our system of justice is when he or she has been the

victim of abuse often perpetrated by an adult or adults that the

child knows and trusts, often a family member. In other cases,

children often witness crimes others commit, including the abuse

of other family members such as a parent or sibling. They may al-

so testify at noncriminal proceedings relating to alleged abuse.

These cases usually begin when information concerning the

alleged abuse is received by a neighbor, teacher or other school

official, social worker or law enforcement officer. Although the
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procedur^-s vary by ju7isdiction, the initial report and interview

is usually the child's first taste of dealing with the adult sys-

tem of justice. After relating the incident for fly" first time,

the child may again be questioned by the police and then by the

prosecutor prior to appearing in court. The child i 0.re-._f t._

give to series of strange adults accurate information on dates,

times, sequences, and i description of a suspect aid location. A

parent or supportive person often is not present during these in-

terviews. The child may be required to identify the offender by

a picture or line-up and later testify at a preliminary hearing

in court during which the child, under examination by the prose-

cutor and cross-examination by defense counsel, is expected again

to recount the details of the abuse. If the suspect does not

plead guilty, there will be trial, perhaps several months into

the future, at which the child will again be required to testify

an. be subject to cross-examination in an open courtroom face-to-

face with the accused. It is little wonder chat many concerned

parents and mental health professionals worry that the effects of

the legal process will be more emotionally traumatic to the child

than the initial abuse itself.16

Many jurisdictions wisely utilize multi-disciplinary teams

involving social workers, police officers, pros.cutors, hospital

staff, mental health professionals, victim's advocates, and some-

times a guardian ad litem.l7 Virginia, for example, encourages

the development of these teams.16 Colorado, on the other hand,

directs counties in which 50 or more abuse incidents are reported

it. one year to establish a child protection team the following

year.l9

The multidisciplinary team approach has many advantages.

First, the child hopefully will not have to repeat the details )f

the alleged abus first to the teacher, for example, and then to

a social worker, police officer, prosecutor, and judge in that

order. Moreover, the team approach allows communities to desig-

nate and train personnel who have a demonstrated interest and

ability to work with child victims and wien-woes. Community

resources can be identified, enhanced, and centralized in order

to be of service to the child and his or her family where appro-

priate. Specialized training in these areas can and should be
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provided to those involved with child victims and witnesses. The

Attorney General's Task Force on Family Violence observed that

many states provide inservice training for law enforcement offi-

cers and p osecutors and suggested that such training should

also be orovida ianniques

for dealing with the child victim and witness.20 Such a program

for judges exists in Wisconsin. 21 California requires law

enforcement officers and medical personnel to be tested for basic

understanding in the area of child abuse, including sexusl abuse,

before they ray be licensed or certified.22

In many jurisdictions more than one prosecutor may handle a

case involving a child victim or witness. This may be the result

of policies and practices within a particular prosecutor's office

in which the same attorney initiating the prosecution may not see

it through to the preliminary hearing and trial. Concurrent pro-

ceedings such as a child welfare bearing to determine whether the

child should be removed from a home where the abuse is alleged to

have occurred may be handled by another prosecutor's office as

these are civil and not criminal proceedings. If the accused of-

fender is a probationer or on parole, u separate bearing may be

held to determine if his or her parole or probation should be re-

voked. These hearings are often duplicative of the criminal case

and testifying at them may subject the child to additional trauma

and confusion.

where possible, the same prosecutor should be assigned to a

case involving a child victim or witness from its inception to

resolution. Jurisdictions could, for example, cress-designate

the criminal prosecutor as a special prosecutor to handle related

proceedings involving the child. Judges may do much to help ease

the trauma of a child victim as well as to eliminate unnecessary

duplication and waste of judicial resources by combining, for

example, the criminal preliminary hearing and the civil child

welfare hearing by making separate f.ndings after hearing rele-

vant evidence.

This guideline is not meant to conflict ir. any way with

Standard 2.3(b) of the ABA ausarlleaustiamfitanadariLlalatisgto

COUnarlfilrPalitateiarilla which requires in juvenile and family

courts that counsel be appointed in a child protection proceeding
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for a youth who is the alleged victim of child abuse. When a

youth has such counsel, commonly knoen as the guardian ad litem,

that attorney should be active participant in the multidi,ciplin-

ary team called for in this guideline.

A SPEEDY TRIAL

2. In all proceedings involving an alleged child victim, thecourt should take appropriate action to ensure a speedy trial in
order to minimize the length of tine a child suet endure the
stress of his or her involvement in the proceeding. In ruling on
any motion or request for a delay or continuance of a proceeding
involving an alleged child victim, the court should consider and
give weight to any potential adverse impact the delay or contin-
uance may have on the well-being of a child.

anirfali
Besides being confusing and discomforting for the child vic-

tim or witness, the legal system is frequently painfully slow to

resolve cases where children are involved. During this time, the

child may be subjected to further anxiety caused by the delay in

the proceedings to the extent that he or she suffers further. It

may be more difficult to provide meaningful treatment to both the

child and the offender during this period of uncertainty. More-

over, the child's recollection of events may diminish with time.

Recognizing this problem, the Child Victim-Witness Bill of

Rights enacted by the Wisconsin legislature requires judges and

prosecutors to take appropriate action to resolve all eases where

a child victim or witness is involved without unreasonable delay

'to minimize the length of time that the child must endure

stress of his or her involvement in the proceeding."23 This

further requires judges to consider r nd give weight to any

verse impact a requested delay or continuance may have on

the

law

ad-

the

well-being or a child victim or witness 24 Wisconsin allows

prosecutors the same opportunity as defense counsel to demand a

speedy tria1.25 In a felony case, the trial must commence within

90 days after the demand is made.26

The Attorney General's Task Force on Family Violence obser-

ved that expedited proceedings where a child in involved as a

victim or witness produces other benefits:

Judges are the ultimate legal authority in the
criminal justice system. If they fail to handle family
violenr- cases with the appropriate judicial concern,
the crime is trivialized and the victim receives no
real protection or justice. Using the yardstick of the
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court to measure conduct, the attacker will perceive
the crime as an insignificant offense. Consequently,
he has no incentive to modify his behavior &nd con-
tinues to abuse with impunity. The investment in law
enforcement services, she:ter support, and other victim
assistance is wasted if the judiciary is not firm and
supportive.27

The Task Force further recommended that judges should de-

velop guidelines for the expedited processing of these cases and

further suggested establishment of separate dockets so that these

cases do not compete with other criminal cases for the court's

attention.28 These recommendations warrant serious consideration

by judges, prosecutors, and legislators.

P.21=21111ALLAZMIN

3. In criminal cases and juvenilia delinquency and child
protection proceedings where child abuse is alleged, court proce-
dures and protocol should be modified as necessary to accommodate
the needs of child witnesses including:

a) If the competency of a child is in question, the
court should evaluate competency an an individual basis
without resort to mandatory or arbitrary age limita-
tions.

b) Leading questions may be utilized on direct examina-
tion of a child witness subject to the court's direc-
tion and control.

c) To avoid iJtimidation or confusion of a child wit-
ness, examination and cross-examination should be
carefully monitored by the presiding judge.

d) when necessary, the child should be permitted to
testify from a location other than that normally reser-
ved for witnesses who testify in the particular court-
room.

e, A person supportive of the child witness should be
permitted to be present and accessible to the child at
all times during his or her testimony, but without
influencing the child's testimony.

f) The child should be permitted to use anatomically
correct dolls and drawings during his or her testimony.

g) When ne any, the child should be permitted to
testify via closed-circuit television or through a one-
way mirror or any other manner, so long as the defen-
dant':, right to confrontation is not impaired.

h) Persons not necessary to the proceedings should be
excluded from the courtroom at the request of a child
witness or his or her representative during pretrial
hearings in cases where the child is alleged to be the
victim of physical, emotional, or sexual abuse.

i) At pretrial hearings and in child protection
proceedings the court, in its discretion, if necessary
to avoid the repeated appearance of a child witness,
ma' allow the use of reliable hearsay.

j) When necessary the court should permit the child's
testimony at a pretrial or noncriminal hearing to be
given by means of a videotaped deposition.
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talIMAZI

The c at for justice and protection for .bused ch'Adren of-

ten pits the prosecutor in an unsettling conflict. The prosecu-

tor, on the one hand, faces the dilemma of lettina the defendant

go free or doing emotional harm to the child victim or witness by

compelling his or her testimony. If the prosecutor decides not

to call the child as a witness, he or she may protect the child's

emotional interest in not being forced to face the alleged abuser

and accuse him or her of criminal acts. However, as the Wiscon-

sin Supreme Court observed, this decision 'may inflict a greater

harm upon the child by allowing the alleged abuser to go free and

by demonstrating to the child that the state...does not place a

high enough value on the child's suffering to bring to justice

the person alleged to have caused the suffering.'29

There is little disagreement that being required to appear

as a witness in court may be traumatic to child, particularly

when that child must face his or her abuser who more often than

nut may be a family member. After recounting the sordid details

of the crime he or she witnessed and, more likely, experienced to

police investigators and social workers, the child is called upon

to again recite the details in a courtroom full of strangers.

Not all court appearances need to be traumatic or terribly

stressful. Court appearances can be quite therapeutic when they

give the victim the feeling of being a real person with rights to

be defended by others.30 Whether the courtroom experience is

traumatic or therapeutic depends in large measure on the attitude

of the court itself toward modifying the proceedings as necessary

to accommodate the needs of child victims and witnesses. It is a

challenge which many judges across the nation, stifled in many

cases by archaic codes of evidence and procedure, are nonetheless

striving to meet.31

A problem in many jurisdictions is whether a child can be

presumed competent to testify. At common law the competency of a

child witness is presumed where the child is ever the age of 14;

a witness under the age of 14 is subjected to judicial inquiry as

to ois or her mental capacity.32 In at least 20 states children

under a certain age are no longer subjected to the requirement
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established in 18th century England that they be tested as to

their knowledge of truth and falsehood before they may testify.33

In Wisconsin, where evidentiary rules generally track the Federal

Rules of Evidence, children are presumed just as competent as any

othe. witness and juries are SO instructed.34 wiscons % also per-

mits a judge to dispense with administering the formal oath to a

child witness if the ccurt is satisiied that the child solemnly

promised to tell the truth.35

The results of recen social potence studies indicate that

the presumption of infart incompetency has historically been

exaggerated.36 The authors of one study, for example, concluded

that while children may not remember verbal materials as effec-

tively as adults, their recollection of 'real life' events is

astonishingly accurate.37 Another researcher concluded there is

little correlation between age and honesty.38 Other r

indicates that the reporting of sexual abuse by adults as well as

children -- historically thought to be an area of much misrepre-

sentation -- approximates the reliability for other crimes.39

While it cannot be denied that children, just as adultr, may

fabricate the truth, a number of courts are giving increased

credibility to the details of abuse related by child victims and

witnesses. The Illinois Court of Appeals, for example, observed

that child abuse cases 'demand an ever greater respect for the

reliability of the child's statements' noting that it is unlike-

ly ttat a child of tender years will have any reason to fabricate

stories of attacks...0

Even if a child is presumed competent to testify, he or she

may be uncomfortable in the courtroom, Lack sufficient verbal

skills to answer in complete sentences or appropriate narrative.,

or may have suppressed through anxiety the ability to recall all

of the details that he or she ie called upon to recite in front

of a courtroom full of strangers. The use of leading questions

is frequently necessary upon direct examination in order to

develop the child's testimony.

The fear has often been that leading questio,s may lead to

unreliable testimony. One study, however, suggested that chil-

dren are no more influenced by leading questions than adults.41

The courts in many states have been liberal in permitting the
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,iscrete use of leading questions during the direct examination

of child witnesses. In 1911, for example, the Wisconsin Supreme

Court held that leading questions in cases involving the sexual

abuse of a child are almost always necessary ..o get at the

facts."42 Thee is r evidence to suggest that such is not the

case today.

Perhaps one of the greatest ordeals fared by the child

victim or witness is examination and cross-examination.43 When

cross-examinatior. occurs, is frequently unsympathetic despite

the tender age of the witness since defense counsel generally

seeks to attack the credibility of the victim or witness while

ti,e prosecutor may be unwilling to vigorously object for fear of

appearing overly protective of the witness and judges may declin

to intervene in fear of swaying the jury.44 Underlying these

concerns are fears that children may be intimidated or confused

into withholding or fabricating information, giving incorrect an-

swers, or, at worst, being made to appear untruthful.45

While the rights to confront and cross-examine accusers are

constitutionally instilled, this doe' not mean that judges lack

authority to control examination and cross-examination to prevent

intimidation of a witness. Traditionally, a trial judge has had

discretion to do whatever is necessary to relieve a witness from

fear or nervousness46 and to preclude repetitive and unduly

harassing interrogation-'47 It is well-settled that the latitude

to be allowed during examination awl cross-examination is within

the trial court's sound discretion.48

Even under the best of el:cumatances, the courtroom may be a

foreign e.perience for a child, let alone an adilt not acclimated

to system of justice. Attorne:0; frequently use language

which is likely to be misunderstood or not understood at al).

Judges and attorneys should make eure that all proceedings where

a child is involved are carried out in language that the child

can understood. Wcewise judges and attorneys should do all in

their power to lessen the trauma likely to occur when a child

testifies.

The child, for example, may feel more comfortable testifying

from a location other than the traditional witness stand. In a

Massacaueetto courtroom, for example, a fudge brought in pint-
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sized chairs to make chili witnesses feel more comfortable.49 A

child frozen with fear in a Minnesota trial was permitted to
testify from under the prosecutor's table.50 Anatomically rnr-
root dolls and drawings are frequently used with great success in
helping the child witness describe details for which he or she
may have difficulty communicating via oral testimony.51 Child
sexual assault victims in one Wiriconsin c,unty are routinely
allowed to hold anatomicall correct dolls and to have access to
a supportive person such as a foster parent or social worker
while they teJtify.52

The presence of a person or persons providing emotional
support for the child victim or witness may be critical in
allowing him or her to testify with a minimum of psychological
harm. Someticies support may come from a parent or other family
member. In cases where a child has been abused by a parent or
family member, the supportive presence of a teacher, foster
parent, or social worker may be more appropriate. The assistance
of a victim advocate may also prove helpful in such cases.53
While many trial judges have used their inherent powers to permit

supportive persons to be present and assist the child witness on
a case-by-case basis, some states, such as California, have
provided by statute for the presence of persons supportive of a
victim during his or her testimony.54 In an? event, these per-
sons should be ever mindful to avoid influencing the child's tes-
timony.

Just as important :vs having supportive persons present while

the child testifies is the need to exclude from the courtroom
when possible those whose presence is not necessary at pretrial
bearings. Although a Massachusetts statute mandating the exclu-

sion of the general public and media from all criminal pro-
ceedings where a minor was a victim of a sexual offense was
overruled by the United Stater Supreme Court55, greater latitude
exists at pretrial hearings where the Sixth Amendment right to a

public trial does not come into play.56

In California, for example, the general public may be ex-
cluded from a pretrial hearing while a sexual assault victim
testifies 'where testimony before the general public would be
likely to case serious psychological harm to the witness and
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where no alternative procedures, including, but not limited to,

videotaped deposition or contemporaneous examins,t..n in another

place communicated to the courtroom by means of closed-circuit

television, are available to avoid the perceived harm.'57 Wis-

consin, meanwhile, requires trial judges to exclude from prelimi-

nary heariLls in sexual assault cases *all persons not officers

of the court, members of the witness' or defendant's families or

others deemed by the court to be supportive of them, or otherwise

required to attend" at the victim's request and may do so in

oth.r cases where defendant is charged with a "cri-se against

chastity, morality, or decency.'58 The Wisconsin law further

permits a judge to exclude minors who are not parties or witnes-

ses from the courtroom during the trial of a case of scandalous

nature.'59 It is not offensive to our system of fair play and

justice to permit trial judges across the nation to rrrrr ist

similar discretion when warranted.

It is frequently difficult for a child victim or witness to

face the defendant and his or ber family during testimony.

Without abrogating the defendant's confrontational rights, some

courts have used creative solutions to this problem.

In appropriate cases, courts should permit children to tes-

tify by tdo-way closed circuit television as an alternative to

their testifying in the open courtroom a few feet from the defen-

dant. Such contemporaneous examination by means of closed cir-

cuit television permits examination of witnesses by both til

prosecution and defense in the presence of the defendant; there-

fore, the defendant is not deprived of his or her confrontational

rights.60

The Texas Code of Criminal Procedure was recently amended

to permit judges to order that abuse victims under the age of 13

may testify by closed-circuit television rather than in open

covrt.61 The Texas procedure mandates that the court *shall

permit the defendant to observe and hear the testimony of the

child in person, but shell ensure that the child cannot hear or

see the defendant."62 the California legislature, which ap-

proved the use of closed-circuit television testimony by child

witnesses where appropriate at pretrial he& ings63, expanded the

law to allow to allow courts in criminal proceedings involving
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the sexual abuse of a child under the age of 11 to order that

testimony be taken by contemporaneous examination and cross-

examination in another place and communicated to the courtroom

via two-way closed-circuit television.64 Less costly and elec-

tilnically sophisticated is the use of one-way mirrors to shield

the child victim's view of the defendant while he or she is

testifying.05

Some jurisdictions have gone to even greater lengths to

reduce harm to a child victim in extreme canes. An Arizona trial

court permitted the use of hearsay testimony in lieu of that of a

five-year-old girl who had been sexually abused by her father.

The Arizona Supreme Court upheld the father's conviction and

specifically the use of the hearsay statements at trial conclu-

ding that "a five-year-old girl should be spared the necessity of

testifying against her father in a rape case if at all possi-

ble.q0 A similar conclusion was reached by the Indiana Supreme

Court in the case of a man acc.ised of kidnapping and raping a

four-and-one-half-year-old gir1.07 The Kansas Supreme Court

found that legislatively-created hearsay exception for a child

victim's out-ot-court statements passed muster under the confron-

tation clause and was constitutionally applied in the case before

the court.68 A handful of states have laws similar to the 1982

Kansas statute.

Strict guidelines for the use of alternative methods of

presenting testimony such as by closed circuit television or

videotaped deposition Lust be developed and implemented. These

guidelines should ,..re that the defendant' right to confront

his accuser is not constitutionally impaired.69

More common than the use of alternative means to present the

child's testimony is the practice of excusing children from tes-

tifying at pretrial and noncriminal hearings where confrontation-

al issues are not of constitutional dimension. !or example, a

sexual assault conviction was uph4, in a Wisconsin case where a

judge permitted a ten-year-old sexual assault victim's mother to

testify in lieu of .er daughter at a preliminary hearing.70

Likewise, the Wisansin Supreme Court held that it was proper for

a hearing examiner at a probation revocation hearing for a man
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accused of sexually assaulting his five-year-old stepson to uti-

lize the mother's hearsay testimon 'f her son's accusations in

lieu of his direct testimony.71

Testifying in court against another family member say be a

painful experience for the child_ As discomforting as it may be

to relate a sensitive experience in open court in front of stran-

gers, the situation is exacerbated when an abusive family member

is present.

The preliminary heating 16 one proceeding where a child

might be excused from testifying if at all possible. The purpose

of the preliminary examination is to determine whether there is

sufficient evidence for further prosecution. As these hearings

are a creature of statute and not of the constitution there is no

federal constitutional right to confront witnesses as there is at

trial. Whatever right of confrontation existing at the prelimi-

nary hearing, or any other hearing short of the trial itself, re-

sults from state statute and tbue may be modified without consti-

tutional injustice to a defendent.72

The admissibility and sufficiency of hearsay evidence at a

preliminary examination is firmly established in the federal

courts as well as in many states. For the purposes of the pre-

liminary hearing, the :estimony of a police officer, social

worker, parent, or other appropriate person to whom the victim

related his or her experience should be sufficient. This ap-

proach spares the child the anxiety and embarrassment resulting

from numerous appearances, continuances, and confrontations with

the abuser.73 The recommendation here (31) is n t, howt.'..

meant to preclude use of traditional exceptions to the hearsay

rule or likewise to discourage the development of new, properly

safeguarded exceptions to cue hearsay rule for use at trial.

At least 16 states allow courts to take and use r child's

videotaped testimony under certain conditions.74 The approaches

taken vary widely. California, for example, permits the use of a

videotaped deposition in lieu of direct testimony at pretrial

hearings in sexual assault cames75 and, in cases where the victim

is under 16, mandates that judges, upon timely application by the

prosecutor, order that the child's preliminary hearing testimony

be recorded on videotape which may be used at trial if the court
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finds that 'further testimony would cause the victim emotional

trauma so that the victim is medically unavailable or otherwise

unavailable' to testify.76 New Mexico, meanwhile, permits the

use of child's videotaped deposition upon a showing that 'the

child may be unable to testify without suffering unreasonable and

unnecessary mental or emotional harm' and the defendant was

present, represented by counsel, and had the opportunity to

cross-examine the child at the time the deposition was taken.77

A similar Florida law permits a court to use videotaped testimony

of a child abuse victim under the age of 16 at any criminal or

civil proceeding in lieu of live testimony in open court 'upon a

finding that there is a substantial likelihood that such victim

or witness would suffer severe emotional or mental distress if

required to testify in open court.'78

In Wisconsin, a prosecutor may seek or a judge on his or her

own motion may authorize the taking of a videotaped dpositit,n

for use at the preliminary examination and at noncriminal hear-

ings if there is a substantial likelihood that the child will

otherwise suffer severe emotional or mental strain' by his or her

live testimony at such bearings.79 If it is anticipated that the

videotaped deposition will be used at trial, the defendant must

be allowed to cross-examine the child 'ill the same manner as

permitted at trial.'80 The videotaped deposition may not be used

at trial if the defendant did not have the opportunity to cross-

examine the -tild at the time the deposition was taken.81 Per-

sons not necessary for the proceedings may be excluded during the

taking of a videotaped deposition in the same manner as a Wiscon-

sin trial judge may remove from toe courtroom unnecessary persons

during a sexual assault victim's testimony at a preliminary hear -

ing.82

A different approach is taken in Oklahoma where child vic-

tims under 12 may testify via closed circuit television or video-

taped deposition.83 The Oklahoma procedure requires that the

defendant must be present at the time the testimony is taken but

arrangements must be made to ensure that the child can neither

see or hear the Oefendant.84 A similar provision in Texas appli-

cable to abuse cases where the victim is under the age of 13

requires the court to 'permit the defendant to observe and hear
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the testimony of the chid in person' while taking steps to

"ensure that the child cannot hear or see the defendant."65

Unlike the Wisconsin and Florida statutes which permit videotaped

testimony of bah child victims And witnesses, Oklahoma and Texas

allow the use of teleised or videotaped testimony only where the

child is a victim.

The use of alternate means of presenting a child's testimony

to the court via closed circuit television, through a one-way

mirror, or by videotape represents a responsible and compassion-

ate approach to the dilemma of sectoring the child's testimony

with a minimum of contact, with the defendant and spectators

while at the same time preserving a defendant's confrontational

right. Its development and 4se under guidelines designed to safe-

guard the defendant's right to confront his accuser merits seri-

ous consideration.

LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVE

4. State legislatures should, where necessary, enact appro-
priate legislation to permit modification of court procedures and
evidentiary rules as suggested herein and in addition should:

a) extend the statute of limitations in cases involving
the abuse of children;

b) establish programs to provide special assistance to
child victims and witnesses or enhance existing pro-
grams to improve the handling of child abuse cases and
minimize the trauma suffered by child victims, in coop-
eration with local communities and the federal govern-
rent.

OMMENTAIX

Effective implementation of these guidelines will require

the work of many persons, especially attorneys, judges, and

legislators. Remedial legislation may need to be enacted to, for

example, amend codes of evidence to broaden the use of hearsay

testimony or to permit the use of videotaped or closed-circuit

television testimony and to provide guidance for their use. It

is likewise necessary in many jurisdictions to consider expanding

the statute of limitations in child sexual abuse cases.

Children who suffer sexual abuse are often quite reluctant

to report their victimization. They are frequently likely to

repress these incidents for years.86 Such repression may result

from a number of factors. victims may feel somehow responsible

for the harm they have suffered or, in many cases, fear that
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reporting the abuse may be responsible for the destruction of the

family unit.

The statute of limitations in criminal cases usually begins

runnirg on the day the crime was committed. In many cases, the

statute of limitations may have expired by the time that the

abuse has come to light and it is thus impossible to bring the

accused offender to justice. States should therefore be willing

to extend the statute of limitations in child sexual abuse cases.

The optimum period should run from the date of the offense until

the date of the victim's disclosure.87

The American Bar Association and many states have recognized

that special efforts are required to aid the victims of crimes

and witnesses in crin'nal proceedings. In enacting the Bill of

Rights for Child Victims and Witnesses, the Wisconsin legislature

explicitly found that it is necessary to provide child victims

and witnesses with additional consideration and different treat-

ment than that usually afforded to adults.'88 Under the Wisconsin

plan, counties are responsible for providing these services in

addition to those already mandated for victims and witnesses in

general with funding assistance from the state.89 Victim-

witness assistance surcharges are assessed against all convicted

criminal defendants90; additional as ssssss nts are levied in cases

of domestic violence.91

A few states have created special 'trust funds' to support

programs aimed at the prevention and treatment of child abuse and

neglect. Kentucky's Child Victim's TrP Fund receives funds

from an income tax checkoff.92 A similar checkoff supports a

trust fund for programs funded by the Child Abuse and Neglect

Prevention Board in Nichigan.93 In Wisconsin, the Child Abuse

and Neglect Prevention Board provides grants and program assis-

tance funded by a children's trust fund supported by state appro-

priations and citizen cortributions94.

AMU BZSENSIBILITX

5. The public has a right to know and the news media has a
right to report about crimes where children are victims and
witnesses; however, the media should use restraint and prudent
judgement in reporting such cases and should not reveal the
identity of a child victim.
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.COMMILI

The criminal 3uhtice system and the media encounter a spe-

cial dilemma concerning child abuse cases. Ironically, while the

system of juvenile justice mandates many protections, including

anonymity, to juvenile offndra, little is afforded to child

RIglifel 95 Frequently a victim's identity will be disclosed

directly or indirectly via news accounts relating to a child

abuse prosecution.

There is such misunderstanding about the dimension of the

child abuse problem and the dilemmas faced by victims, offenders,

and the system of justice itself. Responsible reporting can do

much to educate the public concerning this most serious problem.

The news media, however, is reminded that while it has aright as

well as an obligation to report news, including that relating to

the abuse of children, it must also exercise caution, good taste,

and restraint so as not to exacerbate the psychological harm

already suffered by an abused child. The identity of an abused

child shcolld not be directly or indirectly divulged. This recom-

mendation is consistent with existing policy at several news

organisations.% It has been suggested that, in incest cases, it

might be appropriate for the media to exclude the names of offen-

ders from news reports in order to improve the effectiveness of

treatment and to allow some of the families involved to remain

intact.97

Resolving this dilemma requires communication, not confron-

tation. The American Bar Association urges editors and news

directors to formulate policies encouraging reporting to increase

the public's awareness of the problems encountered by child

victims and witnesses while maintaining compassion and understan-

ding for the privacy and rehabilitative needs of the victim and

his or her family. Attorneys and judges should assist the media

in formulating and implementing such guidelines. A collective

effort to promote public understanding about child abuse while

insuring the privacy of the victim and his or her family in the

process is a goal worth pursuing.
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Senator GRASSLEY. I think we will call on Mr. Davidson first
before I ask you questions. But could I say for the benefit of elabo-
ration on my legislation that where you referred to several things
not being considered by my legislation dealing with a child in the
courtroom, my legislation is not meant to be limiting.

Ms. ANDERSON. I understand that, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GRASSLEY. Concerning everything you brought up, I do

not think I could disagree with any factor that you mentioned Mr.
Davidson.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD DAVIDSON

Mr. DAVIDSON. Thank you, Senator. I have no specific, prepared
remarks. I came to assist Catherine Anderson with any questions
you might have. Let me just say a couple of things. One, a personal
note: I spent 4 years before coming to the American Bar Associa-
tion as a trial attorney in the military, and I notice that in the list-
ing of the various changes in the Federal Rules of Evidence, the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
dure, and so forth, listed in section 7(a), that one of the documents
not listed is the Manual for Courts Marshal.

Now, as you know, involvement of the Federal court system in
child abuse cases is extremely limited. There is however, an in-
creasing amount of interest and prosecution within the military
system of crimes against children committed by military members
where the military has jurisdiction over the case. So I would urge
you to consider whether the Manual for Courts Marshal that is
used in connection with cases prosecuted under the Uniform Code
of Military Justice might be included in this proposed study and
report, because certainly we know that in all of the military serv-
ices there is more attention being given to this issue.

The second matter I wanted to address was in connection to the
FBI's opposition to section 7. A representative of the Justice De-
partment spoke this afternnoon opposing section 7, and she men-
tioned in her statement that there are already private sector activi-
ties underway in this area. The ABA is certainly proud to be a part
of those private sector activities. It was also stated that several re-
ports have either been issued or are about to be issued which deal
with the subject, and therefore there was no need for this provi-
sion. I would take issue with those suggestions. Certainly the pri-
vate sector is doing its part and certainly there have been some im-
portant reports issued and will be some important reports to come,
but I do not think anything can take the place or have the impact
of a report from the U.S. Attorney General to the U.S. Congress on
reforms that are being proposed for the Federal system.

I do not think anything that has been done can replace the kind
of impact that such a proposed model for the Federal court system
might have. The private sector is certainly doing its part in addi-
tion to the ABA, as was mentioned. For example the National Dis-
trict Attorney's Association is moving into this area with a pro-
gram to assist prosecutors who are dealing with these cases.

But I personally feel very strongly about section 7 and the
impact that it can have. With that, I will just sit back and answer
any questions you might have.
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Senator GRASSLEY. On the point right where you left off, I would
like to ask Ms. Anderson, as a local prosecutor who works with
these cases on a daily basis, would you see a need for or any help
from such a report?

Ms. ANDERSON. Oh, yes. I definitely do. I think that, as I indicat-
ed in my remarks, the reports of the President's Task Force on Vic-
tims of Crime and the Task Force on Domestic Violence were ex-
tremely important to us in developing the ABA guidelines. And, in
fact, those documents contain in them many, many more recom-
mendations which you will not find in the ABA guidelines. I ask
you to keep in mind that the ABA Criminal Justice Section repre-
sents not only prosecutors but defense attorneys, judges, and acade-
micians, and it is the result of a great deal of compromise that
these guidelines were developed.

The National District Attorney's Association, which Mr. David-
son has alluded to, has begun a program which thc: are calling the
National Center for Prosecution of Child Abuse Cases. Another
group which is working on these issues is the Commission on Uni-
form State Laws, which was one of the groups that urged us to
move forwftrd as quickly as possible with the ABA guidelines. I
think that between the Victims Task Force Report, the Domestic
Violence Report, what the National District Attorney Association,
and the National Association of Attorneys General are doing, the
Commission on Uniform State Laws, the ABA guidelines and cer-
tainly the important publications of the Center for Child Advocacy
and Protection, all of these things could be brought together in one
comprehensive document that would provide guidance to the States
in developing statutes. In fact, it is my understanding that the Na-
tional Legal Resource Center is helping to develop some model leg-
islation in the very near future. But all of these things could be
brought together and compiled, and it would be extremely useful
throughout the country. The 1-year time period designated in sec-
tion 7 of S. 985 may not be realistic however.

Senator GRASSLEY. In reference to or as a takeoff from the i3lobe
Newspaper case and also knowing of some cases involving the con-
frontation clause dealing with hearsay exceptions and videotaped
testimony, could you comment for us on the problem with these
cases and the potential amount of legislation in this area that may
prove to be unconstitutional?

Ms. ANDERSON. There are a number of problems involved here.
You will notice that the ABA guideline which deals with closed cir-
cuit television includes the caveat, "so long as the defendant's right
to confrontation is not impaired." This is a provision which was
given a great deal of consideration and was debated at length
within the Criminal Justice Section and other entities of the ABA,
the reason being that the courts are frankly all over the board on
what constitutes confrontation.

In the eighth circuit, in the Benfiet ; decision, the court said that
it was necessary to have face-to-face confrontation. However, in the
Shepard case in New Jersey, the year after Benfield, specifically
rejecting the eighth circuit's reasoning, the court said that the
right to confrontation was satisfied in spite of the fact that there
was no face-to-face confrontation.
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Another problem arises in that half of the States have State con-
stitutional provisions which provide that the right to confrontation
is not satisfied unless the defendant is afforded a face-to-face en-
counter with the witness. In Kentucky, for example, a State video-
tape statute was struck down based on the State constitutional pro-
vision. The reason we added "so long as the defendant's right to
confrontation is not impaired," is because the bottom line was that
this is an issue which is going to have to be left to court discretion
and interpretation until such time as the issue is addressed by the
Supreme Court. I am not so sure that even then we do not get
around the additional problem which arises when you have individ-
ual State constitutions that interpret the right to confrontation in
a different way.

Senator GRASSLEY. My last question would be asking for your
opinion, on the effect, if the statute of limitations in these cases
was extended to begin at the age of majority of the victim in child
abuse cases.

Ms. ANDERSON. Well, usually statutes of limitations are for a set
period of time. If the statute of limitations were to expiredo you
mean to expire or to commence running at the age of majority?

Senator GRASSLEY. To commence at the age of majority of the
victim.

Ms. ANDERSON. I think that it is possible then that the statute of
limitations might in some instances become inordinately long. If
you have a very young victim that is 5, for example, and your stat-
ute of limitations is to run for 10 years, but it does not commence
until the age of majority, you have a potential of 23 years before
the statute of limitations has expired. And as a former defense at-
torney, I would argue very strongly that the decay factor in
memory over a period of 23 years with a victim at the time of the
offense who was 5 years old would be so great as to nullify the
index of reliability which is really at the heart of the court pro-
ceedi ng.

Senator GRASSLEY. That was my last question, but do either of
you have anything in summary or anything that you may have left
out that you would like to include at this point in the record?

Ms. ANDERSON. I do not believe so, Mr. Chairman. Thank you
again so very much for inviting us to participate.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, it is ideal that you could come and tqsti-
fy in this area because you have done so much work in this area.

Ms. ANDERSON. I apologize for my voice. I have had laryngitis for
2 weeks.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, you ta':e care of yourself. Your health is
very important.

This meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 5:13 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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